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Introduction 

1. Major histocompatibility complex class I and II (MHC-I and -II) 

antigen presentation pathways 

A -  A brief history of histocompatibility 

The notion of histocompatibility emerged from graft rejection study in the early 20
th

 century. 

One of the first descriptions of the histocompatibility notion arose from the work of the 

British immunologist Peter Gorer and the American biologist George Snell, who 

independently performed tumor cells transplantation experiments in mice and identified genes 

that were determining both in the transplantation success and failure. Among those 

histocompatibility genes, they identified one locus that appeared to be dominant in the fate of 

the transplant and which they indirectly showed to encode for the antigen 2. This locus was 

named H-2 by the two researchers
1
. The following findings highlighted one chromosomal 

region that appeared to have a major role in the transplant rejection compared to other minor 

players in the same process and referred as the major histocompatibility complex, or MHC. 

This region was described as encompassing many genes that determine the immunological 

identity of each individual.  

In parallel, the French immunologist Jean Dausset studying leukocyte-agglutinating 

antibodies in transfused patients, defined the first human leukocyte antigen called MAC, later 

renamed HLA-A2, and suggested that one major chromosomal region comprises the MHC-

related genes like in mice
1
. Later, it was discovered that the human MHC maps to the 

chromosome 6 short arm
2
 and three main regions were described: (i) the class I region 

containing the HLA-A, -B and -C genes which encode the class I molecule heavy chain (ii) 

the class II region containing the HLA-DR, -DQ and -DP genes, each of which containing A 

and B genes coding for the α and the β chains respectively, and (iii) the class III region 

containing genes encoding for the complement components. In mice, the “classical” MHC-I 

molecules were called H2-D, K and L and the MHC-II molecules I-A and I-E. At that time, 

major features of the MHC were discovered: its primary role in transplant rejection, its 

genetic complexity and its highly polymorphic loci. 

First studied and discovered as a transplantation antigen, the MHC or HLA system has since 

been closely linked to the immune response
3
. The discovery of T lymphocytes in the 1960s 
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was quickly followed by the discovery of their implication in the recognition of antigens 

associated to MHC-I molecules
4
. Among many interesting studies, one can cite the work of 

McDevitt and colleagues who looked at the spleen cell response to synthetic peptides and 

showed that there is an antigen-specific polymorphism in between mice with different H-2 

types
5
. Along with this finding, P.C. Doherty and R.M. Zinkernagel work on cytotoxic T cell 

response in mice infected with the lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus introduced the MHC 

restriction concept
6
. The latter refers to the ability of T cells to recognize a specific antigen 

presented by MHC class I molecules depending on the haplotype. A similar restriction 

mechanism was discovered by A.S. Rosenthal and E.M. Shevach on antigens presented on 

MHC class II molecules at the cell surface of macrophages in the guinea pig model, a process 

which is necessary for antigen-specific T helper cell activation and expansion
7
. In 1985 and 

during the following years, E.R. Unanue, who worked on the Hen egg-white lysozyme 

protein, and H. Grey, who worked on the ovalbumin protein, significantly contributed in the 

discovery of antigenic peptides as ligands for MHC-II molecules and of antigen processing
8–

10
. In 1985, Townsend and colleagues reported similar findings on MHC-I molecules, 

highlighting the recognition of epitopes from degraded proteins by cytotoxic T lymphocytes 

on influenza infected cells
11

. The first MHC-I molecule crystal structure release by P. 

Bjorkman the same year was a precious tool in the understanding of peptide-MHC interaction 

as well as peptide regions recognized by T-cells
12

. Then, during the 90s century, HG 

Rammensee and colleagues focus their work on the characterization of MHC-I naturally 

presented peptide motifs and created the currently widely used SYFPEITHI database for 

MHC ligands
13,14

. In 1994, L.F. Stern et. al provided the HLA-DR1 crystal structure in 

complex with the influenza virus haemagglutinin peptide HA306-318, which helped to 

interpret in details the interactions between peptides and MHC-II molecules
15

. 

The first steps in the vast field of antigen presentation were rewarded in 1980 when George D. 

Snell, Baruj Benacerraf and Jean Dausset jointly won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or 

Medicine “for their discoveries concerning genetically determined structures on the cell 

surface that regulate immunological reactions”. The MHC system, at the core of the 

recognition of self vs. non self during the adaptative immune response, has since been studied 

in many diseases such as viral or bacterial infection, cancer and autoimmune diseases, being a 

key element for the understanding of their progression.  
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B - The MHC class I and class II antigen presentation pathways: main 

roles and general features 

Beyond the central and the most studied role of the MHC-I presentation in 

immunosurveillance, which will be the focus of this introduction, MHC-I antigen presentation 

was shown to be involved in odorant-based mate selection
16

 and in neuronal function
17

. 

Indeed, the MHC-I molecules expressed in neurons participate in the synaptic plasticity of the 

developing and mature mammalian central nervous system (CNS), and were found 

upregulated in Parkinson ‘disease 
17,18

. While the underlying mechanisms are poorly 

understood, these observations emphasize the fact that the immune system and the CNS share 

similarities that may allow them to act in concert to maintain the homeostasis of the body. In 

addition, the multifunctionality of the MHC-I molecules highlight the “non-immune” role of 

MHC-I presentation and also suggest the importance of the non-peptide binding part of the 

molecules in their function. 

MHC-I and MHC-II antigen presentations share a similar function in the adaptive branch of 

the immune response which is to present at the cell surface antigenic peptides that can be 

recognized by CD8+ T cells and CD4+ T cells, respectively. MHC-I molecules are 

constitutively expressed by all nucleated cells. The expression of MHC-II molecules is 

restricted to thymic epithelial cells (TECs) and professional antigen presenting cells (pAPCs), 

including B cells, macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) but their expression can be induced 

in other cell types such as fibroblasts, astrocytes, endothelial or epithelial cells upon specific 

cytokines stimuli, particularly IFN-ɣ
19

. The recognition of peptides bound to MHC-I and -II 

molecules on pAPCs is central to the activation of naïve T cells and their proliferation 

(Figure 1). The ones presented at the surface of almost all cells and recognized by activated 

T-cells participate in the recognition and the elimination of non-self
20

. Acquisition of the 

peptide is achieved differently by the two MHC molecules. On one hand, peptides bound to 

MHC-I molecules come from endogenous sources, reflecting the intracellular events such as 

viral or bacterial infection, or cell transformation. On the other hand, MHC-II molecules 

present peptides from exogenous sources, providing a sample of the extracellular 

environment. These two pathways were first strictly segregated with the cytosolic 

proteasomal antigen processing for the MHC-I and the endosomes/lysosomes antigen 

processing for the MHC-II. However, several interplays between both pathways have been 

described and extend the possible source of peptides for both MHC-I and -II molecules.  
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Figure 1:  Cross-priming of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells by dendritic cells (DCs)
21

 

One of them is the cross-presentation pathway which is characterized by the ability of APCs 

to take up extracellular antigens and to transfer them to the MHC-I pathway. One of its main 

roles is to specifically activate naïve CD8+ T cells
22

. In that case, cross-presentation is called 

cross-priming. Cross-priming process appears to be performed only by specific subsets of 

DCs or DCs that have acquired specific functions
23

, and upon several environmental 

conditions such as TLRs activation, T helper recognition and pro-inflammatory cytokines 

presence. DCs can take up infected/transformed cell fragments and hence are essential for the 

response against pathogens or tumors as well as for the success of vaccination with protein 

antigens or synthetic long peptides. Internalized elements that ended in phagosomes can reach 

MHC-I molecules through different paths. They can access the cytoplasm to be processed by 

the proteasome and to enter the MHC-I pathway. Several mechanisms that allow the access of 

these peptide precursors to the cytoplasm have been proposed such as their transfer through 

leaky phagosomal membranes or through a membrane pore created by elements of the ER 

dislocation machinery present in the phagosome
24

. Besides, phagosomes that contain the 

MHC-I loading machinery have been isolated and shown to be able to import and cross-

present exogenously added peptides, hence providing a peptide-loading location different 

from the conventional MHC-I pathway
21

. In addition, the process of autophagy, a ubiquitous 

process involved in the steady state turn-over of long-lived proteins and damaged organelles, 
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has been suggested to be implicated in cross-presentation
25

. As an alternative mechanism, 

intercellular protein channels such as gap junctions have also been demonstrated to be used 

for the transfer of peptides to DCs for cross-presentation
26

. Extensive studies have to confirm 

the physiological significance of these pathways. 

Conversely, a substantial part of the peptides presented by MHC-II molecules has been 

demonstrated to originate from endogenous nuclear and cytosolic proteins
24

. Again, 

autophagy can play a role in that process. For example, it has been demonstrated that APCs-

like B cells infected with the Epstein-Barr virus, present antigens from endogenously 

expressed EBNA1 protein. The latter is delivered by autophagy to the lysosomes where it can 

enter the MHC-II pathway, leading to CD4+ T cell clonal-specific activation
27

. The role of 

autophagy was also highlighted for the MHC-II presentation of some self-antigens during the 

process of central CD4+ T cell tolerance mediated by medullary thymic epithelial cells 

(mTECs)
28

. In addition, access of some endogenous proteins to the MHC-II pathway has been 

shown to occur independently from autophagy. For example, alternative pathways have been 

suggested to present newly synthesized Env and Gag antigens to specific CD4+ T cells by 

HIV-infected DCs
29

, but the mechanism remains unclear. Interestingly, tumors cells have also 

been shown to present endogenously expressed peptides on MHC-II molecules. A recent 

study suggests that melanoma cells present an NY-ESO-1 derived antigen which pathway of 

processing results from its intercellular transfer between melanoma cells followed by its entry 

in the endocytic pathway
30

. 

Overall, these studies highlight the fact that antigen presentation on MHC-I and MHC-II 

molecules does not only result from two distinct pathways but from several that could interact 

with each other. These observations bring even more complexity in the understanding of the 

pool of antigenic peptides that are expressed by cells, namely the immunopeptidome. In the 

next sections, we will see that our understanding of the MHC molecule structures and of the 

intracellular pathways, as well as the identification of self-, tumor- and viral-associated 

antigens bring and will bring new insights into the immunopeptidome and ultimately into the 

adaptative immune response. We will particularly emphasize on the direct MHC-I antigen 

presentation pathway and the source material that enters this pathway. 
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C - MHC-I pathway step by step: what defines the MHC-I 

immunopeptidome? 

a. The peptide-MHC (pMHC) complex 

The distinct functions between MHC-I and MHC-II molecules are partly due to their 

structural variations, allowing them to present different peptide repertoires and to activate 

separate cells. Both molecules are composed of two domains: the heavy α-chain and the β2-

microglobulin protein (β2m) for the MHC-I molecule; the α-chain and the β-chain for the 

MHC-II molecule. The membrane-proximal region contains two conserved immunoglobulin 

(Ig) domains that support the peptide-binding unit. The latter, usually called the peptide-

binding groove, is composed of two anti-parallel α-helices on the top of an eight-strand β-

sheet. The amino acid sequence of this groove is the most polymorphic part of the structure, 

enabling interactions of the different MHC alleles with different pools of peptides. It was 

observed that MHC allomorphs present largely nonoverlapping sets of peptides defining the 

peptide repertoire presented by one individual
31

 (Figure 2). At the amino (N) and the carboxy 

(C) termini, the peptide forms hydrogen bonds with the two α-helices. While peptides are 

fixed both at their N and C-termini inside the closed MHC-I molecules binding groove, 

peptides bound to MHC-II molecules do not have fixed termini and extend beyond the 

groove. As a consequence, the length of peptides presented by MHC-I molecules are usually 

shorter (generally described to range from 8 to 13 amino acids) than the one presented by 

MHC-II molecules (generally described to range from 13 to 25 amino acids)
32

. Some specific 

residues inside the groove are more important for the peptide-MHC (pMHC) complex 

formation and stability. For example, interactions at the F-pocket, which corresponds to the 

docking site of the C-terminal end of the peptide in MHC-I molecules, and at the P1 pocket, 

which is located at N-terminal side of the MHC-II molecule, have been shown to have a 

dominant impact on pMHC complex conformational and thermal stability, as well as on the 

immunodominance of certain peptides
33,34

. All the structural, biochemical, kinetic and 

thermodynamic information about the pMHC complex have been used for the development of 

binding prediction tools
35,36

 that are widely used, for example, during the search for relevant 

cancer-specific antigens. Our understanding of the interactions between the peptide and the 

MHC molecules brings on pieces in the puzzle that elucidates how cells select the antigens 

they present at their surface.  
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Figure 2:  Structure of MHC-I and MHC-II molecules and of the peptide binding 

groove 

b. Degradation and processing  

In order to generate fragments that fit the MHC-I binding groove, polypeptides synthesized 

inside the cell have to be fragmented before reaching the loading compartment. This step is 

crucial for the activation of CD8+ T-cell by APCs and for their ability to target infected or 

transformed cells. Changes in the kinetics of peptide degradation
37,38

 as well as in the cell 

catalytic activity
39

 have been shown to greatly impact the subsequent cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes (CTL) response and therefore provide a way for modulating it.  

It is well established that the ATP-dependent proteolytic system called the 26S proteasome, 

which recognizes ubiquitin-tagged proteins, largely contributes to the generation of peptides 

for the MHC-I pathway. The 26S proteasome is composed of a 20S core barrel, which 

contains four stacked rings of seven subunits, and one 19S multisubunit complex at each of its 

ends. The active proteolytic components are located in the two inner rings of the barrel 

containing the β-subunits. Catalytic subunits have been particularly identified as the β5, β2 

and β1 that cut after the C-terminus of hydrophobic (chymotrypsin-like activity), basic 
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(trypsin-like activity) or acidic (caspase-like activity) amino acids, respectively
40

. Of note, 

either basic or hydrophobic residues at the C-terminus of the MHC ligands are required by all 

MHC allotypes while none have been described to allow an acidic residue at this location. 

The proteasomal system possesses a certain level of plasticity which can favor or prevent the 

production of certain antigenic peptides. During the immune response, secretion of the 

interferon-γ (IFN-γ) or the tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) induces the replacement of the 

proteasome β-subunits by functionally different counterparts named low molecular weight 

proteins (LMPs) or βi. The assembly of these new molecules in the 20S proteasome forms the 

immunoproteasome. In dendritic cells, lymphocytes and thymic epithelium, the 

immunoproteasome is constitutively expressed. Its catalytic subunits, LMP2, MECL1 and 

LMP7 have enhanced chymotriptyc activities while they abrogate the caspase-like activity
41

. 

As a consequence, the immunoproteasome generates epitopes quantitatively and qualitatively 

different from proteasome ones and with more suitable C-terminal amino-acids (Figure 3). 

Another regulatory complex, the proteasome activator PA28, has been shown to associate 

with the 20S proteasome. It can either binds at both ends of the 20S proteasome (PA28-20S-

PA28) or at only one of its ends with the 19S regulator at the other one (19S-20S-PA28) 

forming the hybrid proteasome that has the ability to process polyubiquitinated substrates in 

an ATP-dependent manner
42,43

. The PA28 complex can be formed by the PA28βα 

heteroheptamer or by the PA28γ or the PA28α homoheptamers. The expression of PA28βα is 

induced by interferon-γ and has been observed to enhance the production of some of the 

MHC-I epitopes recognized by CTL
44,45

. In addition, PA28βα KO mice, while showing a 

normal immune response to influenza infection, showed impaired ability to process and 

present some antigens such as TRP2 melanoma-specific peptide
46

. Some studies showed that 

PA28βα binding modifies the cleavage mechanism of the active sites and promotes the three 

catalytic activities of the proteasome. These changes were shown to result in optimized 

antigen presentation for some studied epitopes
47,48

 and to facilitate peptide release from the 

proteasome
49

.  

Conversely, PA28γ binding to the 20S proteasome has not been clearly linked to the 

generation of peptides for the MHC-I presentation pathway. Its expression is not enhanced 

upon IFN-γ stimulation. PA28γ
−/−

 mice showed no impairment in the generation of viral 

antigen repertoire upon influenza infection and in cytotoxic T cell reactivity after recombinant 

vaccinia virus infection compared to WT mice. However, PA28γ
−/−

 mice showed reduced 

number of CD3+ CD8+ T cells and defect in clearing pathogenic fungal infection
50

. In 
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addition, PA28γ only promotes the trypsin-like activity of the proteasome
51

. Interestingly, it is 

mainly present in the nucleus and has been observed associated with the 20S proteasome in an 

active form in nuclear speckles
52

, which are subnuclear domains enriched in components of 

the pre-mRNA splicing machinery. From these observations our team investigated the role of 

the nuclear PA28γ (or REGγ) associated with the 20S proteasome in the MHC-I antigen 

presentation and, as we will see later in more details, demonstrated that it negatively impacts 

the presentation of specific antigens derived from pioneer translation products. 

 

Figure 3:  Subunit composition of the active sites of the constitutive proteasome and 

the immune proteasome.
43

 

While ubiquitin-dependent proteasomal degradation was extensively described, alternative 

paths such as ubiquitin(Ub)-independent proteasomal degradation has also been involved in 

the generation of MHC-I peptides
53

.Using a Ub-activating enzyme E1 inhibitor, J. Wei et al. 

strongly support the contribution of Ub-independent pathway in antigen presentation 

depending on class I allomorph, cell type, source protein and peptide context
54

. In addition, 

although the proteasome is responsible for the generation of most of the peptides presented by 

the MHC-I molecules
55

, a proteasome-independent pathway has been suggested to involve the 

cytosolic tripeptidyl peptidase II (TPPII) aminopeptidase leading to the presentation of a 

different pool of peptides, and has also been observed in the paper cited above
54,56

. These 

studies support the use of multiple pathways for antigen presentation. 

Because the proteasome generates fragments from 2 to 25 amino acids, it may release N-

extended precursors too long to bind MHC-I molecules. These precursors can be trimmed at 

their N-terminus by aminopeptidases either in the cytosol or in endoplasmic reticulum
57

. 

Among them, the TPPII has been identified as necessary for the presentation of specific 
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peptides on MHC-I molecules while it has no or negative impact on others
58

. In addition, the 

cytosolic leucine aminopeptidase, the bleomycin hydrolase and the puromycin-sensitive 

aminopeptidase have been shown to generate mature epitopes from precursors when studied 

separately outside the cell. However, their precise role in the generation of peptides has to be 

further investigated. In the ER, it has been proven in many studies that the ER 

aminopeptidases ERAAP 1 and 2 bring an important contribution to the MHC I repertoire and 

to the concept of immunodominance
59,60

.  

Overall, these studies shed light on important players during peptide shaping and on the 

ability of cells to adapt their processing path in different contexts. They show that changes in 

the activity and kinetics of enzymes dedicated to peptide shaping along the MHC-I pathway 

can considerably impact the immunopeptidome and hence the adaptative response during 

pathogen infection, tumor development or auto-immunity.  

c. Loading and formation of the complex  

Intermediates produced by proteolysis have to enter the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in order 

to form a complex with empty complete MHC-I molecules present in the lumen of the ER, 

anchored to its membrane and stabilized into the peptide loading complex (PLC).  Their 

transport to the ER is performed by the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP), 

composed of two non-covalently associated subunits, TAP1 and TAP2, forming a pore that 

opens and expels the peptide into the ER in an ATP-dependent manner. Proteasome generated 

peptides have been shown to have a less than 10 seconds half-life and should then rapidly 

reach and bind TAP in order to avoid complete degradation
61

. The binding of the peptide to 

the nucleotide-binding domain of each TAP subunit is ATP-independent and has been shown 

to be determined by the peptide N- and C-terminal residues. In fact, some characteristics such 

as hydrophobic and basic residues at the C-terminus or positively charged residues at position 

1-3 are inclined to bind to TAP while proline is disfavored at position 2
62

. Therefore, the entry 

to the ER constitutes another step in the selection of the peptides for presentation and is in 

accordance with some peptide selection specificities of the proteasome and the MHC-I 

molecules. The TAP molecule is included into the PLC, consisting in the assembly of 

molecules involved in the formation of the pMHC complex. Among them, the type I 

glycoprotein tapasin encoded by an MHC-linked gene recruits MHC-I-β2m dimers to TAP. In 

addition, it links with the oxidoreductase ERP57 that interacts with the lectin chaperone 

calreticulin. All these components facilitate the recognition, translocation and loading of high 
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affinity peptides on the MHC-I molecules. Free peptides in the ER lumen that did not succeed 

in binding to the MHC-I groove are rapidly translocated back to the cytoplasm by the SEC61 

translocon. The stable MHC-I molecule-peptide complexes are finally presented at the cell 

surface through the secretory pathway. As exceptions prove the rules, TAP-independent 

pathways have also been described
63,64

, allowing cells to present antigenic peptides upon TAP 

impairments such as currently observed upon viral infections or in tumors.  

Figure 4 provides an overview of the most commonly described degradation, processing and 

loading steps along the MHC-I antigen presentation pathway.  

 

Figure 4:  Antigen processing in the MHC class I-restricted pathway.
43

 

d. The source of polypeptides 

When and how intracellular polypeptides enter the direct MHC-I antigen-processing 

pathway?  
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The knowledge about the source of polypeptides that enter the MHC-I degradation-

presentation pathway was largely gained from the study of viral infection and tumors partly 

because: (1) antigens presented at the cell surface derived from known viral protein and 

tumor-associated proteins and recognized by CTL were identified and hence it was possible to 

follow their presentation in different settings; (2) virus and cancer cells developed 

mechanisms to interact with and to impair the presentation machinery and hence provided 

tools to identify main actors and mechanisms along the pathway. In addition, known 

immunogenic proteins such as the ovalbumin (Ova) protein were used as model for the study 

of MHC-I antigen presentation. In fact, valuable tools were developed around the discovery of 

immunogenic epitopes of Ova such as the lacZ T-hybridoma cells B3Z
65

, the ovalbumin-

derived peptide SIINFEKL bound to the MHC class I allele H-2K
b
 specific 25-D1.16 

antibody or the OT-1 and OT-2 transgenic mice that generate CD8+ and CD4+ T 

lymphocytes specific for the Ova 257-264 and the Ova 323-339 epitopes respectively. 

The first studies focused on the importance of the proteolytic pathway in order to elucidate 

which substrates are used by proteases and described proteins retirees as a substantial source 

of MHC-I antigens. In 1988, Townsend et al. demonstrated that by enhancing the degradation 

of viral proteins in vaccinia infected cells the antigen presentation of certain viral peptides can 

be restored in the late phase of infection. Hence, they concluded that there was a relationship 

between the degradation of proteins in the cytoplasm and the expression of viral antigens at 

the cell surface
66

. However, showing that not all epitopes were affected, they already 

suggested a diversity of mechanisms by which the antigens were generated. Some years later, 

K. L. Rock et al. used the proteasome inhibitor MG115 to demonstrate that MHC-I 

presentation of the SIINFEKL antigen from the cytoplasmic Ova relies on proteolysis of this 

protein when it is turned-over
67

. In addition, they showed that the ubiquitin conjugation of the 

Ova in the cytosol is required for an efficient presentation of the SIINFEKL, highlighting the 

role of the ubiquitin-dependent proteolytic pathway in antigen presentation from full length 

proteins
68

.  

In contradiction to some of these findings, it was quickly observed that antigens presented at 

the cell surface were not strictly related to the abundance of the source protein and the rate of 

its degradation. In a kinetics study of the presentation of the MHC-I peptide N on Vesicular 

stomatitis Indiana virus (VSV) infected cells, it has been shown that viral peptide can be 

recognized by specific T cells within 45min after infection contrasting with the stability of the 

full-length protein containing the N epitope
69

. Furthermore, some studies suggested that 
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generation of antigens for the MHC-I pathway does not necessary require the expression of a 

functional protein but that antigens could be generated from a distinct translational 

mechanism. Among them, T. Boon and his colleagues isolated genes that encode antigens 

presented by mouse tumor variants, which are rejected by syngeneic mice. Then, they 

transfected subgenomic promotorless fragments of these genes in a non-eukaryotic expression 

vectors and observed that it sensitized transfected cells to CTL lysis with apparent absence of 

gene expression
70,71

. Similarly, in a viral infection model of the influenza virus in mouse cells, 

a study showed that the transfection of a mutated form of the virus nucleoprotein (NP) leads 

to the recognition of the cells by NP-specific T cells while there was no detectable expression 

of the protein
72

.  

In addition to these findings, several studies have described unknown peptides recognized by 

tumors, viral or allogenic specific T cells that are not encoded in a conventional reading frame 

but in a cryptic translation reading frame
73

. For example, in 1994, it was demonstrated that the 

mouse tumor cells RLO*1 present at their surface the pRL1b peptide recognized by specific 

CTL and which derives from the 5’ untranslated region of the c-akt oncogene
74

. Besides, the 

tumor infiltrating lymphocytes TIL586 from melanoma-bearing patients, which induce tumor 

regression after an autologuous transfer, were shown to recognize an antigenic peptide 

derived from an alternative open reading frame of the gp75 gene
75

.  

From these observations emerged the “pepton” hypothesis developed by T. Boon in 1989, 

which provided an explanation of the presence of these peptides at the cell surface. Briefly, 

they described peptons as few hundred base pair regions of the cellular genome that are 

transcribed by a polymerase that does not need promoter sequences and which give rise to 

“pepton-RNAs”. They are translated into peptides that are independent from the 

corresponding full-length protein and are used as substrates for proteases of the antigen 

presentation pathway, perhaps as part of a normal housekeeping process of the cell. 

Interpreting these observations from a different perspective, J. Yewdell, L.C. Anton and J. R. 

Bennink
76

 proposed in 1996 that the major source of antigens are defective products from 

protein synthesis that can be either premature termination products or misfolded full-length 

proteins quickly directed to the cell degradation systems such as the proteasome. These 

elements were called the Defective Ribosomal Products (DRIPs). Since then, our 

understanding of DRIPs and all the associated concepts has evolved, providing us with more 

information about the source of antigenic peptides for the direct MHC-I pathway.  
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D - Source of polypeptides for the MHC-I pathway: the 

contribution of DRIPs and PTPs to the immunopeptidome and the 

associated concepts 

a. What are DRIPs and PTPs? 

Above information suggest two sources of peptides presented by the MHC-I molecules: 

turned over proteins and degradation of newly synthesized and deliberately defective proteins. 

Growing studies and improvement of tools brought insights into the still unclear mechanism 

of polypeptides generation. At the heart of it are the Defective Ribosomal Products (DRiPs) 

and the pioneer translation products (PTPs), which support and are supported by associated 

concepts such as non-conventional, nuclear or pioneer translation as well as alternative, 

defective or non-mature RNAs. 

In a 2014 review, J. Yewdell and L.C. Anton broaden their definition of the DRIPS including 

“defective polypeptides arising from alternative/defective mRNAs, ribosomal frame shifting 

and downstream initiation on bona fide mRNAs, and all other errors that occur in converting 

genetic information into proteins”
77

. Moreover, they suggested the presence of a specific 

subset of ribosomes that is dedicated to the generation of DRIPs, which is called the 

immunoribosome
78

. The evolution in the definition emphasized the role of the mRNA 

structures and the translational mechanisms. To illustrate this, S. Apcher et. al first studied the 

Epstein Barr virus strategy to suppress antigen presentation by regulating its mRNA 

translation. They showed that the mRNA translation initiation rate and not the protein stability 

was determinant in the subsequent antigen presentation
79

. In a following study, they 

demonstrated that the cap-dependent translation initiating eIF4E protein is not required for the 

presentation of either the SIINFEKL or the MBP epitopes from different gene constructs 

while it is required for the expression of the corresponding full length protein. Hence, they 

suggested that the initiation of the translation event that governs the production of full length 

products is distinguishable from the one that governs antigen production
80

, building on the 

peptons hypothesis. Moreover, they showed that this translational event share characteristics, 

such as the requirement of the eIF4G protein, with the pioneer round of translation performed 

by the cell as an mRNA quality control event that can potentially redirect the mRNA to the 

non-sense mediated decay (NMD) pathway for degradation. During this step, the cap-binding 

protein (CBP) heterodimer CBP80-CBP20 binds to the 5’-m7GpppN cap structure and allows 

the recruitment of one or more ribosomes
81

. Hence, they introduced a novel class of peptides 

that are produced during a pioneer translation event, called the pioneer translation products 
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(PTPs)
80

 (Figure 5). In the attempt to better characterize this translational event, S.Apcher et 

al. inserted the SIINFEKL and the MBP epitopes into different gene locations and showed 

that both were expressed at the cell surface similarly when inserted intronically versus 

exonically. Polypeptides produced from these gene constructs, i.e. the PTPs, were detected on 

nascent ribosomes in the nuclear compartment. Overall, they suggest that a major portion of 

MCH-I pathway substrates is synthesized in the early steps of mRNA maturation, before 

introns are spliced, by a non-canonical translation mechanism within the nucleus
82

.  

 

Figure 5:  Formation of pioneer translation products 

b. The immunopeptidome: correlation with the genome, the 

transcriptome and the proteome? 

i. General features of the self- immunopeptidome 

Depending on the cell type, the number of MHC class I molecules at the cell surface has been 

evaluated from 1 to 5 x 10
5
 in complex with about 10

4
 different peptides

83
. By comparing the 

protein and the MHC class I associated peptides (MIPs) number and the size, it was estimated 

that only 2% of the proteome is represented at the cell surface. Close to that calculation, a 

recent study on B-lymphoblastoid cells (B-LCLs) estimated that the MIPs covered only 10% 

of exomic sequences expressed in these cell lines
84

. In addition, it was shown that the 

immunopeptidome does not derive from a specific chromosomal region but from genes shared 

among all chromosomes as well as from a variety of proteins present in all cell 

compartments
85–87

.  
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Therefore, the MIPs repertoire and the mechanisms underlying its generation are complex and 

actually hard to predict. Our current definition of self vs. non-self remains unclear. In the next 

paragraphs, we will see how studies show that the MIPs repertoire is not generated from a 

random selection of the proteome and what is our current understanding of the mechanisms 

underlying its biogenesis.  

ii. Immunopeptidome and proteome 

Currently, a few authors
88,89

 consider that protein retirees substantially provide substrates for 

the MHC-I pathway. Certain studies showed that the requirement of retirees and rapidly 

degraded proteins (RDPs) differs according to the stress applied to the cell
77

, as for example 

during irradiation where retirees are rapidly recruited to the MHC-I pathway
90

.  

RDPs, which are targeted
91

 or not
53

 to the ubiquitin-dependent proteasomal system, were in 

many studies shown to largely contribute to the immunopeptidome
92,85

. Improvement in mass 

spectrometry techniques was central in a deeper understanding of the correlation between the 

immunopeptidome and the rate of translation based on large scale-analysis. Combining the 

stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) technique with pulse-chased 

experiments and MIPs elution in human tumor cell lines, it was demonstrated that many of 

MIPs are derived from newly synthesized molecules that degrade rapidly after synthesis
93

. 

Moreover, it was shown that the impact of proteasome inhibitors on antigen presentation may 

be due in part to their effect on the synthesis rate modulation
94

. In line with these 

observations, a study on vaccinia virus infected cells used the LC- multiple reactions 

monitoring (MRM) approach to tandem mass spectrometry in order to monitor viral peptides 

appearance at the cell surface upon infection. Researchers showed that the nature of viral 

epitopes presented throughout the infection is very dynamic and that the timing of their 

appearance correlates with the corresponding protein synthesis initiation
95

. Therefore, protein 

synthesis dynamic seems central in determining the MIPs.  

Among rapidly degraded products, the question of their nature as well as DRIPs and PTPs 

contribution to the immunopeptidome still remains. In that attempt, one global MIPs analysis 

of a human cell line from mass spectrometry coupled to proteome database accounted the 

significant contribution of DRIPs as misassemble surplus subunits of large protein 

complexes
96

. However, in order to better gauge the participation of products from pioneer 

round of translation, downstream initiation, out-of-frame translation or premature termination 

of translation, one can argue that the MIP repertoire should be explored from the information 
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given upstream from the proteome, i.e from the transcriptome or the ribosomal-bound 

products. Large scale analysis strategies that coupled the MIP proteomic with both 

customized transcriptomal and proteasomal databases revealed new and important 

information about MIPs biogenesis. 

iii. From the genome to the immunopeptidome: implication of the 

transcriptome and the metabolic state. 

As previously seen, protein abundance was shown not to be strictly linked to MIPs
93

. While at 

first conflicting results concerning the correlation between the MHC-I peptide repertoire and 

the associated transcript abundance were observed
86,97

, it is currently assumed that transcript 

abundance is, among other parameters, linked to MIPs generation
84,98

. In addition, several 

experiments have demonstrated that the MIPs reveal a cell-type specific signature in 

accordance with the cell function. For example, researchers who studied the B-LCLs MIPs 

and their source genes observed enrichment in genes implicated in immunoglobulin 

production
98

. Another study from C. Perrault and colleagues showed that over 40% of mouse 

thymocyte MIPs are different from the same mouse dendritic cell MIPs
99

. Following these 

findings, they demonstrated that intracellular biochemical and metabolic events shape the 

MIP repertoire. They suggest that changes observed after treatment with the mTORC1 

inhibitor rapamycin account for changes in the transcriptional sub-network that ultimately 

affect the transcripts at the source of MIPs
100

. In accordance with this observation, it was 

observed that HIV-infected cells present peptides derived from self-origin that appeared only 

upon infection
101

. As no change was observed in related transcripts abundance, change in 

postranscriptionnal mechanisms was suggested to be the cause of these apparitions.  

Looking at the MIPs from an even wider perspective, C. Perrault and colleagues performed 

high-throughput proteogenomic on B-LCLs from 18 patients with 27 HLA-A and HLA-B 

allomorphs in order to identify features that could influence the MIP generation
84

. They first 

observed that MIPs are generated from only 59% of the entire protein coding gene set and that 

from 1 to 64 MIPs are generated per gene. In addition, even if HLA allomorphs present 

almost completely different sets of peptides, these were shown to derive from the same 

genomic regions. From a system level perspective, they suggested that some RNA features 

facilitating the translation such as a higher number of exons and shorter 5’UTR, as well a 

higher gene expression, were enriched in MIP source transcripts. Supporting the contribution 

of the NMD pathway to the generation of the MIPs, transcripts with an NMD biotype, defined 
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by the presence of single nucleotide variants predicted to lead to a premature termination 

codon generation, were also found enriched. This feature favors the contribution of PTPs and 

DRIPs to the MIPs generation and provides some insights into their nature. In addition, 

disorder and degradation motifs facilitating proteins proteasomal degradation were also 

prevalent. Finally, linking the genome to the MIP, it was demonstrated that peptides derived 

from polymorphic genomic region present in some but not all subjects on a given HLA allele 

and that elicit an allow-immune response account for 12% of the MIP-coding exome
102

.  

Hence, the MIP repertoire was described as flexible and in accordance with the cell 

metabolism and transcriptional regulations, as well as with gene expression and genetic 

polymorphism. In addition, the intrinsic composition of transcripts was shown to influence 

their contribution to the MIP repertoire. (Figure 6)  

Interestingly, one transcriptional mechanism that shapes the MIPs has been described by a 

study of HLA-A and –B associated peptides from EBV-infected B lymphocytes from 4 

patients
98

. This study clearly linked MHC-I associated peptides with three factors: the 

biological pathways the genes they are derived from are involved in, the transcripts 

abundance and whether or not they contain a miRNA response element (MRE). They suggest 

that miRNAs-mediated protein synthesis destabilization, slowing-off elongation, droping-off 

ribosome, or degrading the nascent polypeptide, is one mechanism by which DRIPs or PTPs 

are generated.  A similar mechanism was suggested in mouse tumor cells treated with short 

hairpin RNA specific to mRNAs that encode immunogenic epitopes. In fact they showed that 

treatment increased targeted peptide presentation and subsequently prevented tumor 

growth
103

. However, the previously cited study on B-LCLs failed to find such a feature in 

transcripts that give rise to MIPs, suggesting that this correlation may not happen in all cell 

types and that further experiment should be performed to confirm this hypothesis
84

.  
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Figure 6:  Overview of the major processes involved in the genesis of the MHC-I 

associated peptides
83

. 

iv. Alternative translational mechanisms 

The above cited findings highlight the translational event as one key step in the generation of 

MHC-I antigenic peptides. Translation occurs in three main steps that are the initiation, 

elongation and termination. The conventional initiation step described is cap-dependent and 

involves the mature mRNA recruitment to the 43S pre-initiation complex (PIC). The PIC is 

composed of the methionyl-initiator tRNA (Met-tRNAi) in complex with the eukaryotic 

initiation factor 2 (eIF2) bound to guanosine triphosphate (GTP). Its fixation to the mRNA 

occurs at the 5′ end cap structure upon the eIF4F complex (including eIF4E and eIF4G cap-

binding proteins as well as the eIF4A RNA helicase) and poly(A)-binding protein (PABP) 

action. Once attached, the complex scans the 5’UTR until the Met-tRNAi matches with an 

AUG codon preferentially included in the Kozak consensus (5′ (A/G)CCAUGG 3′), leading to 

the GTP-dependent recruitment of the 60S subunit to form the 80S initiation complex that 

starts the translation
104

.  
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In 1999, S. Malarkannan et al. from N. Shastri’s laboratory first suggested that translation 

initiating at “near cognate” triplets, differing from AUG initiation codon  by a single amino-

acid, provides peptides for the MHC-I pathway and described a translation event starting at a 

CUG initiation codon
73

. Translation initiation at a CUG codon was partly explained by the 

possible pairing between the CUG with the Met-tRNAi. However, the same group 

demonstrated later the existence of a novel translational initiation mechanism independent 

from the canonical Met-tRNAi one that initiates translation at CUG start codon using a 

leucine-bound tRNA initiator (Leu-tRNAi) and that follows an alternative eif2A-dependent 

pathway
105

. The importance of this translational mechanism was in some extend demonstrated 

in a transgenic mice model expressing the H60 antigen derived from CUG codon-initiated 

translation, which was shown to induce central tolerance and prime CD8+ T cells
106

. In 

addition, several peptides present among the MIPs of human cancer cells or infected cells and 

deriving from CUG or other non-AUG translation initiation have been described and shown to 

be relevant in disease progression
107–109

. For example, in human renal cell carcinoma, a 

peptide translated from a CUG initiation codon from the VEGF protein was found over-

expressed and CD8+ T cells were enriched in clones directed against this peptide
110

. Recently, 

N.Yang and colleagues studied the SIINFEKL antigen presentation of cells infected with an 

engineered influenza A virus. Taking advantage of a splicing event required by the virus to 

generate two distinct mRNAs with different canonical open reading frames, they 

demonstrated that a non-canonical translation initiated at a CUG codon in the cytoplasm is 

involved in the SIINFEKL presentation, and hence participates in viral immunosurveilance
111

. 

Besides, other non-conventional events were described such as the translation of alternative 

reading frames or “non-coding” mRNA sequences, i.e. introns, intron-exon or exon-UTR 

junctions, 3’ or 5’UTRs, short open reading frames or long non-coding RNA. Many 

immunogenic peptides generated by such translations in either cancer or virus-infected cells, 

in mice or humans, were discovered as MIP source and reviewed in several journals
112–114

. 

Their relevance for the immune response against tumors or pathogens in mouse or humans 

was demonstrated in many cases
115–120

. As previously observed, the study of these cryptic 

MIPs can bring some insight into the mechanism underlying their translations, which are 

however currently not well understood. For example, one recent study shows that tumor-

infiltrating lymphocytes from melanoma patients who remained relapse-free after adoptive 

cell transfer recognized two antigens over-expressed by melanoma cells. Both these antigens 

were shown to be produced from a poylicistronic mRNA containing multiple short open 
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reading frames (sORFs) in an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES)-dependent manner, which 

is a cap-independent translational mechanism
121

. Another study proposed that translation 

initiation downstream the primary AUG in an alternative reading frame in the human insulin 

mRNA could be at the source of an antigen presented by beta cells and recognized by CD8+ 

T cells; a mechanism leading to autoimmunity
122

. Among the alternative translational 

mechanisms, the above described pioneer translation that takes place on pre-spliced mRNA 

and that generates PTPs
82

 provides one explanation for the presence of peptides derived from 

intronic or intron-exon junction sequences. This model is based on a mRNA ribosomal 

scanning that happens earlier than the conventional described mechanism and that requires the 

eIF4E but not the eIF4G proteins. 

Observation from separate studies that some MIPs are translated from non-conventional 

translation mechanisms participated to the questioning of whether these events were randomly 

or systematically occurring in eukaryotes. Studies were facilitated by the ribosome 

sequencing method, allowing large scale sequencing of mRNA fragments bound to the 

translational machinery and providing a signature of active translation
123

. Results from 

ribosome sequencing along with large scale analysis of the human proteome using mass 

spectrometry analysis
124,125

 recently confirmed non-conventional translations as a common 

feature of eukaryotes
126–128

. Regarding the generation of MIPs, researchers wondered in what 

extend cells present peptides from alternative translation. A recent large scale study 

combining elution of MIPs from B-LCLs and customized database generated from six-frame 

translation of RNA sequencing data estimated that around 10% of the MIPs are generated 

from non-conventional translation
129

.  

This last study together with the above cited independent experiments establish a new 

characteristic of the MIPs repertoire, which is to reflect all the coding possibility of the 

genome (much greater than the currently described exome). In addition, these overall results 

confirm the presence of complex translational regulation mechanisms, which may in part 

explain how cells elect peptides that will end up at the cell surface, and which provide insight 

into the definition of DRIPs and PTPs. Finally, they accentuate the need to refine and create 

suitable databases for more comprehensive definition of the MIPs either on different cell 

types or during transplantation, cancer development or viral infection. 
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v. Nuclear translation 

As discussed above, while many translational mechanisms can generate MIPs, the one 

favored in one particular situation for the generation of MHC-I source peptide is not known. 

Along with the requirement of specific RNA features, stimuli and components of the 

translational machineries, intracellular localization of translation can also be one key 

parameter for the generation and the selection of antigenic peptide precursors.  

A few studies put forward a role for nuclear translation in the generation of MIP precursors. 

Brian P. Dolan et al. took advantage of their modified influenza A virus, which upon infection 

makes the cell express the neuraminidase (NA) mRNA along with the SIINFEKL coding 

sequence inserted into the NA stalk, to indirectly show distinct cellular locations for the 

process that generates the NA-SIINFEKL protein and the one that generates the precursor 

polypeptide of the K
b
-SIINFEKL detected at the cell surface. In fact, treatment with RNA 

polymerase II inhibitor DRB inhibits the nuclear export of the NA mRNA. While the NA-

SIINFEKL expression was shown to be greatly impacted upon treatment, the K
b
-SIINFEKL 

expression at the cell surface was shown to be relatively much less affected, suggesting a role 

for nuclear translation in the MIP precursor generation
130

. As already mentioned, the PTPs 

model developed in HEK cells strongly supports nuclear translation. Along with the 

observation that the intronic-SIINFEKL sequence is translated in the AUG standard ORF and 

is expressed at the cell surface, S. Apcher et al. showed that the blockade of mRNA nuclear 

export leads to an increase in the expression of the intronically and exonically derived 

SIINFEKL peptide at the cell surface. Second evidence towards the generation of peptides in 

the nucleus came from the observation that splicing inhibition promotes the expression of the 

SIINFEKL antigen at the HEK cell surface. In addition, by combining the proximal-ligation 

assay with the ribopuromycylation (RPM) method, allowing actively translating ribosome 

localization and quantification by immunofluorescence
131

, they could observe nascent PTPs 

on ribosomes in the nuclear compartment
82

. While nuclear translation is not commonly 

recognized
132

, these two studies provide both evidence and a biological reason for it to 

happen. In addition, nuclear translation is supported by other authors such as A. David et al. 

who first developed the RPM method and observed nuclear translation in the nucleoplasm and 

the nucleolus
133

. The notion of compartmentalized antigen processing was shown in aVV-

infection model where antigens derived from abundant full length protein and from DRIPs did 

not compete for cell surface presentation
134

. Although the compartments were not defined in 
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that study, authors discussed the possibility of a translational event directly coupled to nascent 

RNA chains, which suggests nuclear translation as a mean to select antigen precursors.  

vi. Splicing 

We have just seen that gene expression is one important feature for MIP generation. While no 

clear links are currently demonstrated between MIP generation and splicing, the latter is one 

crucial mechanism for gene expression regulation, acting in concert with the NMD 

pathway
135

. Describing the PTPs model, S. Apcher et al. opened a narrow window on the 

splicing potential role in MIP generation by showing that intron and exon-derived SIINFEKL 

presentation at the HEK cell surface is positively impacted upon isoginkgetin splicing 

inhibitor treatment, supporting the role of pre-spliced mRNA translation at the source of 

MIPs
82

. We will here briefly introduce the splicing process and some splicing inhibitor 

molecules that provide potential tools for the MIP source study as well as for its modulation 

in diseases in which the splicing is impaired. 

Splicing removes introns from pre-mRNA and assembles the protein coding exons into 

mature mRNA. This event is catalyzed by the spliceosome, a dynamic RNA-protein complex 

consisting of five small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6) and 

around 180 auxiliary proteins
136

. Many similar sites within a transcript exist, and the splice 

site selection process is complex and not completely known. Among the first events in the 

splicing process is the snRNP U1 recruitment to intron/exon junction 5’ end splice site (5’ss). 

The snRNP U2 is recruited to the 3’ splice site (3’ss) after the binding of several factors to the 

branch point sequence (BPS) and the polypyrimidine-rich tract, resulting in the pre-

spliceosomal A complex formation. Its recruitment to the pre-mRNA is one of the key steps 

that trigger additional interactions, leading to the tri- U4/U5/U6 complex incorporation and 

forming the catalytic spliceosome. The latter then rearranges and proceeds to splicing (Figure 

7). Cis-regulatory elements and trans-acting factors promote the spliceosome recruitment to 

the mRNA and participate in the splice site selection. Among splicing factors, the best 

characterized are serine-arginine (SR) proteins and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins 

(hnRNPs) that bind to intronic or exonic splicing enhancers (ISE or ESE) which promote the 

use of adjacent splice site, or to intronic or exonic splicing repressor (ISR or ESR) which have 

the opposite effect
137

. Their activity is often context-dependent and can vary depending on the 

binding factors and on the location they bind
138,139

. The dynamic recruitment of these proteins 

favor the selective usage of potential 5′ and 3′ splice sites, promoting alternative splicing 
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(AS). The latter can result from exon exclusion, intron retention, mutually exclusive exons or 

alternative 5’ss or 3’ss usage
137

. Hence, AS favors the formation of several mRNA isoforms 

from one pre-mRNA, potentially leading to different protein isoform formation that regulate 

many functions in the cell
140,141

. In addition, AS can also promote premature stop codon 

appearance that directs mRNAs to the NMD
135

.  

 

Figure 7:  Spliceosome assembly and catalytic steps
142

 

Alteration of splicing is observed in diverse cancer types. While their overall role in tumor 

initiation and progression is still unclear, altered tumor suppressor or oncogenes have been 

identified as a result of aberrant splicing
143,144

. Hence, splicing emerged as a promising 

therapeutic target in cancer and several compound inhibiting the splicing were developed. For 

example, the SSA and the pladienolide B were shown to inhibit the SF3B spliceosome 

subunit, which is a component of the U2 snRNP, and to ultimately prevent the early 

spliceosome assembly
145,146

. Several derivatives of these compounds were synthesized for 
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their use in pre-clinical or clinical studies in cancer
147,148

. Besides, other less studied 

molecules such as the biflavonoid isoginkgetin and the madrasin molecules were shown to 

prevent the stable recruitment of the U4/U5/U6 tri-small nuclear ribonucleoprotein, resulting 

in accumulation of the prespliceosomal A complex
149,150

. As we will see later, our group 

provided evidence for a role of the splicing inhibitor isoginkgetin in PTPs-derived antigen 

presentation in cancer.  

 

The intricate regulation of the MHC-I and –II antigen presentation reflects the overall high 

complexity of the immune response during the development of auto-immunity, infection or 

tumors as well as during thymic selection. Every new insight into PTPs and DRIPs nature as 

well as their mechanism of production, processing, binding and transport can provide new 

means to elaborate efficient therapies to support the immune system in its fight against 

diseases. In the next section, we will focus on the link between MHC-I antigen presentation, 

T-cell specific response and cancer, and on some anti-tumoral immunotherapeutic strategies 

currently under development. 

 

2. MHC-I antigen presentation in cancer 

A - The anti-tumor immune response 

a. Cancer immune surveillance and editing 

In order to conceptualize the complex mechanisms underlying tumors development, D. 

Hanahan and R. Weinberg published in 2000 the hallmarks of cancer, which described the six 

following biological processes: resistance to cell death, limitless replicative potential, self-

sufficiency in growth signal, evasion from growth suppressors, induction of angiogenesis and 

activation of invasion and metastasis
151

. Our view of neoplastic disease however widened and 

two new crucial concepts emerged: reprogramming of energy metabolism and immune 

evasion
152

. This last new hallmark stated in 2011 reflects many years of research on the 

interactions between the tumor and the immune system (IS), and their essential role in the 

tumor fate.  

In 1959, Lewis Thomas suggested that the IS maintains tissue homeostasis by preventing the 

growth of neoplasic cells. The idea that the immune system can target cancer cells has 
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evolved hand to hand with the concept of histocompatibility and doubts remained in the 

middle of the 20
th

 century about whether tumor graft rejections were the result of mechanisms 

driving allograft rejection or tumor-specific rejection. With the use of inbred mice strains, it 

was observed that either chemically- or virally- induced tumors provoke immunological 

reactivity when injected into syngeneic mice, demonstrating a tumor-specific rejection
153

. 

Following these observations, Sir Macfarlane Burnet proposed in 1970 the 

immunosurveillance concept characterized by the immune system ability to detect and 

eliminate potentially dangerous tumor with no “clinical hints of its existence”
154

. Thierry 

Boon and colleagues first described tumor antigens in mouse tumor cell lines
70,71

 and in 

melanoma patients
115

, and discussed their potential for immunotherapy development
155

. While 

the first immunodeficient mouse models failed to demonstrate immunosurveillance, the 

development of mice model lacking IFN-ɣ responsiveness (STAT
-/- 

or IFNGR1 receptor 
-/-

), 

perforin (perforin
-/-

) or T, B and NKT cells (RAG 2
-/-

mice) showed enhanced susceptibility to 

methylcholanthrene-induced tumors or spontaneous tumors compared to wild-type mice
156

. In 

2002, Gavin Dunn et al. extensively reviewed the studies demonstrating immunosurveillance 

and highlighted the fact that tumors transplanted into immunocompetent mice show different 

abilities to grow depending on the immune environment where they have first grown, which 

convey the idea of tumor immune selection. To explain the intricate host-tumor interactions 

they proposed the cancer immunoediting model, comprising three main processes called the 

3Es: Elimination, Equilibrium and Escape
156

 (Figure 8).  

The elimination phase refers to the described immunosurveillance and corresponds to the 

elimination of nascent neoplastic cells by both the IS innate and adaptative branch
157

. In the 

equilibrium phase, the IS efficiently controls the proliferation of tumor cells without disease 

clinical appearance. It has been observed that equilibrium can occur over a very long period 

of time in mice, throughout most of their lifetime 
158

. In some clinical cases in humans it was 

shown that immunosuppressed recipients of organ transplantation developed malignancies 

that originate from the  foreign organ, suggesting that tumors cells were kept dormant by the 

immunocompetent donor
159

. While still unclear, some mechanisms participating in keeping 

tumor cells dormant have been observed such as the cytokines IFN-ɣ and TNF secretion by T-

helper 1 cells
160,161

, or the IL-23 positive role and the IL-12 negative one
162

. In addition, 

spontaneous metastasis dormancy in mice was shown to be dependent on T lymphocyte 

response
163

. During the equilibrium phase, the immune system can shape tumor 

immunogenicity and variants that have the potential to escape immune recognition can 
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emerge. In the escape phase, edited cells with reduced immunogenicity fail to be controlled 

by the IS, extensively proliferate and become clinically apparent. Mechanisms that underline 

immune escape can be categorized as follow: reduced cancer cell immune recognition, 

increased resistance to cytotoxic effectors of immunity and established immunosuppressive 

microenvironment
164

.  Tumor editing, however, does not end at the first clinical observations. 

The response observed after immunotherapeutic treatments such as checkpoint inhibitors or 

vaccines prove that even at disease late stage the tumor is still editable by the IS and can 

potentially be driven to equilibrium or elimination, as well as re-evade the immune control 

when patient relapse or when metastases appear.  

From this model emerged the dual role of the immune system which can either prevent or 

favor tumor development
165

. It is often represented as a balance with pro-tumoral effects on 

one hand and anti-tumoral effects on the other hand, and the vast field of cancer-immunology 

strives to decipher the mechanisms that tilt the balance one way or the other.  

 

b. The major immune players: pro- or anti- tumor activity? 

The analyses of tumor microenvironment (TME) have provided important information on the 

immune cells involved in the pro- or the anti- tumoral response. Two main TME profiles have 

been observed
166

. The first one is a T-cell inflamed TME highly infiltrated by CD8
+
 T effector 

cells, macrophages, some B cells and plasma cells, and in which gene expression profiling 

shows a specific signature for T cell activation-related chemokines
167

, APC activation 

markers and type I IFN
168

. The second is a non T-cell-inflamed TME that shows no 

spontaneous immune infiltration evidence and that generally does not respond to several 

immunotherapeutic treatments such as cancer vaccines, checkpoint blockade and adoptive T 

cell transfer
169

. In line with these observations, certain immune markers presence or absence 

in cancer patients has proven to have prognostic and predictive values for treatment outcomes 

and patient survival in several cancer types. Immune markers in cancer are therefore 

extensively studied in order to be able to state an accurate “immune profile” for each 

individual and adapt their treatment
170

. In addition, the mechanisms underlying those immune 

profiles can promote the development of innovative immunotherapies that could counteract 

non-inflammed TME or relapse and help to refine the current therapeutic strategies tested. In 

that section, we will briefly talk about the current state of knowledge on the immune cell role 
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in the pro- and anti-tumor response and inflammation, keeping in mind that stromal cells also 

play an important role in that process
171

.  

 

Figure 8:  Cancer immunoediting
172

 

i. Innate immune response 

The innate immune response is commonly characterized by its ability to react quickly upon 

threat, its non-specificity to a particular foreign element, and its indispensable role in 
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supporting the adaptive response. Innate immune cells can derived from the lymphoid and the 

myeloid lineages and have an essential role in shaping the TME. 

Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) 

Natural killer (NK), natural killer T (NKT) and ɣδ T cells are the best described innate 

lymphoid cells (ILCs) found in various tumor microenvironment. ILCs are characterized by 

their ability to secrete and respond to a variety of cytokines through the numerous receptors 

they express. They differ from T and B cells of the adaptive immunity by their lack of 

recombination activating gene (RAG)-dependent rearranged antigen receptor, making their 

reaction non antigen-specific
173

. NK cell activity results in a balance between activating and 

inhibiting receptor stimulation. By recognizing cell surface stress ligands, NK cells can 

exercise a direct tumoricidal activity toward cancer cells. Conversely, receptors such as KIR 

or CD94–NKG2A prevent NK activation upon MHC-I molecule recognition. This mechanism 

prevents them from killing healthy cells and hence enables them to eliminate tumors that 

downregulate MHC-I expression
174

. Infiltration of NK cells in the TME in patients with 

colorectal carcinoma, gastric carcinoma or squamous cell lung cancers has been correlated 

with favorable prognosis
175–177

. In addition, their contribution to tumor growth control has 

been demonstrated in several mouse models
178

. NKT cells and ɣδ T cells can recognize 

tumors in a TCR-dependent manner and can also have cytolytic activity. NKT cells recognize 

tumor-derived glycolipids and ɣδ T cells recognize phosphoantigens or stress-induced 

molecules such as MHC-I chain-related protein A (MICA) or protein B (MICB)
179

. The 

invariant NKT subset has been demonstrated to control tumor growth during immune 

surveillance
180,181

 whereas the II NKT subset has been suggested to be immunosuppressive
182

. 

Similarly, ɣδ T cells have been shown to have a positive role in the anti-tumor response in 

many cases but also to adopt a tumor growth promoting Treg profile (ɣδ Tregs) under certain 

circumstances 
178,179

.  

Macrophages and neutrophils 

In the myeloid lineage, tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) as well as tumor-associated 

neutrophils (TANs) are polarized toward distinct phenotypes that can have anti- or pro- tumor 

effects. Two TAM phenotypes with opposite effects on tumor growth are commonly defined. 

The anti-tumor M1 macrophages are characterized by their IL-12
high

 and IL-10
low

 cytokine 

production and are able to attract and activate Th1 lymphocytes through MHC-II antigen 

presentation. On the other hand, pro-tumor M2 macrophages have an IL-12
low

 and IL-10
high
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cytokine profile; they suppress anti-tumor T-cell response through different mechanisms and 

recruit Tregs
183

. TAM have mainly been found to have an M2 phenotype and have been 

associated to poor prognosis in cancer patients
184–186

. Several strategies to convert M2 

macrophages into M1 macrophages in cancer have been tested such as addition of IFN-ɣ at 

the tumor site, activation of TLR9 combined with anti-IL10 antibody treatment, 

overexpression of miR-155 or treatment with a low dose of anti-VEGFR2
187–189

. TAM and 

TAN have equivalent plasticity. It has been shown for example that transforming growth 

factor-β (TGF-β) inhibition can drive the pro-tumorigenic N2 neutrophils phenotype to the 

anti-tumorigenic N1 phenotype that express immune stimulating factors and that can have a 

cytotoxic activity toward cancer cells
183

.  

Myeloid derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and mast cells 

Myeloid derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are a heterogeneous population of immature 

immune cells that have been shown to accumulate in cancer. In human patients, they have 

been identified accumulating in the peripheral blood and lymphoid tissues as a consequence 

of aberrant myelopoiesis and, as their name suggests, they are mostly immunosuppressive. In 

fact, MDSCs suppress T cell activation and cytotoxicity, induce the differentiation and 

expansion of Tregs, and inhibit NK cell activation
190

. They also promote angiogenesis and 

tumor-metastasis. Mast cells are granulated cells that form a population of white blood cells 

with diverse morphologies, surface receptor and mediator contents and are well described 

during allergy and in autoimmune diseases. Peritumoral and intratumoral mast cells have been 

observed in solid and hematologic tumors and in most cases show pro-tumorigenic action. 

However, again, mast cells action toward tumors is dual and depends on the stimuli they 

encounter. Interestingly, in melanoma, prostate or pancreatic cancers, mast cells appear to 

switch their activity depending on the stage of tumor initiation and growth, showing that their 

anti-tumor action can be reversed
191

. 

Dendritic cells 

As mentioned in the first part of the introduction, dendritic cells are professional antigen-

presenting cells (pAPCs) that activate the adaptive immune response through antigen 

presentation, expression of co-stimulatory signals (CD80/CD86) and T cell proliferation and 

differentiation-inducing cytokine secretion. In addition, in some circumstances, they can 

modulate the innate immune cell response without T-cell activation. Many DC subsets have 

been described in mouse and in human and their role during anti-tumor response is under deep 
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investigation. Currently described steady state DCs subset are plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) and 

conventional DCs (cDCs). pDCs have been shown to be specialized in the production and 

secretion of type I interferon and to have an overall reduced ability to cross-present antigens. 

In human breast and ovarian cancers, infiltration of pDCs to tumors has been associated with 

poor prognosis
192–194

. Tolerogenic pDCs in some cancer types have been observed with 

reduced capacity for type I IFN production partly due to tumor cell-derived TGFβ and TNF 

secretion, with reduced secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in response 

to toll-like receptor (TLR) stimulation or with enhanced expression of inducible T cell co-

stimulator ligand (ICOSL) favoring Treg cell expansion
195

. However, vaccination with pDCs 

loaded with tumor antigens in melanoma patients has been demonstrated to induce CD4+ and 

CD8+ T cell response
196

. In addition, in vivo immune response against established tumors 

induced by TLR-9 activated pDCs have been observed in mice and was shown to imply NK 

cell-mediated tumor cell lysis followed by cDCs activation and T-cell cross-priming
197

. 

Among cDCs are lymphoid tissue residents and migratory DCs. It was recently suggested that 

tumor-associated dendritic cells (TADCs) distinguish into 3 main subsets
198

 which are: pre-

cDC-derived cDC1s, pre-cDC-derived cDC2s and monocyte-derived Mo-DCs. cDC1s 

migratory CD103+ and resident CD8α+ DCs are dependent on IRF8, BATF3, and ID2 

transcription factors and play a major role in CD8+ T cells priming
199,200

. In cancer, CD103+ 

DCs have been shown to traffic tumor antigens to the draining lymph node in a CCR-7 

dependent manner in mouse melanoma models and this trafficking has been described as 

essential for T-cell priming
201,202

 (Figure 9). In addition, the presence of a Baft3-dependent 

DC subset, referred as CD141 DCs in melanoma patients, correlates with a protective anti-

melanoma response
203

. cDC2s differentiate into migratory or resident CD11b+ cells, depend 

on IRF4 and ZEB2 transcription factors and have been identified to display enhanced MHC II 

presentation and to play a dominant role in CD4+ T cells activation. However, anti-tumor role 

of these cells have not been clearly identified
200

. Despite the observation of efficient T-cell 

priming during cancer development, DC dysfunction is observed in most cancers and is 

thought to be induced by tumor progression and tumor-derived signals that polarize 

immunocompetent DCs into regulatory DCs, promoting cancer growth
204–206

. 
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Figure 9:  Dendritic cells in the lymph node and in the tumor microenvironment.
207

  

ii. Adaptive immune response 

B cells 

B cells are part of the humoral immunity, secreting antibodies and producing antigen–

antibody complexes. They can also present antigens on MHC-II molecules after 

internalization by their surface immunoglobulins, express co-stimulatory molecules and 

secrete cytokines. B cells are a heterogeneous population and, such as many components of 

the immune system, can display pro- or anti-tumorigenic properties. When present in the 

TME, regulatory B (Breg) cells, which are composed of different subsets, promote tumor 

progression and have been suggested to be induced in response to inflammation from multiple 

B cells differenciation stages
208

. As an example of their mechanism of action, Breg secretion 

of IL-10 was shown to skew T cell differentiation in favor of the T regulatory phenotype and 

was found to suppress pro-inflammatory Th1 and Th17 cells when coupled with CD40-

CD40L cognate interaction between Breg and CD4+ T cells 
209

. Conversely, B cells in the 

TME can also be anti-tumorigenic and their action may lie in part in their ability to prime 
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CD8+ T cells
210

. Besides, they were shown to display direct cytotoxicity to cancer cells 

through TRAIL/Apo-2L-dependent mechanisms upon CPG activation
211

. A favorable 

outcome of B cells tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes was observed in non-small cell lung 

carcinomas and in ovarian, breast and cervical cancers
212,213

.  

T cells 

Subsets in the T cell population share the antigen-specific T-cell receptor (TCR) expression 

and a few key signaling molecules such as CD3. As previously mentioned, naive cytotoxic 

CD8+ T cells and CD4+ T helper cells are activated upon recognition of MHC-I and MHC-II 

antigens presented by pAPCs, respectively, and differentiate into effector or memory T cells. 

They display distinct phenotypes which were associated with pro- and/or anti- tumoral effects 

depending on their polarization, the tumor type in which they are studied and on how they are 

characterized
214

. 

CD4+ T helper (Th) cells exhibit various biological functions including the regulation of 

CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) and B cell-dependent antibody production, and the 

innate immunity component activation or inhibition. Th cells can differentiate into different 

subsets defined by their secreted cytokine and expressed transcription factor profile. The four 

best described subsets are Th1, Th2, Th17 and T regulatory (Treg) cells. The Th1 response 

mainly involves IL-2, which recruits and retains CTLs at the tumor site, IFN-ɣ, which induces 

tumor cell MHC-I and MHC-II expression and stimulates reactive oxide/nitrogen species 

production by macrophages, and TNF-α. Th1 is therefore associated with anti-tumoral 

effects
214–216

. The Th2 cells secrete IL-4, IL-5, IL-10 and TGF-β, and have been shown to 

exert a predominant pro-tumoral activity, however being able to promote cancer cytotoxicity 

through eosinophils recruitment to tumor
215,217

. Th17 cells express IL-17 and can differentiate 

into Th1 or Treg cells. They were reported in many human and mice TME but their role 

regarding tumor progression is ambiguous, partly accounted by their high plasticity
218

. 

CD4+CD25+FOXP3+ lymphocytes, also called Treg cells, exert potent immunosuppressive 

functions. They have been shown to reduce immunotherapy and tumor vaccine efficacy by 

suppressing antigen-specific T-cell activation and expansion
219

. Specific CD4+ T cell subset 

have been reported to directly kill tumor cells through the recognition of MHC-II antigens 

presented on tumor cells
220–223

, emphasizing the multifaceted role of Th cells in the anti-tumor 

response. 
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Many studies have highlighted the major role of CD8+ tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) 

in the anti-tumor response. A positive correlation between the frequency of CD8+ TILs and 

cancer-free survival has been shown in patients with breast, lung, melanoma, colorectal, and 

brain cancer
224–227

. Compared to CD4+ T cells, no CD8+ T cells subsets have been described; 

however, different T cell fates have been identified and studied for their role in the anti-tumor 

response. T effectors (TEFF) express high levels of IFN-ɣ, TNF-α, perforin, and granzymes, 

displaying cytotoxic activity upon antigen-specific recognition at the tumor cell surface
228,229

. 

In addition, T central memory (TCM) and T effector memory (TEM) cells have been shown to 

display antigen-specific anti-tumor activity in humans
230,231

. Nevertheless, the relative 

contribution of each of these cell types to the CD8+ T cells anti-tumor response is unclear
232

. 

In addition, CD8+ TILs often display dysfunctional properties in vivo that contribute to tumor 

evasion. Exhausted T cells have reduced cytotoxic activity, proliferative potential and low 

IFN-ɣ expression and have been suggested to result from chronic antigen exposure and from 

an overall immunosuppressive microenvironement
233

. They express inhibitory receptors 

which are targeted by some immunotherapies, such as anti-PD1 or anti-CTLA4 antibodies, in 

order to reactivate cytotoxic activity
234

. In addition, immunosuppressive CD8+ T regulatory 

cells, characterized by the loss of the co-stimulatory molecule CD28 and different from 

CD4+FOXP3+ cells have also been described in tumors
235,236

.  

CD8+ T cell contribution in anti-tumor immunity will further be described in the following 

sections, with emphasis on MHC-I associated antigens recognized by CD8+ T cells and the 

development of tumor vaccines. 

B - The cancer immunopeptidome: dynamic and implication in the 

development of immunotherapies 

a. The tumor-associated immunopeptidome 

The cancer cell genome sequence, gene expression and metabolic and transcriptional states 

are highly modified in comparison to normal cells, deeply impacting the immunopeptidome. 

MHC-I peptides recognized by T-cells on cancer cells, called tumor antigens (TA), are the 

subject of extensive research. Their identification aims at developing passive 

immunotherapies with the use of TA-targeting antibodies or active immunotherapies with the 

use of TA-targeting therapeutic cancer vaccines. Since their discovery in the eighties, many 

TA have been identified. Pierre G. Coulie and colleagues proposed classifying them in the 
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two following categories: antigens of low tumoral specificity and antigens of high tumoral 

specificity
237

(Figure 10).  

The first category includes antigens derived from differentiation or from overexpressed 

proteins. Differentiation antigens are either silent or expressed at a low level in specific 

tissues. Best characterized antigens from this category are expressed by melanoma cells and 

melanocytes, and include antigens derived from tyrosinase
238,239

, Melan-A
240,241

 and GP100
242

 

genes and presented on HLA-A2 molecules. These antigens were identified through the 

establishment of CTL clones from melanoma patients’ peripheral blood or tumor infiltrating T 

lymphocytes then screened against a cDNA library derived from autologous melanoma. In 

addition, prostate acid phosphatase (PAP) was identified as a differentiation antigen expressed 

in prostate cancer and was the first US and Europe approved cancer vaccine target
243

. In 

addition, overexpressed antigens in cancer also elicit CTL responses in patients. Known 

examples of antigens are hTERT and surviving expressed by almost all cancers, as well as 

P53 and HER2 overexpressed in multiple cancers but widely studied in breast cancer
244

.  

The second category of antigens of high tumor specificity includes antigens from cancer-testis 

genes, mutated genes and viral antigens. Antigens from cancer-testis genes are expressed in a 

wide range of tumors and have been observed to be expressed in healthy tissues only in male-

germline cells
245

. Several cancer-testis gene families located on the X chromosome have been 

identified such as MAGE, CAGE, CTAG and SSX
237

. These cancer-testis antigens along with 

differentiation and overexpressed antigens are also commonly called shared antigens. The 

latter category refers to their ability to be expressed by medullary thymic epithelial cells 

during the induction of central immunological tolerance. Central tolerance suppresses high-

avidity T-cells recognizing those antigens
246

 and could hence strongly impact the subsequent 

anti-tumor T cell response after vaccination
247,248

. Biased TCR usage or leaky central 

tolerance mechanisms have however been described; allowing an efficient response against 

one differentiation antigen
249,250

. Antigens specific to tumors have the strong advantage of 

eliciting a high-avidity T cell response. Cancers caused by virus or other pathogens infection 

present viral antigens that can be targeted in therapeutic as well as in prophylactic vaccines. 

For example, EBNA1 and LMP2 antigens from EBV are used as therapeutic vaccines in 

several EBV- induced malignancies
251

 while antigens from the E6 and E7 oncoproteins from 

the human papilloma virus (HPV) were used as target in vaccine for HPV-induced 

premalignant diseases such as cervical intraepithelial neoplasia or vulvar intraepithelial 

neoplasia
252

. 
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Figure 10:  Class of human tumor antigens recognized by T lymphocytes
237

 

Antigens arising from cancer-related mutated sequences are called neoantigens. While point 

mutations that give rise to neoantigens were first described in the nineties, their contribution 

to the anti-tumor response were confirmed recently when analyzing response to checkpoint 

blockade therapies
253

 or adoptive transfer of autologous TILs
254

. These studies took advantage 

of next generation sequencing, proteogenomic and bioinformatics technologies for neoantigen 

discovery. For example, a study combining whole exome sequencing with HLA binding 

prediction tools from melanoma patient cancer and normal cells allowed the selection of 

potential neoantigens expressed by the tumor and demonstrated that adoptively transferred 

TILs were reactive against a set of tested mutant epitopes
255

. Using a similar method with 

additional RNA sequencing, CD8+ T cells recognizing neoantigens in two glioblastoma 

mouse models were identified
256

. Recently, CD4+ T helper cells have been shown to 

recognize an epithelial cancer specific mutation in one patient and to reduce tumor growth 

when they are adoptively transferred
257

, emphasizing the role of MHC-II antigens in cancer. 

Commonly shared neoantigens such as those derived from RAS, P53 or EGFR mutations, or 

BCR-ABL fusion are driver mutations and were use as target in several vaccines, but are 

however rare
258

. Mainly, neoantigens presented by tumors are different between patients, 

highlighting the need for the development of individualized cancer vaccination
258

.  
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b. Immunopeptidome dynamic during immunoediting 

The role of TAs in the process of immunoediting remained for a long time unclear. Previously 

cited experiments in immunodeficient mice revealed that T-cell activity is deeply involved in 

immunoediting. The identification of neoantigens and associated technologies played an 

important role in the understanding of these mechanisms and it was only recently 

demonstrated that non-edited tumors present TAs driving immunoediting. Using MCA-

induced tumor in Rag
-/-

 mice, which resemble highly immunogenic non-edited tumors, H. 

Matsushita et al. could identified one “rejection” antigen by combining the identification of 

tumor-specific mutations from exome sequencing with MHC-I binding prediction 

algorithms
259

. When a mixture of cells expressing for the majority the rejection spectrin-β2 

mutant antigen was injected into immunocompetent mice, they showed that T-cell response 

against this antigen leads to the outgrowth of tumor variants lacking it, demonstrating a T-cell 

dependent immunoediting mechanism. Similar observations were made on non-edited 

oncogen-driven tumors genetically engineered to express two immunogenic antigens, where 

they observed a strong CD8+ T cells response specific to these antigens early during tumor 

development (less than 14 days), which induced the outgrowth of cells that either do not 

express the potent antigens or that have reduce H2-k
b
 expression corresponding to the 

haplotype on which studied antigens are expressed
260

. Resembling the immunoediting 

mechanisms observed in mice tumor models, the reappearance of tumors with a loss of 

specific antigens has been shown in some patients along the course of immunotherapeutic 

treatments. For example, one analysis of a melanoma patient with a NY-ESO-1 positive tumor 

and vaccinated with a vaccinia/fowlpox NY-ESO-1 followed by NY-ESO-1 protein + CpG 

showed that progressing lesions as well as brain metastasis that appeared after treatment 

where NY-ESO-1 negative and MHC-I positive
261

. Another recent example came from the 

study of some identified neoantigens dynamic presented on MHC-I molecules and recognized 

by T-cells in two melanoma patients treated with autologous adoptive cell transfer (ACT)
262

. 

In sequential tumor lesions they observed the loss of some mutant alleles coding for 

neoantigens and changes in the expression of some neoantigen-coding RNAs, both 

corresponding with changes in neoantigen-specific T-cells in the tumor micro-environment. 

This suggests that T cells exert pressure under the disappearing or appearing of tumor variants 

with different neoantigen-expressing cells. Consistent with this model that highlights the role 

of neoantigens in the immunoediting mechanism, another study that followed patients with 

non-small cell lung cancer treated with checkpoint blockade inhibitors PDL-1 and CTLA-4 
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together or alone showed the emergence of tumor subclones that have loss the expression of 

identified neoantigens after treatment. The latter were recognized by T-cells present in the 

peripheral circulation. The loss of specific subclones or the deletion of chromosomal regions 

was identified as the mechanisms of immunogenic antigen expression loss
263

.  

Hence, immunoediting as an immune escape mechanism during immunotherapy treatments 

was emphasized in human and changes in the tumor immunopeptidome appeared to have a 

central role in that process. Besides, these findings highlight the importance of targeting 

several TAs in cancer vaccines in order to reduce the likelihood of subclone outgrowth and 

relapse. In addition, based on the importance of immunoediting as well as the relationship 

between mutational burden and response to immune checkpoint blockade, neoantigen 

presentation seem to be a major determinant in the IS ability to control tumor growth. 

c. Therapeutic cancer vaccines 

The discovery of TA pivotal role and associated T-cell anti-tumor response led to the 

development of active immunotherapies, which were developed in various ways: DNA/RNA-

encoding TA, TA-loaded dendritic cells, lysate of tumor and synthetic peptides encompassing 

TA vaccines. While each approach has specific advantages and drawbacks, the common goal 

of these vaccines is to prime effector cells to seek and destroy cancer cells.  

Among the different strategies, synthetic peptides provide the advantage of being easy to 

synthesize, cost-effective, flexible in the choice of antigens and of having low risk of inducing 

anaphylaxis
264

. While many clinical studies on synthetic peptides as anticancer vaccines are 

currently performed, some studies targeting the MAGE-A3 antigen in melanoma
265

 and lung 

cancer
266 

or a telomerase antigen in pancreatic cancer have been stopped in phase III after 

showing a lack of efficacy
267

. The main reasons for those failures have been attributed to a 

poor understanding of the immunization process 
268

, to immunosuppressive mechanisms in 

high tumor burden
269,270

 and to suboptimal antigen choice. These observations are in line with 

the above cited studies that converge toward the pro-tumorigenic polarization of immune and 

adaptive cells, the loss of immunogenic antigen variants at late stages of tumor progression 

and to the observation that Th- and CTL-specific neoantigen expression drives high-avidity T-

cell response 
260,261,263

.  

In line with that, new strategies focus on the study of adjuvants and vaccines co-treatments 

that efficiently trigger T cell priming and tumor infiltration while shutting down pro-

tumorigenic immune response and signals
271–274

.  
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Moreover, efforts are directed toward the intrinsic formulation of the administered synthetic 

peptides by optimizing their size and the number and quality of epitopes included. The exact 

minimal peptide-epitope recognized by CD8 T cells, also known as short peptides (SPs), were 

the first type of peptide vaccines used in clinical trials. However, their relative efficacy 

compare to synthetic long peptides (SLPs), which comprise different epitope antigens in one 

single peptide, is a matter of debate. In fact, SPs were shown to be uptaken and presented by 

pAPCs that induce a suboptimal priming of CTL, such as B cells or tissue resident DCs, in 

non-inflamed lymphoid organs or at the vaccination site and could therefore trigger 

exhaustion or deletion of antigen-specific T-cells
275,276

. Conversely, both human plasmacytoid 

and monocyte-derived DCs were shown to efficiently cross-present SLPs in vitro, better than 

whole protein, while T and B cells were inefficient, supporting the use of SLPs in tumor 

vaccines
277–279

. Nowadays, vaccine strategies include several antigens in order to overcome 

intratumoral heterogeneity and immune evasion through the outgrowth of antigen loss 

variants (ALVs)
258

. In addition, a significant amount of SLP vaccines containing CD8+ and/or 

CD4+ specific TA-neoantigens are currently developed
280,281

 (Figure 11).  

Figure 11:  Personnalized peptide vaccines 
(from acir.org)

 

 

SLPs or SPs 
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d. Defects in MHC-I expression as a cancer immune escape 

mechanism 

As previously mentioned, the loss or the downregulation of a specific antigen 

presentation
261,282

 and of overall or haplotype-specific MHC I presentation
283–285

 is observed 

in cancer as tumor escape mechanisms from T lymphocytes response. Impaired MHC-I 

antigen presentation results in part from genetic and epigenetic modifications, as well as from 

transcriptional, translational or post-translational mechanisms. In fact, some MHC haplotypes 

and many components of the processing machinery (e.g. LMP2, 7 and 10, or ERAP, etc.) and 

of the peptide loading machinery (e.g. TAP, β2m, etc.) display altered expression due to loss 

of heterozygosity, gene mutations, gene methylation or IFN-γ signal transduction-pathway 

defects
286,287

. These defects were classified into reversible (“soft”) or irreversible (“hard”) 

when they are structural 
288

. Several strategies are developed to counteract the appearance of 

these defects with the ultimate goal to potentiate the efficacy of immunotherapies such as 

vaccines or checkpoint blockade therapies.   

Type I IFN (IFN-α and IFN-β) and type II IFN (IFN-ɣ) promote the expression of many 

components of the MHC-I pathway via transcriptional activation and has been shown to 

restore MHC-I presentation in human cancer cell lines with soft lesions
289

. IFN-α is used as a 

therapeutic agent in several types of cancer including melanoma, in which it enhances tumor 

cell production of TAP
290

 and improves survival
291

. Moreover, it was observed in a mouse 

melanoma model containing both MHC-deficient and MHC
high

 expressing cells that 

transferred CD8+ T cells targeting MHC
high 

cells lead to the regression of both cell types 

through IFN-ɣ-related rescue of MHC expression in deficient melanoma cells
292

. This 

experiment echoes the phenomenon of epitope spreading. The latter was for example 

described in a study of therapeutic vaccination in melanoma where tumor regression was 

driven by CTL clones targeting antigens beyond the scope of the initial vaccine target. 

Authors suggested that this observation was due to local production of IFN shaping the tumor 

antigens repertoire
293

. However, in several cancers, resistance to IFN signaling has been 

observed
294,295

.  

Epigenetic modulation using histone deacetylase inhibitors such as trichostatin A and valproic 

acid have also been described as a strategy to restore some of the antigen presentation 

machinery component expression
296

. Moreover, gene therapy using viral vector replacing 

MHC-I related genes with “hard” lesions in cancer cells are also developed
297

. Interestingly, 
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study of the impact of chemotherapies on different human cancer cell lines revealed that 

gemcitabine is able to increase class-I molecule expression at the cell surface, which was also 

correlated with increased T-cell toxicity
298

. In addition, gemcitabine was shown to enhance 

the WT1 mRNA expression in human pancreatic cancer, resulting in enhanced WT1 antigen 

expression at the cell surface and sensitivity to CTL cytotoxic effects
299

. 

Finally, defects in TAP are correlated with the MHC-I surface expression decrease and 

fundamental immunopeptidome alteration, leading to the appearance of antigens named T cell 

epitopes associated with impaired peptide processing (TEIPP)
300

. These TEIPP are generated 

from TAP- and proteasome-independent processing pathway and were observed not to be 

subjected to central tolerance
301,302

. In addition, TEIPP-specific T cells were shown to control 

a mouse model of TA-deficient tumor. Therefore, they emerge as a potential target for tumor 

immune escape variants.  

While the mechanism of tumor escape through MHC-I antigen presentation needs to be 

further investigated, these studies demonstrate that the modulation of antigen presentation-

related gene expression by different strategies can impact both the overall level of MHC-I 

expression and the MIP repertoire, resulting in reduced or enhanced tumor recognition. 
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PhD objectives 

Our growing understanding of the interactions between immune cells and cancer cells 

highlights tumor immune escape mechanisms as a major cause of tumor resistance to 

immunotherapeutic treatments and relapse. Key components of these intercellular interactions 

are antigens displayed at the cancer cell and at the antigen presenting cell surface and 

recognized by T lymphocytes. During tumor growth, the pool of presented antigens is greatly 

impacted and evolves rapidly, allowing tumor cells to avoid immune recognition and killing. 

Antigen presentation relies on extracellular stimuli as well as intracellular events, which 

produce, shape and select elements that will end up at the cell membrane. New insights into 

those events emphasized the products of alternative translations as a source of antigens, 

strongly enlarging the potential pool of presented peptides. PTPs are produced from the 

alternative translation of pre-mRNAs, enabling the presentation of antigen from theoretically 

‘non-coding’ sequences. However, their role during the natural anti-cancer immune response 

is not yet known. Our team objectives are to study the relevance of these PTPs during immune 

cell activation and recognition of cancer cells and define the mechanisms by which they are 

produced and processed. During my PhD, I had the opportunity to work on three different 

projects fitting these goals. 

My main project was based on the study of the MHC-I direct presentation of a PTPs-derived 

antigen model in several human and mouse cancer cell lines and of different molecule impact 

on this presentation. The ultimate goal was to find key cellular processes for the presentation 

of PTPs-derived antigens in cancer. During this research, we identified several splicing 

inhibitors positively impacting PTPs-derived antigen MHC-I presentation in cancer cells and 

highlighted the role of the splicing event in the anti-tumor immune response. Our findings led 

us to patent the IP2 splicing inhibitor for its ability to reduce mouse tumor growth in an 

immune-dependent manner. In addition, we will soon submit the paper presented in the next 

section: “Article: Splicing inhibition modulates MHC-I antigen presentation and induces anti-

tumoral immune response”. 

My second project was based on the work of Duvallet E. et al. who showed that PTPs 

expressed by tumor are efficiently cross-presented by pAPCs in vitro and in vivo, leading to 

the activation of CD8+ T cells
303

. After working on the purification of model PTPs and the 

development of a tumor-associated PTPs-based vaccine in mice with the sarcoma model 

MCA205, we tested this vaccine in the B16F10 melanoma model. We showed that a 

prophylactic model-PTPs-based vaccine can efficiently trigger anti-cancer immune response 
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in mice in both MCA205 and B16F10 models and patented the use of PTPs as vaccine. 

Moreover, we identified the potential role of melanosomes secreted by melanoma cells in 

PTPs cross-presentation by pAPCs. The results on PTPs-vaccine and PTPs-carrying 

melanosome vaccine in the B16F10 model are presented below, in the section “Proof of 

concept: PTPs elicit an anti-tumor immune response in vivo”. 

Finally, I participated in the project led by Mathilde Boulpicante whose goal was to study the 

processing of PTPs. We identified one key negative regulator of PTPs-derived antigens 

presentation: the proteasome regulator REGɣ. The latter was observed to be upregulated in 

cancer and to induce the complete degradation of PTPs by the proteasome in the nucleus, 

preventing PTPs-derived antigen expression at the cell surface. The submitted paper is 

presented in Annexe 1- Tumors escape immunosurveillance by overexpressing a regulator of 

the proteasome: REGɣ.  
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Article: Splicing inhibition modulates MHC-I antigen 

presentation and induces anti-tumoral immune response. 

 

Splicing inhibition modulates MHC-I antigen presentation and induces 

anti-tumoral immune response 
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Abstract 

Tumor antigens (TA) presented on MHC-I molecules in tumors are crucial in eliciting an 

immunoprotective response and in the success of cancer immunotherapies but are often lost or 

downregulated during cancer cell immune escape. Alternative translations emerged as a rich 

source of TA and pioneer translation products (PTPs) are peptides produced from such a 

translation occurring on pre-spliced mRNA in the nucleus. We thus screened different 

splicing inhibitors for their ability to positively modulate TA-PTPs-derived antigen 

presentation in human and mouse cancer cell lines in vitro and identified the isoginkgetin 

molecule. We demonstrated that isoginkgetin acts at the PTPs production stage. We further 

provided the water-soluble and less toxic IP2 molecule derived from the isoginkgetin and 

showed that it increases PTPs-derived antigen presentation of cancer cells in vitro. In 

addition, we observed that it reduces the MCA205 mouse sarcoma and B16F10 mouse 

melanoma tumor growth in vivo in a CTL-dependent manner. Furthermore IP2 treatment 

creates a long-lasting anti-tumoral response. Hence we describe a new efficient “first in class” 

immunomodulator of the antitumor response. These findings add to the understanding of the 
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role of the splicing machinery in antigen production and presentation and identify the 

spliceosome as a druggable target for improving MHC class I immune response. 

 

Introduction 

All nucleated cells present antigenic peptides (APs) at their surface through the major 

histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) pathway. APs guide CD8 cytotoxic T cells (CTL) 

and CD4 T helper cells surveillance of pathogenic elements and are the targets of therapeutic 

anti-cancer vaccines currently developed. Initial clinical trial results with therapeutic vaccines 

targeting tumor antigens (TA) haven’t met expectations. Main failures have been associated to 

immunosuppressive mechanisms and to a suboptimal antigen choice
304,305

. One of the 

important events driving tumors immunoselection and correlated to poor prognosis is the 

tumor cell MHC-I antigen presentation loss or downregulation
306,307

 due to extracellular 

stimuli or defects in some components of the pathway
286

. Moreover, along with the overall 

MHC-I antigen presentation decrease, the nature of antigens presented at the cell surface, 

namely the MHC-I immunopeptidome (MIP), is of critical importance for immune 

recognition. Immunoediting during cancer development or immunotherapeutic treatment was 

in several clinical cases shown to induce T-cell targeted TA specific loss in outgrowing 

tumors during relapse or metastasis appearance
261,308,309,282

. Therefore, current 

immunotherapeutic strategies aim at enlarging the range of targeted cancer peptides and 

restoring MHC-I antigen presentation.  

The MIP is dynamic, flexible and reflects the cell metabolism and transcriptional regulations 

as well as the cell gene expression and genetic polymorphism. These features might in part be 

explained by the variety of peptide sources for the MHC-I pathway, currently classified in two 

categories, the retiree proteins and defective ribosomal products (DRiPs)
310

, which include 

products of alternative translation
77,311

. Our group identified the presence of a pioneer 

translation of precursors-mRNAs (pre-mRNAs) at the source of APs, occurring before introns 

are spliced, independently on the full length protein translation
80

and giving rise to pioneer 

translation products (PTPs). PTPs can therefore theoretically be derived from intronic 

sequence, 3’ or 5’ UTR regions as well as alternative reading frames and seem to play a role 

in the dynamic of cancer development. In fact, we showed that cancer cell presenting PTPs-

derived antigen can be recognized by specific T-cells when inoculated in mice, leading to 

tumor growth reduction. Besides, purified PTPs containing a model epitope efficiently 
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promote anti-cancer immune response when injected as a peptide vaccine in mice
303

. In 

cancer patients, some antigens produced from intronic or other “un-translated” region were 

observed
115–117

. 

PTP discovery emphasizes the role of splicing in AP generation. Pre-mRNA splicing is 

catalyzed in the nucleus by the spliceosome, a conserved and dynamic multi-protein complex 

composed of five small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) interacting with over 180 proteins. A 

growing number of studies report that spliceosome deregulations entail aberrant splicing 

patterns in many cancers contributing to abnormal tumor cell proliferation and progression, 

and recurrent spliceosome mutations have been reported in several cancers. In recent years 

several microbial natural products and their synthetic analogues have been reported to inhibit 

the spliceosome, including pladienolides B and D, spliceostatin A, FR901464, E7107, 

isoginkgetin and madrasin. Beyond their reported cytotoxic activities, splicing inhibitor have 

been of particular interest for us because of their potential impact on PTPs production and AP 

presentation
144

. 

Here we show that the biflavonoid isoginkgetin and its derivative IP2 enhance the 

presentation of a PTPs-derived antigen expressed in human and mouse cancer cell lines. In 

addition, a boost of the anti-cancer response and a long-lasting response in vivo were achieved 

upon IP2 treatment. Our work proposes a new mechanism of action of these splicing 

inhibitors that modulate the MIP at the cancer cell surface by enhancing the presentation of 

PTP-derived antigens and potentiate the anti-tumoral immune response.  
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Material and methods 

Cell culture, transfection, plasmids and drugs 

MCA205 mouse sarcoma cell line is cultured at 37°C under 5% CO2 in RPMI 1640 medium 

(Life Technologies) in the presence of 1% glutamine, 1% sodium pyruvate, 1% non-essential 

amino-acids, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 10% FBS (Life Technologies) under standard 

conditions. B16F10 mouse melanoma cell line, MRC5 human fibroblast cell line and A375 

human melanoma cell line are cultured at 37°C under 5% CO2 in DMEM medium (Life 

Technologies) containing 1% glutamine, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 10% FBS. A549 

human lung carcinoma cell line is cultured under standard conditions in DMEM/F12 + 

Glutamax I in the presence of 1% Hepes, 1% sodium pyruvate and 10% FBS. Stable 

MCA205-Globin-SL8-intron and B16F10-Globin-SL8-intron cell lines are cultured under the 

same condition as MCA205 and B16F10 cell lines respectively, with additional 2mg/ml G418 

(Life Technologies) for selection. Stable MCA205-Ovalbumin and B16F10-Ovalbumin cell 

lines are cultured under the same condition as MCA205 and B16F10 cell lines respectively, 

with additional 0.2µg/ml zeocin (Life Technologies) for selection. The SL8/H-2K
b
-specific 

(B3Z) T-cell reporter hybridoma are cultured at 37°C under 5% CO2 in RPMI 1640 medium 

in the presence of 1% glutamine, 0.1% β-galactosidase, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 10% 

FBS under standard conditions.  MCA205, A375, A549 and MRC5 cell lines are transfected 

with the reagent jetPRIME (Ozyme) according to the manufacturer protocol. B16F10 cell line 

is transfected with the reagent GeneJuice (Millipore) according to the manufacturer protocol. 

The plasmids YFP-Globin-SL8-intron, YFP-Globin-SL8-exon and pCDNA3-Ova have been 

described previously
82

. The pre-mRNA splicing inhibitor isoginkgetin from Merck Millipore 

and the madrasin from Sigma-Aldrich are dissolved in DMSO according to the manufacturer 

protocol. IP2 and M2P2 were synthesized from the isoginkgetin powder as described in the 

patent and dissolved in PBS.  

T-cell assay 

MCA205 and B16F10 mouse cell lines are transfected with 1µg per well of the plasmid YFP-

Globin-SL8-intron, YFP-Globin-SL8-exon, pCDNA3-Ova or PCDNA3 empty plasmid 

(negative control) for 24h. A375, A549 and MRC5 human cell lines are transfected with the 

plasmid encoding mouse H-2K
b
 molecule for 12 hours followed by the transfection of the 

plasmid YFP-Globin-SL8-intron for 24 hours. Cells are treated with different doses of drugs 
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overnight. Then cells are washed three times with the RPMI 1640 medium of B3Z cells and 

5x10
4
 cells are co-cultured with 1x10

5
 B3Z cells. Each condition is performed in three 

technical replicates. In positive control wells, 4µg/ml of synthetic peptide SL8 is added. Cells 

are then incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 overnight. Cells are centrifuged at 1200rpm for 

5min, washed twice with PBS 1X and lysed for 5min at 4°C under shaking with the following 

lysis buffer: 0.2% TritonX-100, 10mM DTT, 90 mM K2HPO4, 8,5 mM KH2PO4. The lysate 

is centrifuged at 3000rpm for 10min and the supernatant is transferred to a 96-well optiplate 

(Packard Bioscience, Randburg, SA). The revelation buffer containing 38µM of 

methylumbellifery β-D-galactopyranoside (MUG) is added and the plate is incubated at room 

temperature for 3 hours. Finally, the β-galactosidase activity is measured using the FLUOstar 

OPTIMA (BMG LABTECH Gmbh, Offenburg, Germany). Results are obtained in relative 

light units (RLU). Background RLU from negative control is subtracted and results are 

divided by the RLU of the positive control (corresponding to the overall H-2K
b
 expression). 

The untreated condition is standardized to 1 in order to show the SL8/H-2K
b
 expression fold 

change. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 (unpaired 

student t test).  

FACS Analysis 

H-2Kb expression at the cell surface 

Mouse cells are treated with drugs for 18hours. Human cells are transfected with the plasmid 

encoding the mouse H-2K
b 

molecule for 24 hours, followed by 18hours treatment with drugs. 

Cells are harvested and 2x10
6
 human cells are stimulated with 5µg SIINFEKL synthetic 

peptide for 15min at 37°C, 5% CO2. Human and murine cell lines are incubated with human 

or mouse FcR block respectively for 10min at 4°C according to the manufacturer protocol 

(Miltenyi Biotech). Mouse cells are stained with anti-mouse MHC class I (H-2K
b
)-PerCP-

eFluor®710 (AF6-88.5.5.3, eBioscience) or with the corresponding mouse IgG2a K isotype 

control-PerCP eFluor®710 (eBM2a, eBioscience) for 30min at 4°C. Human cells are stained 

with anti-mouse OVA257-264 (SIINFEKL) peptide bound to H-2K
b
-APC (25-D1.16, 

eBioscience) for 30min at 4°C. Cells are stained with DAPI prior to acquisition for dead cell 

exclusion. In mouse cell lines the isotype antibody is used for PerCP eFluor®710-positive 

gating while in human cell lines non-stimulated cells are used for APC-positive gating. Cells 

are analyzed using the BD LSRII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and data are analyzed 
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with the FlowJow software (V10). Results are expressed as mean ± SD. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, 

***P<0.001 (unpaired student t test). 

Annexin V staining 

Mouse cells are treated with drugs for 18hours. Floating and adherent cells are collected, 

washed in PBS and resuspended in 1X Annexin V Binding Buffer with APC Annexin V (BD 

Pharmingen) according to the manufacturer protocol. Cells are gently vortexed and incubated 

15 min at RT in the dark. Cells are stained with DAPI prior to flow cytometry analysis. Cells 

are analyzed using the BD LSRII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and data are analyzed 

with the FlowJow software (V10). Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, 

***P<0.001 (unpaired student t test). 

RNA preparation, RT and qPCR 

Cells are transfected with the YFP-Globin-SL8-intron plasmid for 24 hours followed by 

treatment with drugs for 48 hours. Cells are then harvested and total cellular RNA is extracted 

and purified using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer protocol. The 

reverse transcription is carried out with 0.5 μg of RNA with the iScript cDNA synthesis kit 

(Bio-Rad) according to the manufacturer protocol. The StepOne real-time PCR system 

(Applied BioSystems) is used for qPCR and the reaction is performed with the Power SYBR 

green PCR master mix (Applied BioSystems). The results are analysed using the StepOne 

software. Mouse gene specific primers are designed as follow: 18S mouse forward primer, 5’-

GCCGCTAGAGGTGAAATTCTTG-3’; 18S mouse reverse primer, 5’-

CATTCTTGGCAAATGCTTTCG-3’; Glob-SL8-exon forward primer, 5’-

AGAAGTCTGCCGTTACTGCC-3’; Glob-SL8-exon reverse primer, 5’-

AGGCCATCACTAAAGGCACC-3’; Glob-SL8-intron forward primer, 5’- 

GTATCAAGGTTACAAGACAG-3’; Glob-SL8-intron reverse primer, 5’- 

GGGAAAATAGACCAATAGGC-3’. 

MTT assay 

Cells are plated in a 96-wells plate with 1x10
4
 cells per well for 24 hours. Cells are then 

treated with drug overnight. After removing the medium from the plate, the MTT (3-[4,5-

Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) (Sigma-Aldrich) powder is re-

suspended into PBS, filtered and added into the plate wells at 2,5mg/ml. The plate is 
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incubated for 2 hours at 37°C, with 5% CO2. It is then centrifuged and the supernatant is 

carefully removed in order not to disturb the precipitated formazan. 200µl/well of DMSO is 

added and the plate is shaken for 10 minutes. Absorbance is read at 544nm using the 

FLUOstar OPTIMA. Each experiment is repeated three times and the average of the three 

results is expressed in percentage of cell viability compare to the untreated condition ± SEM. 

Animal studies 

Mice tumor challenge and drug treatment 

C57Bl/6J female mice are obtained from Harlan Laboratories. NU/NU nude mice are obtained 

from Charles River. At 7 weeks old, mice are injected subcutaneously on the right flank with 

5x10
4
 MCA205 wild type (WT) or 7,5x10

4 
MCA205-Globin-SL8-intron cells, or with 5x10

4
 

B16F10 wild type (WT) or B16F10-Globin-SL8-intron cells along with matrigel (VWR). Five 

days after challenge, mice are treated intraperitonealy with different dose of PBS, 

Isoginkgetin, IP2 or M2P2. Ten and fifteen days after challenge mouse are again treated 

intreaperitonealy with the same drug. Area of the tumor is recorded every 3 to 4 days until 

ethical limit points are reached. All animal experiments were carried out in compliance with 

French and European laws and regulations. Tumor-free mice are kept for 100 days after tumor 

challenge and are then injected subcutaneously on the right flank with 7,5x10
4
 MCA205-

Globin-SL8-intron cells and on the left flank with 5x10
4
 B16F10 WT cells. Results are 

expressed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 (ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparison test comparing all groups). 
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Results 

Splicing inhibition increases the presentation of antigens derived from introns 

and exons in cancer cells  

Cancer cells develop different intracellular mechanisms that shape the MHC-I peptide pool 

and quantity, leading to cancer cell reduced antigenicity and T-cell recognition escape. In 

recent studies we have highlighted PTPs as one MHC-I peptide source and provided the first 

evidence for splicing inhibition to enhance PTPs-dependent antigen presentation by treating 

HEK cells with isoginkgetin. The latter has been reported to inhibit the spliceosome during 

the early stages of its assembly. To improve cancer cell antigenicity and immune recognition, 

we determined whether isoginkgetin was able to enhance tumor associated PTPs-(TA-PTPs) 

derived antigen expression and presentation by cells. For that purpose, the human melanoma 

cell line A375, the human lung cancer cell line A549 and the normal human fibroblast lung 

cell line MRC5 were transiently expressing the MHC-I H2-K
b
 molecule and the PTPs-SL8 

epitope from an intron within the -Globin gene construct (Globin-SL8-intron) and were 

treated with different isoginkgetin concentrations for 18h. The overall H2-K
b
 expression upon 

treatment was measured by B3Z activation after free SL8 peptide addition for each condition. 

Treatment with isoginkgetin increases intron-derived-SL8 antigen presentation in the three 

cell types, in a dose dependent manner (Figure 12 A). In parallel, the same experiment was 

performed on the mouse melanoma B16F10 and sarcoma MCA205 cell lines transiently 

expressing the Globin-SL8-intron construct. In accordance with the previous results, the 

isoginkgetin elicits intron-derived-SL8 antigen presentation increase, in a dose dependent 

manner (Figure 12 B). To investigate further isoginkgetin impact on PTPs presentation, both 

murine sarcoma and melanoma cell lines were transiently expressing the PTPs-SL8 epitope 

from an exon within the -Globin gene construct (Globin-SL8-exon) or transiently expressing 

the Ova cDNA. In the latter construct, the SL8 epitope does not need to be spliced to be 

expressed. We observed that isoginkgetin increases exon-derived-SL8 antigen presentation in 

MCA205 and B16F10 cancer cells in a dose dependent manner (Figure 12 C), whereas the 

splicing inhibitor has no effect on the Ova cDNA-derived SL8 production (Figure 12 D). 

Hence, a splicing event seems to be required for isoginkgetin to impact PTPs-dependent 

antigen presentation. This suggests an action of isoginkgetin during the PTPs production stage 

and not downstream in the MHC-I antigen presentation pathway. 
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Similarly to isoginkgetin, madrasin inhibits the spliceosome at the early stages of assembly. 

To assess isoginkgetin specificity, we treated previously tested human and mouse cell lines 

with different madrasin concentrations. In A375, MCA205 and B16F10 cell lines, we 

observed enhanced intron-SL8-dependent antigen presentation comparable to isoginkgetin 

effect (Figure 12 E and 12 F). No impact of the treatment was seen in A549 cells while an 

antigen presentation decrease was observed in the human non-transformed cell line MRC5. 

Therefore, madrasin and isoginkgetin seem to have different specificities regarding PTPs 

production: while isoginkgetin positively impacts all cell types, the madrasin treatment only 

positively impacts certain cancer cell types and negatively impacts the non-transformed cell 

line, suggesting diversity in the mechanism and/or in the effectiveness of both molecules. 

Supporting that, isoginkgetin was found less toxic for cells compared to madrasin at 

concentrations where they efficiently enhance PTPs-derived antigen presentation (Tables S1 

and S2). In addition, when treated with the chemotherapeutics gemcitabine or 

cyclophosphamide, human and mouse cell lines expressing the SL8 from an intron did not 

show any significant modulation of the antigen expression (Figure S1), except when MCA205 

and A549 cells were treated with gemcitabine. Again these results suggest a specific action of 

isoginkgetin on PTPs production in all cell lines. Finally, the H2-K
b
 molecule expression at 

the cell surface was assessed after isoginkgetin and madrasin treatment by flow cytometry. 

Isoginkgetin decreases H2-K
b 

molecule
 

expression in MCA205 cells, enhances their 

expression in B16F10 cells and does not impact human cell H2-K
b 

expression (Figure S2). 

Madrasin does not impact H2-K
b 

molecule
 
expression in all cell lines (Figure S2). These 

observations are not correlated to the SL8 antigen presentation modulation observed 

suggesting that isoginkgetin and madrasin impact PTPs production rather than downstream 

components of the MHC-I pathway. 

Overall, these results show that isoginkgetin boosts PTPs-derived antigen presentation in 

cancer cells independently of the epitope setting, i.e. in exonic or in intronic sequences, and 

independently of the cell lines tested. Moreover, the effects of both isoginkgetin and madrasin 

shed further light on the importance of splicing for MHC-I peptides generation in cancer cells. 

Finally, they support the idea that pre-mRNAs are a source for antigen presentation when the 

spliced machinery is unpaired. 
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Isoginkgetin treatment inhibits tumor growth in vivo when the intron-derived-

SL8 epitope is expressed. 

Antigens abundance at the cell surface is one important parameter in determining the 

magnitude of the CD8+ T cell response
312

. The SL8 peptide is highly immunogenic in vivo. 

Looking at SL8-specific T-cells activation in vitro, we observed a change in the SL8 

expression abundance at the cancer cell surface after splicing inhibition. In order to test 

splicing inhibition effects on cancer cells in vivo, we first looked at the impact of isoginkgetin 

treatment on the growth of intron-derived SL8 peptide-expressing tumor. For that purpose, 

MCA205 and B16F10 cells stably expressing the globin-intron-SL8 construct were inoculated 

subcutaneously in mice. At days 5, 10 and 15 after tumor inoculation, the mice were injected 

intraperitoneally with a define dose of isoginkgetin, and the tumor growth was monitored 

(Figure 13 A). In mice bearing MCA205 globin-SL8-intron (MCA205 GI) tumors, we 

observed a significant tumor size reduction, over 50% at day 27 after challenge when treated 

with 12 and 18mg/kg of isoginkgetin (Figure 13 B). The isoginkgetin impact on B16F10 

globin-SL8-intron (B16F10 GI) tumor growth is lower than on MCA205 GI; however the 

drug still significantly slows down tumor growth (Figure 13 C). To assess the link between 

SL8 overexpression and tumor growth reduction in vivo after isoginkgetin treatment, we 

performed the same experiment with mice inoculated with either MCA205 or B16F10 wild 

type (WT) cells. No significant reduction of MCA205 WT (Figure 13 D) or in B16F10 WT 

(Figure 13 E) tumor growth was observed after treatment with 12 and 18mg/kg of 

isoginkgetin. These results suggest that the expression of an immunodominant epitope, herein 

the SL8 peptide, is required for isoginkgetin to impact tumor growth in vivo. From these 

observations, one could infer a role for CD8+ T cells in tumor reduction.  

Therefore, we then assessed the requirement of the immune response for isoginkgetin to 

reduce tumor growth. Immunodeficient Nu/Nu nude mice were inoculated subcutaneously 

with either MCA205 or B16F10 cells stably expressing the Globin-intron-SL8 or WT, and 

treated with the same settings as previously described (Figure 13 A). No effect of isoginkgetin 

treatment was observed on the growth of each of the four tumor types (Figure 13 E-H). 

Overall, these results show that tumor size reduction upon isoginkgetin treatment requires the 

presence of an active immune response in vivo, and suggest that the increase in the expression 

of an immunodominant epitope drives the anti-tumor immune response.  
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The compounds derived from the natural Isoginkgetin product IP2 and M2P2 are 

water soluble, inhibit the splicing and are less toxic. 

With the aim of transferring the isoginkgetin compound to the clinic, two of its intrinsic 

properties were limiting: its hydrophobicity which reduces its bioavailability and its toxicity 

on normal and tumor cells. Therefore, derivatives of the natural isoginkgetin product were 

synthesized and tested for their ability to inhibit the splicing, to increase PTPs-derived 

antigens in vitro as well as to reduce tumor growth in vivo. 

The derivatives IP2 (figure 14 B) and M2P2 (figure 14 C) were synthesized from the 

commercial isoginkgetin (Figure 14 A), extracted from leaves of maidenhair tree, Ginko 

biloba L. Route of synthesis is provided in figure S4. Briefly, the synthesis of IP2 or 

compound 2 (as named in the schema) was accomplished by the phosphorylation of 

isoginkgetin employing in situ formation of diethylchlorophosphite to provide compound 1. 

Further cleavage of the ethyl ester protective groups with iodotrimethylsilane afforded the 

phosphoric acid intermediate, which was immediately treated with sodium hydroxide to 

complete a practical route to the disodium phosphate prodrug. For the synthesis of the M2P2 

molecule, the remaining two phenol groups of compound 1 were alkylated using methyl 

iodide to furnish compound 3. Treatment of the latter under similar conditions to prepare 

compound 2 from compound 1 gave the disodium phosphate prodrug 4 or M2P2, whereas its 

reaction under basic conditions provided compound 5.  

The IP2 and M2P2 water solubility was found to be considerably higher than that of the 

parent compound isoginkgetin (data not shown). In addition, we tested the ability of IP2 and 

M2P2 to inhibit the splicing of the Globin-SL8-intron gene product in MCA205 and B16F10 

cells. Interestingly, IP2 and M2P2 provide two distinct patterns of splicing inhibition in each 

cell line. IP2 treatment increases the presence of non-spliced RNA products in both cells but 

more efficiently in MCA205 than in B16F10, such as isoginkgetin or madrasin treatment 

does. In contrast, M2P2 treatment does not impact splicing in B16F10 cells while it has a 

strong impact on splicing in MCA205 compared to IP2, isoginkgetin and madrasin treatment 

(Figure 14 D and 14 E). Hence, IP2 and M2P2 seem to display different mechanisms for 

inhibiting the splicing. Importantly, we observed that the splicing pattern of IP2 is similar to 

the one of madrasin and isoginkgetin for the studied gene product. In addition, it has been 

shown that cancer cells can acquire deficiencies in the splicing machinery that benefit their 

growth, for example by preventing the expression of tumor suppressor genes
144

. These 
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deficiencies do not have the same nature in all tumors and therefore could explain the distinct 

effects of splicing inhibitors on separate tumor types. Both IP2 and M2P2 display no toxicity 

in MCA205 and B16F10 WT cells at the doses tested (Figure 14 F and 14 G). Overall, we 

have provided two new drugs that are water soluble and that can impact the splicing 

differently in our two model cell lines at doses that do not impact cell viability. 

Isoginkgetin derivative IP2 efficiently increases MHC-I presentation of intron-

derived antigen in vitro, reduces tumor growth in vivo and extends survival. 

In order to test the potential immunomodulatory effect of IP2 and M2P2 in comparison with 

isoginkgetin, the two molecules were first tested for their ability to increase the MHC-I 

presentation of PTPs-derived antigens in vitro. For that purpose, MCA205 and B16F10 cells 

were transiently expressing the Globin-intron-SL8 construct and treated with 15µM or 35µM 

of IP2 or M2P2. While treatment with IP2 increases the intron-SL8-derived antigen 

presentation in MCA205 and B1F10 cells similarly to what we observed after isoginkgetin 

treatment (Figure 15 A and B, left panels), M2P2 decreases its presentation in MCA205 cells 

and does not impact it in B16F10 cells (Figure 15 A and B right panels). These results are 

interestingly correlated to the respective ability of IP2 and M2P2 to inhibit the Globin-SL8-

intron gene splicing. In fact, M2P2 has no impact both on splicing and on the SL8 antigen 

presentation in B16F10. Conversely, M2P2 strongly inhibits the splicing in MCA205 and 

negatively affects the SL8 presentation. Along with these results, we showed that the 

expression of the H2-K
b
 molecules at the cell surface is not affected in the cell lines treated 

with IP2 and M2P2 (figure S5A and S5B). Hence, it seems likely that a tight regulation of 

splicing is required for treatments to positively impact the presentation of intron-derived 

epitopes. These results show that the isoginkgetin derivative IP2 acts as a booster of the PTPs-

derived antigenic presentation in vitro in the same way as the natural product. 

The IP2 and M2P2 molecules were then tested for their anti-tumoral effect in vivo. As 

previously performed with isoginkgetin treatment, MCA205 sarcoma cells or B16F10 

melanoma cells, stably expressing the Globin-intron-SL8 construct or WT, were 

subcutaneously inoculated in mice. At days 5, 10 and 15 after tumor inoculation, each group 

of mice were intraperitoneally treated with 18mg/kg of isoginkgetin, IP2 or M2P2. At this 

dose, a significant decrease in MCA205 GI tumor growth was observed after treatment with 

IP2 compare to isoginkgetin treatment, while no impact of M2P2 treatment was monitored 

(Figure 15 C, left panel). In addition, the reduction of B16F10 GI tumor growth was similar 
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after treatment with 18mg/kg of isoginkgetin or IP2, while M2P2 had no effect on growth 

(Figure 15 C, right panel).  As IP2 treatment reduces tumor growth and is water soluble, we 

decided to increase the dose injected in mice. The increased dose of IP2 did not improve its 

anti-tumoral effect on MCA205 GI at 24mg/kg but increased it on B16F10 GI at 36mg/kg 

(Figure 15 C). Strikingly, isoginkgetin and M2P2 treatment did not impact MCA205 WT and 

B16F10 WT tumor growth, whereas IP2 treatment inhibits both tumors (Figure 15 D). We 

confirmed that IP2 does not induce tumor cell apoptosis even at a high dose (Figure S5 C and 

S5 D). Finally, IP2 treatment extends survival of mice, with more than 50% of survivors 100 

days after tumor inoculation (Figure 15 E, right panel). At the same time, around 30% of mice 

treated with isoginkgetin are still alive (Figure 15 E, middle panel). M2P2 treatment does not 

impact survival (Figure 15 E, left panel).  

Overall, these results suggest a correlation between the PTPs-derived antigen presentation 

increase observed in vitro and tumor growth reduction in vivo after treatment. Interestingly, 

contrary to isoginkgetin, IP2 treatment inhbitis the growth of tumors that do not bear the 

highly immunodominant SL8 epitope derived from PTPs. The difference between both 

molecules can be due to their biodisponibility, which should be higher for water-soluble 

molecule than for hydrophobic molecule, as well as to the use of an increased treatment dose. 

We hypothesize that the splicing inhibitor IP2 potentiates the cell surface immunodominant 

epitope appearance, driving the anti-tumoral response.  

IP2 treatment efficacy is dependent on the immune-response and creates a long-

lasting anti-tumoral response. 

To determine the requirement of the immune system and especially of the T-cell response for 

IP2 efficacy against tumor, we looked at its effect in Nu/Nu athymic nude mice that lack T-

cells but not B and NK cells. As previously tested with isoginkgetin, MCA205 or B16F10 

cells stably expressing the Globin-intron-SL8 construct or WT were subcutaneously 

inoculated in micce. At days 5, 10 and 15 after tumor inoculation, each group of mice were 

intraperitoneally treated with the dose of IP2 which was found to be the most efficient in 

immunocompetent mice. Hence, MCA205GI, MCA205 WT and B16F10 GI and WT bearing 

mice were treated with 18mg/kg, 24mg/kg and 36mg/kg respectively. In each condition, no 

impact of IP2 treatment was observed on tumor growth (Figure 16 A and B).  

In addition, in order to assess the specific requirement of CD8+ T cells for IP2 efficacy, we 

tested the impact of in vivo CD8+ T cells depletion in mice. Mice were inoculated with 
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MCA205 GI cells subcutaneously followed by a scheduled treatment with anti-CD8+ T cell 

antibody or with the isotype 2A3. IP2 treatment was administered as previously at day 5, 10 

and 15. Interestingly, anti-CD8+ T cell antibody treatment completely abrogated the anti-

tumor effect of the IP2 treatment (Figure 16 C). Therefore, this result confirms that the effect 

of the IP2 treatment on tumor growth is dependent on the CD8+ T cell response, which 

supports an antigen-driven cytotoxic activity against the tumor cells.  

Finally, around 50% of mice inoculated with MCA205 GI and subsequently treated with IP2 

as described above became tumor free after treatment. 100 days after the first tumor 

inoculation, these mice were re-challenged with MCA205 GI tumor cells on the right flank 

and with B16F10 cells on the left flank. While B16F10 tumors grew over time, MCA205 GI 

did not grow in mice. These results demonstrate that mice developed a long term anti-tumoral 

response specific to MCA205 GI tumor after IP2 treatment.  

Overall these results shed light on the capacity of specific splicing inhibitors, such as 

isoginkgetin and IP2, to positively modulate the anti-tumoral immune response. In addition, 

they confirm that PTPs-derived antigens are efficiently presented and recognized by CD8+T 

cells in vitro and in vivo and that a change in their presentation at the cell surface in quantity 

or in quality can lead to a CD8+ T cells response against cancer.
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Figure 12:  Splicing inhibition increases exon- and intron-derived antigens MHC-I presentation in cancer cells 
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Figure 12 

B3Z SL8-specific T-cell activation after co-culture with (A) human 

melanoma A375, human lung carcinoma A549 or normal human 

lung fibroblast MRC5 cell lines, all transiently expressing the intron-

derived SL8 peptide and the H2-K
b
 molecules and treated upstream 

with 2,5µM or  6,25µM  isoginkgetin for 18 hours; or with (B) 

mouse sarcoma MCA205 or mouse melanoma B16F10 cell lines 

both transiently expressing the intron-derived SL8 peptide and 

treated upstream with 6,25µM, 15µM or 25µM isoginkgetin for 18 

hours. B3Z activation after co-culture with MCA205 or B16F10 

cells that both transiently express (C) the exon-derived SL8 peptides 

or (D) the Ova cDNA construct, which does not need to be spliced, 

treated upstream with 6,25µM, 15µM or 25µM isoginkgetin for 18 

hours. B3Z activation after co-culture with (E) A375, A549 or 

MRC5 transiently expressing the intron-derived SL8 peptide and the 

H2-K
b
 molecules and treated upstream with 2,5µM or 5µM 

madrasin for 18 hours; or with (F) MCA205 or B16F10 cell lines 

both transiently expressing the intron-derived SL8 peptide and 

treated upstream with 5µM or 10µM madrasin for 18 hours. Free 

SL8 peptides were added in each condition to ensure that T-cell 

assays were carried out at non-saturated conditions and that the 

expression of MHC-I molecules was taking into account in the 

results. Each graph is one representative of at least four independent 

experiments.  

Data are given as mean ± SEM. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 

(unpaired student t test). 
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Figure 13:  Isoginkgetin splicing inhibitor reduces the growth of tumor bearing intron-derived-SL8 in an immune-dependent manner 
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Figure 13 

(A) Experimental settings. Growth of (B) sarcoma MCA205 or (C) 

melanoma B16F10 cells that both stably express the globin-SL8-

intron construct or (D) MCA205 Wild Type (WT) or (E) B16F10 

WT cells that were subcutaneously inoculated in the flank of 

immunocompetent C57BL/6 mice thereafter injected 

intraperitoneally with 12mg/kg or 18mg/kg of isoginkgetin at day 5, 

10 and 15 after inoculation. Tumor size was assessed every 3 to 4 

days until reaching the established ethical endpoints. Each line 

represents the tumor size in area (mm2) of 6 mice in each group. 

Size in area (mm2) of (F) MCA205 globin-SL8-intron, (G) B16F10 

globin-SL8-intron, (H) MCA205 WT or (I) B16F10 WT tumors 

subcutaneously  inoculated in the flank of immunodeficient Nu/Nu 

Nude mice thereafter injected intraperitoneally with 18mg/kg of 

isoginkgetin at days 5, 10 and 15 after inoculation. Data are 

presented at the day before the endpoints are reached.  

Data are given as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 (ANOVA with 

Tukey’s multiple comparaison test comparing all groups). 
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Figure 14:  Synthesis and activity of the isoginkgetin derivatives IP2 and M2P2.
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Figure 14 

Molecular structure of (A) isoginkgetin, (B) IP2 and (C) M2P2 

compounds. (D) B16F10 globin-SL8-intron or (E) MCA205 globin-

SL8-intron were treated with 15µM isoginkgetin, 5µM madrasin, 

35µM IP2 or 35µM M2P2 for 48 hours. RNA was extracted and 

qRT-PCR was performed with primers amplifying the unspliced 

(intron) and the spliced (exon) globin-SL8-intron RNA. Data are 

given as mean ± SEM of the ratio of 2
-∆∆Ct

 intron and 2
-∆∆Ct

 exon of 

at least three independent experiments. MTT assay performed on 

MCA205 or B16F10 cells treated with 15µM or 35µM of (F) IP2 or 

(G) M2P2. Data are express as mean ± SEM of the percentage of 

viable cells compared to the control condition of at least three 

independent experiments. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 

(unpaired student t test).
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Figure 15:  IP2 treatment reduces tumor growth and extends survival. 
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Figure 15 

B3Z SL8-specific T-cell activation after co-culture with mouse (A) 

sarcoma MCA205 or (B) melanoma B16F10 cell lines both 

transiently expressing the intron-derived SL8 peptide and treated 

upstream with 15µM or 35µM of IP2 (left panels) or of M2P2 (right 

panel). Data are given as mean ± SEM. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, 

***P<0.001 (unpaired student t test). Growth of (C) MCA205 (left 

panel) or melanoma B16F10 cells (right panel) that both stably 

express the globin-SL8-intron construct or (D) MCA205 WT (left 

panel) or B16F10 WT (right panel) cells that were subcutaneously 

inoculated in the flank of immunocompetent C57BL/6 mice 

thereafter injected intraperitoneally with 18mg/kg of isoginkgetin, of 

M2P2 or of IP2 or 24mg/kg or 36mg/kg of IP2 at day 5, 10 and 15 

after inoculation. Tumor size was assessed every 3 to 4 days until 

reaching the established ethical endpoints. Each line represents the 

tumor size in area (mm
2
) of at least 6 mice in each group. Data are 

given as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***P<0.001 (ANOVA 

with Tukey’s multiple comparaison test comparing all groups). 

Kaplan Meier plots of (E) MCA205 globin-SL8-intron cells 

inoculated subcutaneously in the flank of immunocompetent 

C57BL/6 mice thereafter injected intraperitoneally with PBS or 

18mg/kg of isoginkgetin, of M2P2 or of IP2. A Log-rank (Mantel-

Cox) test was performed. 
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Figure 16:  IP2 therapeutic effect is dependent on the immune response. 
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Figure 16 

Growth curve of (A) MCA205 globin-SL8-intron (left panel), 

MCA205 WT (right panel), (B) B16F10 globin-SL8-intron (left 

panel) or B16F10 WT (right panel) subcutaneously inoculated in the 

flank of immunodeficient Nu/Nu Nude mice thereafter 

intraperitoneally injected at days 5, 10 and 15 with 18, 24 or 

36mg/kg of IP2. Growth curve of (C, left panel) MCA205 globin-

SL8-intron subcutaneously inoculated in the flank of 

immunocompetent mice thereafter treated with PBS or 24mg/kg of 

IP2 at day 5, 10 and 15 after inoculation as well as with in vivo anti-

CD8+ T cell antibody or 2A3 isotype every 3 days. Each line 

represents the tumor size in area (mm
2
) of at least 6 mice in each 

group. The C right panel represents the tumor size at day 27. Data 

are given as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***P<0.001 

(ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparaison test comparing all 

groups). (D) Growth curve of MCA205 globin-SL8-intron cells or 

B16F10 WT cells inoculated in 100 day-tumor free C57BL/6 mice 

previously inoculated with MCA205 globin-SL8-intron and treated 

with IP2 (left panel) or isoginkgetin (right panel). Each line 

represents the tumor size in area (mm
2
) of at least 4 mice in each 

group.
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Figure S1:  Impact of cyclophosphamide and gemcitabine treatment on exon- and intron-derived antigenic MHC-I presentation in 

cancer cells. 
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Figure S1 

B3Z SL8-specific T-cell activation after co-culture with A375, A549 

or MRC5 cell lines, all transiently expressing the intron-derived SL8 

peptide and the H2-K
b
 molecules and treated upstream with (A) 

7µM or 21µM of cyclophosphamide or with (C) 2.5µM or 6.25µM 

of gemcitabine for 18 hours. B3Z SL8-specific T-cell activation after 

co-culture with MCA205 or B16F10 cell lines both transiently 

expressing the intron-derived SL8 peptide and treated upstream with 

(B) 7µM or 21µM of cyclophosphamide or with (D) 2.5µM or 

6.25µM of gemcitabine for 18 hours. Free SL8 peptides were added 

in each condition to ensure that T-cell assays were carried out at 

non-saturated conditions and that the expression of MHC-I 

molecules was taking into account in the results. Each graph is one 

representative of at least four independent experiments. Data are 

given as mean ± SEM. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 (unpaired 

student t test). 
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Figure S2:  Expression of H2-K
b
 molecules at the cells surface. 

A) Gating strategy: MCA205 stained with Isotype D) Gating strategy: A375 Non stimulated with SL8 stained with
Kb/SIINFEKL-APC

C)

B) E)

F)
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Figure S2 

(A-D) Gating strategy. Flow cytometry analyses of H2-K
b
 

expression on MCA205 and B16F10 cells treated with (B) 

isoginkgetin, madrasin, (C) gemcitabine or cyclophosphamide.  

Flow cytometry analyses of transiently expressed H2-K
b
 expression 

on A375, A549 and MRC5 cells treated with (D) isoginkgetin, 

madrasin, (E) gemcitabine or cyclophosphamide.   
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Figure S3:  Additional data from Figure 2, Isoginkgetin splicing inhibitor reduces the growth of tumor bearing intron-derived-SL8 in 

an immune-dependent manner. 
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Figure S3 

Size in area (mm
2
) of (A) MCA205 globin-SL8-intron, (B) B16F10 

globin-SL8-intron,  (C) MCA205 WT or (D) B16F10 WT cells that 

were subcutaneously inoculated in the flank of immunocompetent 

C57BL/6 mice thereafter injected intraperitoneally with 12mg/kg or 

18mg/kg of isoginkgetin at days 5, 10 and 15 after inoculation. Data 

are presented at the day before the endpoints are reached. Growth of 

(E) MCA205 globin-SL8-intron, (F) B16F10 globin-SL8-intron, (G) 

MCA205 WT or (H) B16F10 WT tumors subcutaneously  

inoculated in the flank of immunodeficient Nu/Nu Nude mice 

thereafter injected intraperitoneally with 18mg/kg of isoginkgetin at 

days 5, 10 and 15 after inoculation. Each line represents the tumor 

size in area (mm
2
) of 6 mice in each group. Data are given as mean ± 

SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 (ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparaison test comparing all groups). 
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Figure S4:  Scheme of IP2 and M2P2 synthesis.
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Figure S5:  IP2 does not impact H2-K

b
 molecules expression at the cell surface and does not induce apoptosis  
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Figure S5 

Flow cytometry analyses of H2-K
b
 expression on (A) MCA205 and 

(B) B16F10 cells treated with IP2 and M2P2. (C-D) Flow cytometry 

analyses of early, late and total apoptotic MCA205 and B16F10 cells 

treated with 35µM or 1000µM IP2 for 18 hours. 
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Figure S6:   Additional data from Figure 5 

 

Size in area (mm
2
) of (A) MCA205 globin-SL8-intron (left panel), 

B16F10 globin-SL8-intron (right panel), (B) MCA205 WT (left 

panel) or B16F10 WT (right panel) cells that were subcutaneously 

inoculated in the flank of immunocompetent C57BL/6 mice 

thereafter injected intraperitoneally with 18mg/kg of isoginkgetin, 

M2P2 or IP2 or 12mg/kg, 24mg/kg or 36mg/kg of IP2 at day 5, 10 

and 15 after inoculation. Data are presented at the day before the 

endpoints are reached. Data are given as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01 (ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparaison test 

comparing all groups). 

 

A)
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Table S1:  Percentage of human cell line survival after isoginkgetin and madrasin treatment. 

MTT assay on A375, A549 and MRC5 cell lines treated with 2.5µM or 6.25µM of isoginkgetin or madrasin. Dare are given as the mean of the 

percentage of cell viability ± SEM from at least three independent experiments. 

Table S2:  Percentage of human cell line survival after isoginkgetin and madrasin treatment. 

MTT assay on MCA205 and B16F10 cell lines treated with 6.25µM, 15µM or 25µM of isoginkgetin, or 5µM or 10µM madrasin. Dare are given 

as the mean of the percentage of cell viability ± SEM from at least three independent experiments. 

% cell viability (± SEM)

Doses (µM) A375 A549 MRC5

Isoginkgetin 
2,5 100 100 100

6,25 100 84 (±1,86) 100

Madrasin
2,5 76,6 (±0,6) 79,2 (±3,2) 77 (±6,0)

6,25 57,6 (±2,8) 69 (±2,2) 49 (±2,3)

% cell viability (± SEM)

Doses (µM) MCA205 B16F10

Isoginkgetin 

6,25 84,8 (± 9,6) 86,5 (± 2,2)

15 56,3 (± 4,9) 58,6 (± 3,8)

25 51,7 (± 4,2) 51,2 (± 4,8)

Madrasin
5 57,3 (± 3,2) 49,4 (± 3,3)

10 43,6 (± 1,6) 38,9 (± 2,9)
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Discussion 

Splicing abnormalities have emerged as a specific feature of cancer and are studied as 

predictive markers for patient survival
313,314

 as well as targets for cancer treatments with 

splicing inhibitors
148

. The majority of aberrant splicing functions in cancer is not known, 

however several known proteins implicated in cancer hallmarks such as proliferation, 

apoptosis or invasiveness, have been shown to have pro-tumorigenic function as a result of 

alternative splicing
143

. Here, we highlight splicing inhibitors as modulators of the adaptive 

anti-cancer immune response and suggest their action on PTPs production and 

immunopeptidome modulation. This study raises many questions about the mechanism 

underlying the action of splicing inhibitors and investigations could both serve the 

understanding of the immunopeptidome dynamic and the tailoring of anti-cancer splicing 

inhibitor treatments and immunotherapies.  

The adaptive immune response role in the splicing inhibitor anti-tumoral efficacy  

In our study we observed that treatment with isoginkgetin or IP2 splicing inhibitors reduces 

the growth of sarcoma MCA205 and melanoma B16F10 tumors expressing the SL8 antigen 

derived from PTPs and significantly extends mice survival. By performing the same 

experiment in Nude nu/nu mice, which are deficient in T cells but not in B or innate immune 

cells, we did not observe tumor growth diminution upon treatment. Furthermore, in vivo 

depletion of CD8+ T cells in immunocompetent mice abrogates tumor clearance observed 

after IP2 treatment. Finally, we observed that mice treated with isoginkgetin or IP2 and which 

became tumor-free after treatment elicit a long lasting immune response. Therefore we 

conclude that an efficient adaptive immune response, particularly a CD8+ T cell response, is 

required for splicing inhibitors to impact tumor growth.  

One possible explanation for isoginkgetin or IP2 mechanism of action could be that they 

induce tumor cell apoptosis leading to enhanced immune recognition. It was indeed observed 

in many cases that the initiation of cancer cell apoptosis via chemotherapy or radiotherapy can 

stimulate the priming of CD8+ T cells via professional antigen-presenting dendritic cells by 

releasing damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)
315,316

. However, we showed here 

that IP2 treatment has no impact on the death of tumors growing in nude mice (Figure 16 A 

and B) and does not induce apoptosis at the doses used (Figure S5C and S5D), suggesting that 

it is unlikely to induce a significant immunogenic cell death.  
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In this study, we observed a difference between the in vivo growth rate of cancer cell lines 

expressing the PTPs-derived SL8 and their wild type (WT) counterparts (data not shown), 

suggesting that the expression of the SL8 by cancer cells trigger a mild immune response 

against the tumor. However, the response is not strong enough to prevent cancer growth. The 

SL8 peptide is highly immunogenic and should be considered as “non-self” by the immune 

system as it is not subjected to central tolerance. Therefore, it is likely that cancer cells 

expressing the SL8 develop mechanisms to escape immune recognition or disappear due to 

immunoediting, promoting the growth of low immunogenic variants. We here observed that 

the isoginkgetin or IP2 impact on tumor growth is significantly higher in MCA205 or B16F10 

expressing the PTPs-derived SL8 than in WT tumors. This first demonstrates that the 

immunogenic SL8 epitope plays a key role in the immune respnse induction upon treatment. 

Besides, we can infer that treatment helps to counteract mechanisms set up by tumor cells to 

avoid SL8-specific T cell response. An efficient CD8+ T cell response theoretically rely on 

three main steps: (1) CD8+ T cell activation by pAPCs followed by their proliferation, (2) T 

cell infiltration in tumor, and (3) T cell recognition of tumor antigens followed by tumor cell 

lysis. In that study, in vitro experiments provide evidence for madrasin, isoginkgetin or IP2 

treatment to induce a quantitatively higher number of presented SL8 peptides, driving specific 

T cell recognition and activation of their cytotoxic functions. Conversely, the isoginkgetin 

derivative M2P2 does not increase the SL8-derived PTPs presentation in vitro and, unlike IP2 

or isoginkgetin, does not impact tumor growth in vivo, suggesting that both events may be 

correlated. Hence, we can reasonably hypothesize that the same mechanism is happening in 

vivo wherein isoginkgetin or IP2 enhances direct cancer cell PTPs-derived SL8 presentation, 

resulting in a higher T cell cytotoxic activity against tumor cells followed by tumor growth 

delay or tumor eradication. 

Interestingly, some researchers found link between the antigen level expressed by tumor cells 

and antigen loss variants (ALVs) appearance, which fail to be recognized by specific T-

cells
317,157,259

. Schreiber et al. exposed this mechanism when studying the MC57 tumor cell 

lines bearing different SIY-2 or gp33 antigen level. They showed that although cancer cells 

expressing low antigen level were rejected by transferred specific cytotoxic T cells, ALVs 

appeared and were not controlled by the T cell response leading to tumor growth. Conversely, 

they observed that when high level antigen-expressing cells were injected, T cells eliminated 

them directly and were also able to eliminate the appearing ALVs by an indirect mechanism. 

In the latter, the stromal cells did cross-present the specific antigens from parental cells and 
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were subjected to T cell lysis that impacted bystander ALVs
317

. Latter, IFN-γ and TNF 

released from CTL were also described as keyeffector molecules in that process
318

. It is hence 

tempting to hypothesize that the isoginkgetin- or IP2-induced increased SL8 level in tumor 

allows stromal cell PTPs-SL8 cross-presentation followed by the indirect T cell activation and 

killing of potential ALVs, leading to the complete tumor rejection we observed in some mice. 

Besides, ALVs often appear to have lost or downregulated their overall MHC-I antigen 

expression
286,287

, which can be rescued by type I interferon treatment in some cases
289

. A 

recent study described a mechanism where IFN-γ expressed by T cells after their recognition 

of higly expressing antigen tumor variants leads MHC-I expression rescue in ALVs
292

, 

allowing new antigen-specific T cell activation. This mechanism was also suggested during 

the treatment of melanoma patients with therapeutic vaccination in which researchers 

observed that tumor regression was driven by CTL clones targeting antigens beyond the scope 

of the initial vaccine target
293

. Hence, enhanced SL8 antigen presentation by isoginkgetin or 

IP2 treatment followed by T cell recognition and IFN-γ expression could drive the non-SL8-

specific T cell anti-tumor action. 

Cytotoxic T lymphocytes failure to reject tumors can in part be explained by an initial 

inappropriate CTL activation by pAPCs. A defined subset of dendritic cells (DCs) has been 

described in the tumor microenvironment (TME) to be able to migrate to the tumor draining 

lymph nodes, deliver intact antigens encountered in the TME and prime directly or not naïve 

CD8 + T cells
201,202

. In addition, it was suggested that some DCs are able to directly prime 

naïve CD8 T cells in the TME
319

. We recently demonstrated that tumor-associated PTPs are a 

source material for CD8+ T cells cross-priming by DCs and may mainly be transferred from 

tumor cells to DCs by PTPs-carrying exosomes. Besides, we provided hints that PTPs for 

endogenous and cross- presentation are produced by the same translation event and that the 

two pathways then diverge quickly
303

. PTPs are rare products
82

 and the efficiency of PTPs 

vaccines or exosome-containing PTPs vaccines was shown to rely on the previous PTPs 

enrichment of PTPs proteasome inhibitor
303

. Hence, it would not be surprising that the 

splicing inhibitor IP2 or isoginkgetin, in addition to provide more source materials for the 

direct antigen presentation, enriches the pool of SL8-containing PTPs that serve as a source 

material for intratumoral DC uptake and cross-presentation, inducing an enhanced SL8-

specific CD8+ T cell proliferation. 

Intriguingly, while isoginkgetin treatment failed to impact MCA205 or B16F10 WT tumor 

growth, IP2 treatment inhibits both tumors. Hence, we can infer that even if the presence of 
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an immunodominant epitope emphasizes the IP2 action and can lead to tumor rejection; it is 

not required to observe an impact on tumor.  Based on the previously exposed hypothesis, IP2 

could enhance the direct antigen presentation of some naturally presented PTPs-derived 

antigens leading to a more efficient direct T cell cytotoxicity and to alternative loss variant 

eradiction, or could quantitatively enrich the PTP pool at the source of DCs cross-presentation 

and CD8+ T cells priming.  

Additional to the IP2 quantitative effect on antigen presentation, its activity on WT tumors 

suggests that qualitative changes might also happen upon treatment. The immunopeptidome 

plasticity has been highlighted in several studies
320

 and has been linked with many parameters 

such as intracellular metabolism and transcriptional regulations, gene expression and genetic 

polymorphism
84,98,102

. For example, mouse lymphoma cell treatment with the mTOR inhibitor 

rapamycin has been demonstrated to greatly impact the immunopeptidome by increasing 

numerous MHC-I associated peptides (MIPs) abundance at the cell surface and inducing 

differentially expressed MIP appearance
100

. In addition, the MIP landscape presented by 

tumors has been proven to change greatly over the course of treatments, often leading to the 

appearance of the previously introduced ALVs
263,308

 that escape tumor recognition. Therefore, 

IP2 treatment may induce the presentation of new MIPs recognized by CD8+ T cells, 

delaying the tumor growth. As we will discuss below, the new MIP appearance might result 

from the translation of pre-spliced mRNAs enriched after IP2 treatment leading to the 

apparition of more MIPs derived from non-coding regions, which have been suggested to be 

frequently mutated in cancer
321

. In accordance with this hypothesis our preliminary results 

show differentially expressed epitope at the cell surface of MCA205 cells upon isoginkgetin 

treatment.   

PTPs production and immunopeptidome modulation upon splicing inhibitor treatment 

As mentioned above, we showed that cancer cell lines treated with the splicing inhibitors 

madrasin, isoginkgetin or IP2 but not M2P2, up-regulate the expression of the  SL8 antigen 

derived from pioneer translation products (PTPs) on MHC-I molecules in vitro. We 

confirmed that splicing inhibition event is required for isoginkgetin to impact SL8 

presentation, observing no impact of treatment on cancer cell lines transfected with a cDNA 

construct expressing the SL8 peptide without previous splicing. Besides, the SL8 expression 

modulation after splicing inhibition induces CD8+ T cell activation. Therefore, we conclude 

that splicing alteration provides a mean to modulate the immunopeptidome.    
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The PTPs model describes the pre-spliced mRNA as the template for PTP by an alternative 

translational event occurring in the nucleus. In the study describing this alternative translation, 

Sébastien Apcher et al demonstrated that forced nuclear retention of the mRNA encoding the 

intronic SL8 peptide leads to an increase in the SL8 antigen presentation
82

. Besides, 

pladienolides and spliceostatin A (SSA) have been shown to inhibit the splicing by targeting 

the SF3b, a subcomplex of the U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) in the 

spliceosome, and have been described to promote pre-RNA accumulation in the nucleus
145,146

.  

The isoginkgetin inhibits differently the splicing by preventing stable U4/U6/U5 tri-snRNPs 

recruitment right after the the U2 snRNP fixation. However, it is likely that it also induces 

pre-mRNA accumulation in the nucleus, resulting in the increase in antigen presentation. The 

link between pre-mRNA nuclear accumulation and increased antigen presentation is not 

known. It is tempting to hypothesize that pre-mRNA accumulation in the nucleus provides 

more templates for PTP production leading to the enrichment of SL8-containing PTPs, used 

as a major source for SL8 direct presentation.  

As previously said, the immunopeptidome is shaped by the cell metabolism. The rapamycin 

was shown to greatly impact the quality and the quantity of MIPs, which was then shown to 

be associated with the mTOR interactome and its signaling network 
100

. Interestingly, breast, 

lung and ovarian cancer gene expression profiling demonstrated an overexpression of some 

splicing-regulating proteins, which, when depleted, lead to mTOR expression inhibition
322

. 

Therefore, cell metabolic modulation owing to cancer cell splicing alteration may provide one 

possible path for isoginkgetin or IP2 to ultimately impact the MIPs.   

In addition, supporting the idea that non-canonical translations can give rise to MIPs
114

, S. 

Apcher et al. demonstrated that MIP derived from mRNA carrying PTC and directed to the 

non-sense mediated decay (NMD) pathway can still be presented at the cell surface
80

. 

Splicing regulations are closely linked to NMD and both events can regulate gene expression 

in cells. Aberrant splicing in cancer was in many cases observed to induce intron inclusion 

leading to the apparition of a premature translation-termination codon (PTC) that steers the 

mRNA to destruction by the NMD
135

. Correlating with the PTPs model, this observation 

implies that IP2 disrupted transcripts that acquire PTC are still subjected to translation before 

being removed by the NMD and that new epitopes from included intron can potentially 

appear at the cell surface. 
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The basis for therapeutic targeting of splicing in cancer is the observation of synthetic lethal 

interactions, i.e. cell death induction after splicing inhibitor treatments only in cells 

expressing a specific splicing factor mutant
147

, and in the identification of specific pathologic 

splicing events that drive cell tumorigenicity and that can potentially be reversed by 

treatments. The latter mechanism was demonstrated on BRAF-mutated melanoma cells, 

which develop resistance to the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib owing to an in-frame skipping 

of exons 3-5 encoding the RAS-binding domain (RBD). In these cells SSA treatment was 

shown to restore RDB inclusion and therefore prevent resistance
323

. Similarly, considering 

that aberrant splicing in cancer can lead to the MIPs modulation, splicing related resistance 

mechanisms to immunotherapeutic treatment may induce immunogenic antigens loss that 

could be reversed by isoginkgetin or IP2 treatment. 

The pladienolide B derivative E7107 is the only splicing inhibitor to date that entered two 

separate phase I open-label, single-arm, dose-escalation clinical trials in patients with locally 

advanced or metastatic solid tumors in 2006
324

. While stable disease was observed upon 

treatment in the best responder patients, trial was stopped due to bilateral optic neuritis 

appearance in two patients. This disease is characterized by an immune-inflammation of the 

optic nerve that induces demyelization and is associated with immune disorders such as 

multiple sclerosis. This toxicity strongly suggests that E7107 can impact immunity by 

inducing autoimmune response and that splicing inhibitors might have a predominant role in 

the immune response modulation. Therefore, a better understanding of splicing inhibition 

related immune mechanism seems to be required for the establishment of efficient therapies 

with no strong adverse effects. Because pladienolide B and isoginkgetin target different 

components of the spliceosome, further studies have to be performed to test the potential 

immunomodulatory effects of molecules targeting SF3b and to assess the toxicity of 

molecules preventing the recruitment of the U4/U6/U5 tri-snRNPs in humans. 

While a deeper understanding of isoginkgetin and IP2 treatments on splicing is needed, their 

role during immune response opens a large field of study on the link between splicing and 

immunopeptidome that could lead to the development of innovative anti-cancer therapies. In 

parallel the spliceosome emerge as a new and promising druggable target and splicing 

inhibitors are currently tested for their ability to induce tumor cell death in acute myeloid 

leukemia. Therefore, their role as immunodulators worth being operated in clinic
147

.  
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Proof of concept: PTPs elicit an anti-tumor immune response in 

vivo. 

 

Context of the study 

Pioneer translation products (PTPs) resulting from alternative translation of pre-

mRNA have been demonstrated as a source for the direct MHC-I antigen presentation 

pathway
82

. Their role in the recognition of cancer cells has been recently demonstrated in vivo 

in mouse sarcoma and melanoma models expressing the SL8 epitope from translation of the 

pre-mRNA of the β-globin containing the SL8 peptide in its first intron. In fact, tumor cell 

inoculation in mice followed by the SL8-specific OT1 T cell transfer induced significant 

tumor growth delay
303

. The recognition of antigens expressed at the tumor cell surface by 

tumor antigen-specific T lymphocytes requires the previous activation and expansion of the 

latter through cross-priming. Therefore, the repertoire of antigens presented on MHC-I 

molecules by cancer cells has to correlate with the one presented by pAPCs in order to trigger 

an efficient adaptive T cell response
325

. However, the natural peptide material used for cross-

priming is unclear. pAPCs have been described to physiologically acquire exogenous 

elements from different sources including apoptotic, necrotic and live cells, which can 

transfer their material through different ways like exosome secretion or gap-junction 

formation
326

. Exosomes are extracellular nanovesicles released upon fusion of multivesicular 

bodies (MVBs) with the cellular plasma membrane. In tumors, secreted exosomes were 

shown to contain tumor antigens that can be cross-presented by pAPCs
327–329

. Therefore, 

following the observation that PTPs can be efficiently presented by tumor cells, E. Duvallet 

and colleagues investigated the role of PTPs in the cross-presentation pathway
303

. They 

observed that PTPs are used for CD8+ T cell cross-priming in vivo. Moreover, they showed 

PTPs transfer from tumor cells to bone marrow dendritic cells (BMDCs) in vitro in an 

intercellular manner and mediated by the secretion of PTPs-containing exosomes.  

Some current anti-tumoral immunotherapies rely on the activation of the immune system 

against specific tumor antigens using therapeutic vaccines. Among them are synthetic peptide 

vaccines. While several phase III clinical trials using short peptides targeting shared tumor 

antigens failed to prove efficacy, new peptide vaccine generation took advantage of recent 

knowledge about the immunization process and tumor immune escape mechanisms and 
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includes, among other things, multi-epitope synthetic long peptides (SLPs) targeting tumor-

specific antigens. Advantages of SLPs lie in their ability to be efficiently processed and cross-

presented by pAPCs and to include MHC I and MHC II epitopes. To some extent, PTPs 

resemble SLPs in their size (20 to 45 amino acids) and in their ability and need to be 

processed and cross-presented by DCs to activate T cell response. In addition, among 

developed vaccine strategies are exosomes containing tumor antigens. While currently tested 

exosome-derived vaccines are showing only modest antigen-specific immune response in 

human, their refinement shows potential for future development
329–332

. Our group recently 

demonstrated that purified SL8-PTPs from the sarcoma MCA205 cells expressing the β-

globin-SL8-intron (MCA205 GI) injected as a prophylactic vaccine significantly reduce the 

growth of subcutaneously injected MCA205 GI cells
303

. We further observed that purified 

SL8-PTPs-containing exosomes secreted by MCA205 GI provide the same effect on tumor 

growth when used as a prophylactic vaccine. Finally, we observed that the combination of 

PTPs and PTPs-containing exosome vaccine prevents tumor growth in more than 50% of the 

mouse population
303

. Overall, we showed that prophylactic vaccination with tumor associated 

(TA)-PTPs alone or in combination with TA-PTPs-containing exosomes can induce an anti-

tumor immune response in vivo in the MCA205 mouse sarcoma model.  

Here we addressed the efficacy of prophylactic TA-PTPs vaccination on tumor growth 

prevention in the more aggressive B16F10 mouse melanoma model and provided the proof of 

concept for the use of PTPs-based vaccine against cancer. Moreover, we observed that 

vesicles bigger than exosomes, i.e. melanosome-enriched vesicles, contain TA-PTPs 

efficiently cross-presented by DCs and elicit an anti-tumor response when used as vaccine. 

Therefore, we proposed a role for tumor melanosome secretion in pAPCs cross-priming of 

CD8+ T cells in cancer.  

 

Material and methods 

Purification of PTPs-HIS 

B16F10 tumor cells are transfected with the construct YFP-Globin-SL8-intron-HIS for 

48hours.  Cells are then harvested and sonicated in 10mL of 6M guanidium-HCl, 15 0.01M 

Tris/HCl, pH 8.0, 5mM imidazole and 10mM β-mercaptoethanol. The lysate is incubated and 

rotated with Ni
2+

-NTA agarose beads (Qiagen) for 4h at RT in glass tubes coated in advance 
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with Sigmacote® (Sigma-Aldrich). The beads are washed successively for 5 min at RT with 8 

mL of each of the following buffers: 6M guanidium-HCl, 0.01M Tris/HCl, pH 8.0 and 10mM 

β-mercaptoethanol; 6M urea, 0.01M Tris/HCl, pH 8.0 and 10mM β-mercaptoethanol; 6M 

urea, 0.01M Tris/HCl, pH 6.8, 10mM β-mercaptoethanol and 0.2% Triton X-100; 6M urea, 

0.01M Tris/HCl, pH 6.8, 10mM β-mercaptoethanol and 0.1% Triton X-100. PTPs are then 

eluted by incubating the beads for 1 hour at RT in 400mM imidazole, 0.15M Tris/HCl, pH 

6.8, 30% glycerol, 0.72M β-mercaptoethanol and 5% SDS. The eluate is dialyzed in PBS 

using a dialysis tubing Spectra-Por® Float-A-Lyzer® MWCO 0.5-1kD (Dutscher) overnight 

at RT. Finally, the eluate is quantified by a colorimetric peptide assay (ThermoFisher). PTPs-

HIS purification from melanosomes purified from the medium of B16F10 cells transfected 

with the YFP-Globin-SL8-intron is performed the same way after melanosome sonication. 

Exosome and melanosome purification, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Exosomes are purified from the medium of B16F10 cells transfected with the YFP-Globin-

SL8-intron construct and previously treated with the proteasome inhibitor MG132, by 

differential ultracentrifugation as described previously
333

. Briefly, the medium is centrifuged 

at 300g for 10min. The supernatant is then centrifuged at 2,000g for 10min, followed by 

10,000g for 30min and exosomes are finally pelleted by a centrifugation at 100,000g for 

70min. Melanosomes are purified from the medium of B16F10 cells transfected with the 

YFP-Globin-SL8-intron construct and then treated with the proteasome inhibitor MG132. The 

medium is centrifuged at 300g for 10 min. The supernatant is then centrifuged at 1,000g for 

30 min, before melanosomes are pelleted by a centrifugation at 20,000g for 60 min. For 

negative staining of melanosomes, five microliters of melanosome fractions are adsorbed onto 

a 300 mesh copper grid coated with a collodion film covered by a thin carbon film, activated 

by glow-discharge. After 1 min, grids are washed with aqueous 2% (w/vol) uranyl acetate 

(Merck, France) and then dried with ashless filter paper (VWR, France). TEM observations 

are carried out on a Zeiss 912AB transmission electron microscope in filtered low loss mode. 

Electron micrographs are obtained using a ProScan 1024 HSC digital camera and Soft 

Imaging Software system (Eloise).  

Flow cytometry analysis of exosomes 

Purified exosomes are coated on aldehyde/sulfate latex beads (ThermoFisher Scientific) and 

are labeled with anti-mouse-CD9–PE or anti-mouse-CD81–PE from BD Biosciences and with 
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the anti-mouse-MHC-I(H-2K
b
)-FITC or the anti-mouse MHC-I(H-2D

b
)-FITC from 

ebioscience. The labelling is performed at 4 °C using PBS containing 1% FBS for 30 min. 

Cells are analyzed using the BD LSRII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and data are 

analyzed with the FlowJow software (V10). 

BMDCs generation and cross-presentation 

The BMDCs are generated from C57Bl/6 bone marrow precursors. Briefly, mouse femurs are 

harvested, sterilized with 70% ethanol, and washed in sterile PBS and PBS/ 5% fetal bovine 

serum (Life Technology) successively, to remove soft tissues; both ends of the femurs are cut 

off and the bone marrow cells are flushed out with PBS/5% FBS. Red blood cells are 

removed using the ACK lysis buffer and bone marrow cells are then seeded at 0.5x10
6
 

cells/mL in 145-mm Petri dishes for 6 days in IMDM (Sigma) supplemented with 10% heat-

inactivated FCS, 0.5% penicillin/streptomycin,2mM L-glutamin, 50 μM β-mercaptoethanol 

(Life Technology), and enriched with 50 ng/mL J558 supernatant. After 3 days of culture, the 

medium is replaced. On day 6 of BMDC differentiation, 0.3x10
6
 BMDCs are put in contact 

with 60µg ovalbumin (positive control), 60µg BSA (negative control) or 30µg of exosomes or 

melanosomes purified from B16F10 cells transfected with the plasmid YFP-Globin-SL8-

intron, for 5 hours. 0.3x10
6
 B3Z are then added in each well and incubated at 37°C with 5% 

CO2 overnight. Cells are centrifuged at 1200rpm for 5min, washed twice with PBS 1X and 

lysed for 5min at 4°C under shaking with the following lysis buffer: 0.2% TritonX-100, 0.2% 

DTT, 90 mM K2HPO4, 8.5 mM KH2PO4. The lysate is centrifuged at 3000rpm for 10min 

and the supernatant is transferred to a 96-well optiplate (Packard Bioscience, Randburg, SA). 

The revelation buffer containing 33mM of methylumbellifery β-D-galactopyranoside (MUG) 

is added and the plate is incubated at room temperature for 3 hours. Finally, the β-

galactosidase activity is measured using the FLUOstar OPTIMA (BMG LABTECH Gmbh, 

Offenburg, Germany). Results are obtained in relative light units (RLU).   

Vaccination and tumor challenge 

Vaccines are prepared and kept on ice for 2 hours before injection. Seven week old C57Bl/6J 

female mice obtained from Harlan Laboratories are anesthetized with 3% isoflurane and 

vaccine is administered intramuscularly (150µL/leg) and in the footpad (50µL/foot). Two 

weeks later, mice are injected subcutaneously on the right flank with 5x10
4
 B16F10-Ova cells 

and on the left flank with 5x10
4
 B16F10 wild type cells along with matrigel (VWR). Area of 
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the tumor is recorded every 3 to 4 days until ethical limit points are reached. Results are 

expressed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 (ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparison test comparing all groups). 

 

Results 

Melanoma-derived PTPs induce an anti-tumor response in vivo 

PTPs have been described as 7 to 40 amino acid long peptides potentially deriving from ‘non 

coding’ sequences such as intron, intron/exon junctions, 5’ and 3’ UTRs or alternate 

translational reading frame
82

. In order to purify PTPs from cancer cells we transfected the 

B16F10 melanoma cells with the β-globin-SL8-intron-HIS construct in which the SL8 peptide 

is inserted in the β-globin gene first intron and directly followed by 6xhistidine tag (Figure 

17A). PTPs produced from the translation of the β-globin-SL8-intron-HIS construct, referred 

to as PTPs-HIS hereunder, were isolated and enriched using affinity purification of His-

tagged peptides. PTPS-HIS or SL8 synthetic peptides were inoculated intramuscularly in 

C57BL/6 mice along with CpG and poly I:C adjuvants. Two weeks later mice were re-

challenged with the subcutaneous injection of B16F10 cells stably expressing the ovalbumin 

protein on the right flank and with B16F10 WT cells on the left flank (Figure 17B). We 

observed that the growth of B16F10 ovalbumin (Ova) tumors was significantly slowed in 

mice vaccinated with 16µg, 32µg and 64µg PTP-HIS similarly to mice vaccinated with the 

SL8 synthetic peptide (Figure 17C). In the group of mice treated with 16µg PTPs-HIS few 

B16F10 Ova tumors were shown to grow at the same pace as the negative control group 

whereas in groups of mice treated with 32µg and 64µg PTPs-HIS all animal tumors were 

shown to grow more slowly, showing a dose-dependent effect. Conversely, B16F10 WT 

tumors grew equally in all groups (Figure 17D), highlighting the role of the dominant SL8 

peptide contained in PTPs in tumor control by immune cells. Hence, we confirmed in this 

mouse melanoma model the results observed in the mouse sarcoma model MCA205, in which 

tumor-associated PTPs vaccination can efficiently trigger an immune response that is re-

called upon tumor re-challenge 
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PTPs-carrying melanosome vaccination but not exosome vaccination prevents 

subsequent tumor growth.  

We previously observed that the extracellular vesicle exosomes secreted by sarcoma tumor 

cells contain tumor-associated PTPs that are efficiently cross-presented in vitro by BMDCs 

and constitute an efficient prophylactic anti-cancer vaccine in mice. Secreted vesicles 

represent an important mode of intercellular communication allowing the transfer of proteins, 

peptides, lipids and RNAs
334

. Along with exosomes, pigment cells express unique lysosome-

related organelles called melanosomes, whose primary role is to transport melanin pigments 

to keratinocytes. In melanoma, many antigens associated to tumor have been described to 

originate from proteins with melanosome-related functions
335

. We here tested if vesicles 

secreted by the melanoma B16F10 model contain PTPs as well. By performing differential 

ultracentrifugation from the culture supernatant of melanoma B16F10 cells transiently 

expressing the β-globin-SL8-intron-HIS construct, we obtained one fraction containing 

100nm diameter vesicles expressing the CD81 and CD9 surface proteins, i.e. the exosome 

fraction, (Figure 18A) and one fraction enriched in 200nm diameter melanized vesicles, i.e. 

the melanosome fraction
336

 (Figure 18B). After incubation of the exosome or melanosome 

fraction with BMDCs in vitro we observed the activation of SL8-specific B3Z cells (Figure 

18C). These results suggest that the fractions contain SL8-PTPs efficiently cross-presented by 

BMDCs. In order to confirm it, we purified PTPs-HIS from sonicated melanosome fraction as 

described above and subjected the eluate to LC-MS/MS mass spectrometry analysis. Table S3 

shows different peptide fragments, including the SL8 epitope.  

We further tested the ability of the exosome and melanosome fractions to elicit anti-tumor 

immune response in vivo when used as a prophylactic vaccine. Fractions were injected 

intramuscularly in mice in combination with 32µg PTPs-HIS or alone, along with CpG and 

poly I:C adjuvants. We first observed that mice treated with exosomes alone do not display 

reduced B16F10 Ova tumor growth whereas mice treated with PTPs-HIS alone display slowly 

growing tumors as previously observed (Figure 18D). In addition, when exosomes were 

injected along with PTPs-HIS, B16F10 Ova tumors grew faster than when PTPs-HIS were 

injected alone, suggesting that B16F10 exosomes prevent in part the benefice of PTPs-HIS 

vaccination for the anti-tumor immune response. Mice injected with B16F10 WT cells did not 

benefit from any of the vaccines, indicating that the immune response is SL8-specific (Figure 

18E). Conversely, we then observed that mice treated with melanosomes significantly display 

reduced B16F10 Ova tumor growth, similarly to mice treated with PTPs-HIS alone (Figure 
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18F). Surprisingly, no significant difference is observed for the B16F10 Ova tumor growth in 

mice treated with the combination of melanosomes and PTPs-HIS compared to non-treated 

mice. This result suggests that, in that setting, immunization capacities of melanosomes and 

PTP-HIS cancel each other out. Again, mice injected with B16F10 WT cells did not benefit 

from any of the vaccine (Figure 18G). We showed here that, contrary to MCA205 sarcoma 

tumors, B16F10 melanoma tumors do not benefit from vaccination with exosomes containing 

tumor associated-PTPs. Intriguingly, we observed that melanosomes secreted by B16F10 cells 

carry tumor-associated PTPs that can trigger a CD8+ specific response in vitro and an anti-

tumor response in vivo when used as a prophylactic vaccine. However their mechanism of 

action in vivo is unclear and this finding opens a new research topic on the role of 

melanosomes in cross-presentation during the anti-cancer immune response.  
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Figure 17:  PTPs vaccine in melanoma
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Figure 17 

(A) Picture illustrating the position of the SL8 antigenic epitope and 

the 6xhistidine tag in the sequence of the β-Globin gene. (B) Scheme 

of the experiment. C57BL/6 mice were vaccinated with 16μg, 32µg 

or 64µg of PTPs-His or with 8μg of SL8 emulsified in CpG and Poly 

I:C adjuvants. Fifteen days later mice were rechallenged 

subcutaneously with (C) 5*10
4
 B16F10 ovalbumin in the right flank 

along with matrigel and (D) 5*10
4
 B16F10 wild type cells in the left 

flank along with matrigel. Data are presented at the day before the 

endpoints are reached. Data are given as mean ± SEM. *P<0.05, 

**P<0.01, ***P<0.001 (ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparaison test comparing all groups).  
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Figure 18:  Exosome- and melanosome-carrying PTPs vaccine in melanoma
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Figure 18 

(A) Analysis of the expression of CD9, CD81, H2-Db and H2-Kb in 

exosomes purified from B16F10 cells expressing the YFP-Globin-

SL8-intron construct by FACS. In green the unstained exosomes, in 

blue stained exosomes. (B) Negative staining of the melanosome-

enriched fraction from B16F10 cells expressing the YFP-Globin-

SL8-intron construct by transmission electron microscopy. (C) 

Activation of SL8-specific B3Z cells after overnight co-culture with 

BMDCs previously pulsed with exosome or melanosome-enriched 

fraction purified from B16F10 cells expressing the YFP-Globin-

SL8-intron construct. Growth curve of (D) B16F10 ovalbumin cells 

or (E) B16F10 WT cells in mice vaccinated with 32µg PTPs-HIS, 

15µg exosomes purified from B16F10 cells expressing the YFP-

Globin-SL8-intron construct, or with a combination of 32µg PTPs-

HIS with 15µg exosomes along with CpG and Poly I:C adjuvants 

two weeks before subcutaneous melanoma cells injection in 

matrigel. Growth curve of (F) B16F10 ovalbumin cells or (G) 

B16F10 WT cells in mice vaccinated with 32µg PTPs-HIS, 30µg 

melanosomes purified from B16F10 cells expressing the YFP-

Globin-SL8-intron construct, or with a combination of 32µg PTPs-

HIS with 30µg melanosmes along with CpG and Poly I:C adjuvants 

two weeks before subcutaneous tumor injection in matrigel. Each 

line represents the tumor size in area (mm2) of at least 5 mice in 

each group. Data are given as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***P<0.001 (ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparaison test 

comparing all groups).  
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Table S3:  Mass spectrometry analysis of peptides purified from melanosomes produced by B16F10 cells expressing the YFP-Globin-

SL8-intron construct 
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Discussion 

Nowadays, anti-cancer peptide vaccines constitute an extensively investigated 

immunotherapeutic strategy
337

. Failure of the first therapeutic vaccines in clinical trials 

encouraged the development of studies that focus on elucidating the key parameters to mount 

an efficient and durable immune response. Among them are the choice of antigens targeted 

and the nature of the vaccine
338

. While PTPs were first described in healthy cells, a recent 

study from our group highlighted their role as a source for the direct MHC-I presentation of 

tumor antigens (TAs) in cancer cells as well as for TA cross-presentation in mice
303

. Here, we 

provide evidence for PTPs-based vaccine to trigger an efficient anti-tumor response when 

used in prophylactic setting in the B16F10 mouse melanoma model, confirming results 

observed in the mouse sarcoma model MCA205. Therefore, we demonstrate that PTPs-

derived antigens play a significant role during the immune response against tumor. Besides, 

we suggest that antigens derived from alternative translation are pertinent vaccine targets. 

Supporting the latter idea, some tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) in human were 

described to recognize antigens derived from alternative open reading frame
75,339,340

, from 

non-AUG initiation codons
107,110

, from IRES-dependent translation
121

 or from intronic 

sequences
116,115

. All these antigens can be gathered in the category of antigens derived from 

defective ribosomal products (DRiPs)
341

, which have been demonstrated to be a source for 

MHC-I associated peptides (MIPs). DRiPs are described as polypeptides that arise from 

alternative or defective mRNA, from alternative reading frames or translation initiation 

codons, and from errors in converting genetic information to proteins
77

. Their large definition 

hence comprises PTPs, which are produced from an alternative mRNA template by a non-

canonical translational mechanism
82

. Along with the example given above in cancer, direct 

presentation of antigens derived from DRIPs was described during autoimmunity
342

 or viral 

infection
95,111,121

. In addition, a recent large scale study on B-lymphoblastoid cells (B-LCLs) 

estimated that allegedly noncoding genomic sequences or exonic out-of-frame translation 

represent around 10% of the MIPs
129

 among which intronic source represent 5,2%. 

Nevertheless, authors argued that they likely have underestimated the proportion of non-

conventional antigens present at the cell surface.  

Despite these observations, currently targeted antigens in cancer vaccines are derived from 

canonical translation of mature mRNAs. The first antigens identified and targeted in clinic 

belonged to the tumor-associated antigen category. The latter includes differentiation, 
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overexpressed and cancer-testis antigens that share the characteristic of being expressed by 

some non-tumoral tissues and subject to central tolerance, which eradicates high-avidity T 

cells
246–248

. While in few cases they proved to be efficient in controlling tumor growth
243

, they 

were also associated with autoimmune adverse effects
343,344

or clinical trial failures
266

. 

Evolution of the cancer vaccine field highlighted the potential of neoantigens for eliciting 

tumor-specific response mediated by high avidity T-cells. Rational for their development lie 

in the cancer cell expression of epitopes that derive from tumor-specific polypeptides or 

proteins translated from mutated genes, and that are therefore not subject to central 

tolerance
280

. An increasing number of cancer patients are identified with neoantigen-specific 

T cells
345–347

 and the therapeutic efficiency of neoantigen vaccines has been proven in few 

studies
281,348,349

. While mature RNAs are mainly composed of exons, PTPs can result from the 

translation of intron, exon/intron or exon/UTRs junctions and of 3’ or 5’ UTRs. Interestingly, 

the majority of somatic mutations in cancer occurs in non-coding regions
321

, suggesting that 

PTPs and other non-canonical derived MIPs are likely to constitute a rich source of 

neoantigens. Moreover, the percentage of MIPs that contains antigens derived from 

polymorphic regions have been estimated to 12%
102

 and the above cited study on B-LCLs 

found that non-conventional MIPs are enriched in non-synonymous single nucleotide 

polymorphisms when compared to conventional ones
129

. Therefore, non-conventional 

antigens are likely to represent a significant part of T-cell targeted antigens in tumor, 

reinforcing the relevance of their study as vaccine targets.  

Furthermore, the MIPs are plastic and reflect the metabolic and the transcriptional states of 

cells
100

. Cancer cells are strongly exposed to stress and have deregulated metabolism and 

transcriptional states. The integrative stress response was recently shown to modulate 

translational events in cells by downregulating the eIF2 expression, inducing a decrease in 

canonical initiation translation and promoting translation from 5’UTR regions for certain 

transcripts
350,351

. In addition, aberrant splicing is a feature shared by many cancer types
137

 and 

can lead to increased number of retained introns and RNA containing premature stop codons 

directed to the non-sense mediated decay (NMD) pathway
135

. As PTPs are produced upstream 

the NMD pathway
352

, aberrant splicing might impact gene expression and might modulate 

PTPs production for immunosurveillance. Hence, because non-conventional sources of 

antigens are likely to be enriched in stressed cells, we can hypothesize that these antigens are 

preferentially expressed in cancer. This idea reflect our previous work where we showed that 

cell treatment with the IP2 splicing inhibitor greatly impact the expression of PTPs-derived 
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antigens. While the current strategy to identify neoantigens relies on whole exome 

sequencing
281,353,354

, it seems worthwhile to broaden our search of tumor specific antigens to 

‘untranslated’ sequences, which are predicted to be particularly enriched in antigenic and 

immunogenic features
355

. Our work hence provides the first proof that non-conventional 

antigens are efficiently triggering an anti-cancer immune response when used in vaccine. 

 Along with the antigen target, the very nature of the vaccine is also important for its success. 

Short peptides, constituting the exact epitope recognized by CD8 T cells, were the first type 

of peptide vaccines used in clinical trials. However, they were shown in some cases to trigger 

exhaustion or deletion of antigen specific T-cells as they do not have to be processed by 

specific pAPCs to be presented on MHC-I molecules
275,276

. Conversely, previously introduced 

SLPs comprise several epitopes in one single peptide and need to be uptaken and prepared by 

pAPCs to prime T-cells
277,278

. Similarly, we showed here that PTPs are efficiently cross-

presented by BMDCs and are unlikely to induce T cell exhaustion as they first have to be 

processed to be presented. The PTP model we are studying contains only one MHC-I 

associated antigen that activates CD8+ specific T-cells, so we are unable to observe T helper 

cell activation after vaccination. Nevertheless, as our model PTPs can be longer than 20 

amino acids
82

 and are transferred from cancer cells to pAPCs
303

, it is possible that naturally 

expressed PTPs comprise both CD8+ and CD4+ T specific epitopes. Because they are 

naturally produced by cancer cells and trigger anti-tumor T cell response in vivo, one can 

hypothesized that PTPs have the ‘ideal’ sequence for being correctly processed by pAPCs and 

presented to T-cells. 

The purification and enrichment of PTPs we used in the study were only possible thanks to 

the expression of the histidine tag by PTPs derived from our artificially expressed construct. 

In fact, PTPs, such as DRiPs, are characterized by their high instability
356,303

 and are hence 

rapidly degraded in cells. Moreover, the naturally expressed PTPs nature and mechanism of 

translation and the breath of PTPs-derived MIPs are still unrevealed. Besides, a low 

proportion of gene products is actually antigenic
84,357

 and features of potential immunogenic 

PTPs are unknown. While there is a big gap between the proof of concept for anti-tumor 

PTPs-vaccine efficacy and their potential development in clinic, this study provides new hints 

for alternative antigens to be relevant for the anti-tumor immune response. The identification 

of potential antigenic and immunogenic cancer specific mutations from RNA sequencing 

databases is still a challenge and the exploration of mutations that could impact alternative 

translation products add even more complexity to neoantigens prediction. The development of 
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computational methods along with new insights on PTPs production mechanism and nature 

will likely enable personalized PTPs or DRIPs vaccine development. 

 In addition to PTP vaccine alone, we here provide evidence for melanosome-carrying PTPs 

but not for exosome-carrying PTPs expressed from melanoma cells to efficiently trigger an 

anti-tumor immune response. This result contrasts with the previous finding that exosome-

carrying PTPs expressed by MCA205 cells constitute an efficient anti-tumor vaccine in mice. 

Exosomes expressed by tumors were shown to contain tumor-associated antigens
327,328

 and 

were tested in different clinical trials as tumor vaccines. While these trials show only modest 

effects on the immune response
331

, separate studies demonstrate exosome efficacy in priming 

T cell response through efficient uptake and delivery of TAs by Dcs
327,329

. Nevertheless, 

along with tumor antigens, exosomes were shown to contain other elements that can be 

transferred to dendritic or stromal cells such as proteins, DNA, miRNA or lncRNA. These 

bioactive molecules can have negative impact on tumor control by promoting tumor 

development and metastasis, or by suppressing the antigen-specific and non-specific immune 

cancer response by different means
332

. Therefore, we can hypothesize that B16F10-derived 

exosome content is enriched in elements suppressing the anti-tumor response and preventing 

exosome vaccine efficiency, whereas it might not be the case for MCA205-derived exosomes. 

Moreover, like exosomes, melanosomes are involved in intercellular communication. 

Melanosome primary function is to transfer the melanin from pigment cells to keratinocytes. 

Their role in cross-presentation has never been suggested. However, they were recently 

demonstrated to transfer miRNAs to fibroblasts, inducing the formation of tumor primary 

niche
358

. Moreover, antigens derived from melanosomal proteins are recurrent targets for 

CD8+ and CD4+ T response to melanoma cells in humans
335

. Hence, these studies suggest a 

role, negative and/or positive, for melanosomes in tumor development and in the immune 

response against melanoma. Here, we provide the first evidence for B16F10 melanosome-

enriched fractions to contain tumor associated PTPs that can be cross-presented by BMDCs in 

vitro and that can induce an anti-tumor response in vivo. However, melanosome fraction from 

our study needs to be further characterized and other melanoma models should be used to 

confirm our observations.   

Proteins
359

, proteasome substrates
360

, cytosolic peptides (only in the presence of HSP90)
361,362

 

or PTPs
303

 produced by live tumor cells were shown to be transferred to pAPCs for cross-

presentation. In addition to the previously described exosome vesicles, the autophagosomes, 

which range in size from 300 to 900nm, were shown to carry and transfer DRiPs and short 
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live proteins (SLiPs) to pAPCs
363

. They were named defective ribosomal products-containing 

autophagosome-rich blebs (DRibbles). DRibbles anti-cancer vaccine have been tested in few 

pre-clinical studies and are produced by blocking proteosomal degradation and manipulating 

the cellular autophagy pathway, leading to DRiPs or SLiPs stabilization and autophagosome 

microvesicle formation
364–366

. Because they contain DRiPs, DRibbles are likely to contain 

PTPs. In addition, proteasome inhibition has been shown to stimulate the cross-presentation 

of PTPs
303

 and, before harvesting melanosomes or exosomes for the establishment of vaccine 

in our study, cells had to be treated with a proteasome inhibitor in order to enrich PTPs in 

those vesicles. This suggests that a similar peptide material enrichment is needed for 

DRibbles and exosomes/melanosomes to be used as cancer vaccine. Interestingly, DRibbles 

were suggested to originate from the fusion of outer autophagosome membranes with 

multivesicular bodies or the cell plasma membrane
367

, indicating that they might comprise 

elements present in exosomes such as PTPs. Hence, it would be interesting to look for the 

presence of PTPs in autophagosomes. In addition, as autophagy is upregulated in tumors, the 

significant contribution of alternative sources of antigen peptides for cross-presentation in 

stressed cells is again suggested. 
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Résumé de la thèse en Français 

Le système immunitaire joue un rôle prépondérant dans le contrôle de la croissance des 

tumeurs. La compréhension des mécanismes mis en jeux lors de l’élimination des cellules 

cancéreuses par le système immunitaire est un domaine de la recherche en constante évolution 

et donne naissance à de nouvelles stratégies thérapeutiques. Toutes les cellules nucléées 

présentent à leur surface des peptides antigéniques en complexes avec les molécules du 

complexe majeur d’histocompatibilité de classe I (CMH-I). Ces peptides sont longs de 8 à 12 

acides aminés et sont le reflet de l’activité intracellulaire. Leur présentation guide la 

reconnaissance des éléments potentiellement dangereux par le système immunitaire, 

principalement par les lymphocytes T cytotoxiques CD8+ et les lymphocytes T auxiliaires 

CD4+. Les cellules cancéreuses présentent des  antigènes associés aux tumeurs (AAT) qui 

constituent la cible des vaccins thérapeutiques anti-cancéreux actuellement développés. Les 

premiers vaccins ciblant ces AAT et inclus dans des essais cliniques n’ont cependant pas 

répondu aux attentes en termes de bénéfices pour la survie des patients. Le développement de 

mécanismes immunosuppressifs par les tumeurs et les choix non optimaux des antigènes 

ciblés ont été décrits comme les principales causes de ces premiers échecs thérapeutiques. Par 

exemple, la diminution ou la perte de présentation de tous les peptides antigéniques ou de 

certains peptides antigéniques immunogènes présentés par le CMH-I dans les cellules 

tumorales est un des évènements moteur de l’immuno-sélection des tumeurs au cours des 

traitements et du développement des tumeurs. Cette diminution ou perte est due à l’apparition 

de déficiences tout au long de la voie intracellulaire permettant la présentation des peptides 

antigéniques. En plus de la quantité, la nature des antigènes présentés à la surface cellulaire, 

aussi appelé l’immunopeptidome du CMH-I, est un élément déterminant pour la réponse 

immunitaire anti-tumorale. Par exemple, dans les cancers où un AAT est identifié et ciblé par 

immunothérapie, comme l’antigène Her/neu dans les cancers du sein ou l’antigène CEA dans 

les cancers du côlon, la perte d’expression de cet AAT à la surface des cellules tumorales 

conduit à l’échappement de la réponse immunitaire par ces cellules cancéreuses. Afin 

d’empêcher l’apparition de mécanismes d’échappement immunitaire, les stratégies vaccinales 

actuelles accroissent  le nombre et la qualité des antigènes cibles et recherchent des moyens 

de restaurer la présentation antigénique dans les cellules tumorales.  

Afin d’identifier de nouveaux AAT efficaces en tant que cibles, il est important de 

comprendre leur origine intracellulaire. L’immunopeptidome est dynamique, flexible et a été 

montré comme étant le reflet des régulations cellulaire métaboliques et transcriptionnelles 
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ainsi que de l’expression génique et du polymorphisme génétique. Plusieurs sources de 

peptides antigéniques pour la voie du CMH de classe I ont été décrites. Les protéines 

sénescentes ont d’abord été identifiées et étudiées comme source, suivie des protéines 

rapidement dégradées après synthèse. De plus, des produits de traductions alternatives ont été 

mis en évidence comme une riche source d’AAT et sont généralement regroupés sous le nom 

de « Defective  Ribosomal  Products » (DRiPs). Notre groupe a mis en évidence une 

traduction cellulaire pionnière réalisée à partir d’ARNs précurseurs indépendante de la 

traduction produisant des protéines fonctionnelles. Cette traduction donne naissance aux  

« Pioneer Translation Products » (PTPs). Ainsi, les PTPs peuvent dérivés de séquences 

introniques, de régions 3’ ou 5’ UTR ou de cadres de lecture alternatifs. Lors de ma thèse 

l’équipe a montrée que les PTPs jouent un rôle dans le développement des cancers et la 

réponse immunitaire anticancéreuse. En effet, nous avons observé que les cellules cancéreuses 

présentant un antigène dérivé de PTPs sont reconnues par des lymphocytes CD8+ spécifiques 

de cet antigène lorsqu’elles sont inoculées à la souris, conduisant à une diminution de la 

croissance tumorale dans un modèle de mélanome et un modèle de sarcome murins. De plus, 

dans ces même modèles, nous avons pu montré lors de ma thèse que l’injection de PTPs 

contenant un antigène modèle, purifiés à partir de cellules cancéreuses en culture, promeuvent 

une réaction contre le développement des cellules cancéreuses chez la souris lorsqu’ils sont 

injectés en tant que vaccin prophylactique.   

 La découverte des PTPs met en avant le rôle de l’épissage dans la génération des 

antigènes associés ou non aux tumeurs (AAT). L’épissage des ARNs précurseurs se passe 

dans le noyau grâce au protéasome, un complexe multi-protéique dynamique composé de cinq 

petits ARNs nucléaires interagissant avec plus de 180 protéines. Un nombre croissant 

d’études rapportent que les dérégulations ou mutations des composants du protéasome, 

fréquentes dans la plupart des cancers, donnent naissance à des épissages aberrants 

contribuant à la prolifération des cellules tumorales. Ces dernières années, plusieurs produits 

microbiaux et leurs analogues synthétiques ont été caractérisés comme inhibiteurs du 

protéasome. Parmi eux on trouve les pladiénolides B et D,  la splicéostatine A,  le FR901464, 

l’E7107, l’isoginkgetine ou la madrasine. En plus de leur activité cytotoxique, les inhibiteurs 

de l’épissage ont été d’un grand intérêt pour l’équipe pour leur impact potentiel sur la 

production des PTPs et la présentation antigénique.  

Ainsi, lors de ma thèse, nous avons montrés que la biflavonoide isoginkgetine et le dérivé que 

nous avons synthétisé IP2 augmentent la présentation des antigènes dérivés de PTPs modèles 
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exprimés dans des lignées cancéreuses humaines de sein, de poumon et de mélanome et 

murines de sarcome et mélanome. De plus, le traitement chez la souris avec IP2 diminue la 

croissance tumorale et stimule l’activité anticancéreuse du système immunitaire in vivo dans 

un modèle de sarcome induit. Notre travail propose un nouveau mécanisme d’action des 

inhibiteurs de l’épissage contre les cancers, agissant en modulant l’immunopeptidome à la 

surface des cellules cancéreuses par l’augmentation de la présentation des antigènes dérivés 

des PTPs et en stimulant la réponse immunitaire anti-tumorale spécifique des lymphocytes T 

CD8+.  
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Summary 

With the clear success of CD8+ T cell based immunotherapy it is critical to understand i) how 

tumor cells generate MHC class I peptide antigens? and ii) the various mechanisms used to 

evade immunosurveillance. One of them is to up-regulate the REG proteasome regulator 

which results in an increase destruction of MHC class I peptides in the nucleus thus 

subverting immunosurveillance. 

 

 

Abstract 

 

The success of CD8+ T cell based cancer immunotherapy emphasizes the importance of 

understanding the generation of MHC class I peptide ligands and possible pathways of tumor 

cell escape from immunosurveillance. Recently, we showed that peptides generated in the 

nucleus during the pioneer round of mRNA translation (pioneer translation products, or PTPs) 

can be a potentially important source of tumor specific peptides, given the presence of 

aberrant splicing and transcription associated with oncogenesis.  Here we show that cancer 

cells up-regulation of the REG proteasome regulator results in increased destruction of PTP-

derived peptides in the nucleus thus subverting immunosurveillance.  These findings add to 

understanding of the role of REG in antigen processing and identify it as a druggable target 

for improving the efficacy of cancer immunotherapy.  

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

Cellular immune reactions against cancer cells expressing non-self epitopes require 

activation of  CD8+ T cells by professional antigen presenting cells (pAPCs), which take up 

external peptide material and present this on their Major Histocompatibility Complexes class I 

(MHC-I) molecules through a process called cross-presentation (1). The MHC-I direct and 

cross presentation pathways are fundamental processes for the detection and elimination of 

cells that pose a threat to the host. Some years ago, it was suggested that the source of 

peptides for direct presentation to the MHC class I restricted pathway are not derived from the 

degradation of full length proteins but from so-called defective ribosomal products, or DRiPs 

(2). In addition, some MHC-I-bound peptides have been described as being generated from 

cryptic translation, which refers to polypeptides synthesized in the cell from non-conventional 

translational mechanisms. These can either be peptides encoded by intron, intron/exon 

junctions, 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions, alternate translational reading frame, or even fusion 

peptides generated by the proteasome (3-6). All these observations led to a shift of focus 

towards the notion that protein degradation of full-length proteins is not the only critical 

process for antigenic production. More recently, we have shown that antigenic presentation is 

equivalent whether the peptide is expressed intronically or exonically, and could be supported 

by the so called Pioneer Translation Products (PTPs) (7), which are produced by a translation 

event distinct from the canonical one and that occurs before mRNA splicing. The model of 

PTPs is appealing as it offers an explanation to how the immune system can “tolerate” tissue-

dependent alternative splicing products. Working at first on direct presentation applies to viral 

mechanisms of immune evasion, we have demonstrated very recently that PTPs can also be a 

source of peptides for the exogenous MHC-I pathway. In fact, they can be cross presented by 

pAPCs to specifically activate naïve CD8+T cells (8). Moreover, PTPs were found present in 

exosomes that were engulfed by BMDCs to cross present them. Finally, PTPs purified from 



tumor cells (tumor-associated PTPs or TA-PTPs) can be used in combination with exosomes 

as a potent immune cancer vaccine (8).  

Polypeptides such as PTPs that enter either the endogenous or the exogenous MHC-I 

pathway have to be processed in order to fit the MHC-I molecule binding groove to have a 

chance to elicit an immune response. Playing a key role in that process is the key proteolytic 

system of the eukaryotic cell, the ubiquitin-proteasome system (9). Central to this system is 

the proteasome, a multicatalytic complex consisting of a 20S proteolytic core controlled by 

regulatory complexes that bind to it (10, 11). One of these regulatory complexes is the 19S 

particle, which along with the 20S proteolytic core forms the 26S proteasome that degrades 

ubiquitylated proteins in an ATP-dependent manner. Other regulatory complexes, among 

which is the REG/PA28 family, have been shown to associate with the 20S proteasome (12). 

The REG family is formed by three related subunits, which together form two proteasome 

regulatory complexes: (i) REG, a heteroheptamer formed by REG and REG subunits, 

located mainly in the cytoplasm; (ii) REG, a homoheptamer formed by the REG subunit, 

located in the nucleus (13-15). Exact functions and mechanisms of action of REG remain 

elusive, as only a limited number of proteins whose degradation is mediated or controlled by 

this regulator have been described. Among those are cell-cycle regulators, including the 

Cyclin-Dependent Kinases Inhibitors p21 or p16, the oncogene SRC-3 or the tumor 

suppressor p53 (16-19). This is in line with the proliferation-promoting and anti-apoptotic 

properties of REG deduced from the analysis of KO mice and from the fact that it is found 

overexpressed in many cancers and is often associated with poor prognosis. Moreover, other 

observations, point to a central role of REG in intranuclear dynamics through the regulation 

of (i) nuclear bodies (including nuclear speckles, Cajal and PML bodies), and (ii) nuclear 

trafficking of splicing factors (20-22). Evolutionary analyses showed that REG and REG 

appeared much later in evolution than REG, and diverged from it concomitantly with the 



emergence of MHC (23). REG is important for the responses to genotoxic and oxidative 

stress and upon the impairment of proteasome function such as in neurodegenerative diseases 

(24). Interestingly, it has been shown recently that in cells, the REG is massively recruited on 

proteasomes after a non-toxic treatment with proteasome inhibitors (25). We have also 

recently reported that by blocking the proteasomal system, using the highly specific 

proteasome inhibitor epoxomicin, the amount of PTPs inside the nuclear compartment 

increases (7).  

Although many results demonstrated a strong link between REG and antigen 

production for the immune system (26), no data exist at the moment that would suggest a 

negative or positive role of REG in this process even if REG-knockout MEF cells and REG-

deficient animal models have been produced and challenged for specific immune responses 

(27, 28). Here, we show that i) there is an inverse correlation between the expression of the 

regulator REG and the presentation of MHC class I antigenic peptides in different cancer cell 

lines, ii) REG is involved in the nuclear processing of PTPs and doing so regulates the CD8+ 

T cell responses against cancer negatively, iii) downregulation of REG by either cisplatin 

treatment or miRNA-7 surexpression decreases the presentation of MHC class I PTPs-derived 

antigens. These findings provide a mechanism in which REG influences the cancer immune 

responses negatively at the opposite effect of the other members of the REG family. All these 

results might potentially serve as a starting point for developing new chemotherapies aimed at 

decreasing the intracellular level of REG and in this way enhance the production of tumor-

associated antigens and so stimulate specific immune responses against cancer. 

 

RESULTS 

Inverse correlation between expression of REG and antigen presentation in multiple 

cancer cell lines. 



A series of studies have reported the overexpression of REG in different cancer types 

(29-31). In order to clarify the specific role of REG in MHC class I antigen presentation, we 

took different cancer cell lines and looked at the REGmRNA level and protein expression. 

We first analyzed the REG mRNA level by real-time qRT-PCR in three human melanoma 

cell lines (A375, MW3526 and MW3682), one human lung cancer cell line (A549) and two 

colon cancer cell lines (HT29 and T84), and observed that REG is greatly upregulated in 

each compared to the control normal lung cell line MRC5 (Figure 1A). Then, we analyzed the 

REG protein expression and found that it is overexpressed in all cancer cell lines compare to 

MRC5 normal cells. Nevertheless, we found that REG is overexpressed at different level. 

While in melanoma and colon cell lines REG is highly overexpressed, it seems mildly 

expressed in the lung cancer cell line A549 and very lowly expressed in the normal cell line 

(Figure 1B). Furthermore we checked the cellular distribution of REG in these different 

cancer cell lines. Figure 1C shows that localization of the endogenous REG is nuclear, 

independent of the level of expression and of the cell line used.  

To determine to what extent the difference in expression of REG contributes to 

antigen production and presentation in cancer cell lines, we looked at the presentation of a 

PTP-derived-antigens at the cell surface of the different tumor cell lines. To this aim, the cells 

were expressing respectively the mouse MHC class I K
b
 molecule and the Globin-intron-SL8 

constructs that enabled to look at the production of the specifics SL8-comprising-PTPs as 

previously shown (6, 7). Using the B3Z T-cell hybridoma (32) that specifically detects the 

SL8 epitope presented on K
b
 molecules, we first found that the antigenic presentation in all 

the cancer cell lines tested was lower than in the normal cell line MRC5 (Figure 1D). This 

result is not due to a difference of expression of our -globin construct since we could see an 

equal expression of the Glob-intron-SL8 protein in the cell lines tested (Supplementary 

Figure1A). Even more interestingly, we could see a complete inverse correlation between the 



PTPs-derived-SL8 presentation and the REG expression in all cell lines tested. This results 

suggest that the overexpression of REG could affect the PTP-derived-antigens presentation 

negatively (compare Figures 1B and 1D). As control, we observed by FACS analysis that the 

overall H2-K
b
 expression is different among the cancer cell lines but is not correlated to the 

SL8-expression we could observed with the B3Z assay. In fact, we observed that MHC class I 

molecules are more abundant at the cell surface of tumor cell lines that overexpressed REG 

and exhibited a decrease in the PTPs-dependent antigen presentation (Supplementary Figure 

1B). These results confirm the negative role of REG in the MHC class I antigen presentation 

pathway since in cell lines that overexpressed it, the MHC class I molecules are more 

abundant and the antigenic presentation is lower. 

We then determined whether the previously observed differences of SL8 antigenic 

presentation is restricted to the intron-derived tumor-associated antigens (ITAAs) or if they 

could also be observed from an exon-derived tumor-associated antigen (ETAAs). For that 

purpose the cells were expressing respectively the mouse MHC class I K
b
 molecule and the 

Globin-exon-SL8 construct or the Ovalbumin cDNA, where the SL8 epitope is found in its 

right setting. Figure 1E shows that independently of the setting of the antigenic epitope in 

exon sequence (left panel) or in cDNA constructs (right panel), the antigen presentation was 

in inverse correlation with REG’s expression in all the cell lines tested.  

Furthermore, we made the different cell lines expressed respectively the mouse MHC 

class I K
b
 molecule and the SL8-minigene construct, which only contains the 8 amino acid 

sequence of the SL8, and observed that the difference of expression of REG in the different 

cancer cell lines is not correlated to the SL8 antigenic presentation (Supplementary Figure 

1C). Hence, the effect of REG on MHC class I antigen presentation only happen on 

polypeptides longer than 8 amino acids that contain MHC class I epitope, suggesting that the 

effect of REG could be specific to PTPs.  



All these results support the hypothesis that the proteasome regulator REG is 

involved in the inhibition of the presentation of MHC class I antigens derived from PTPs, a 

mechanism that could constitute a way for tumor cells to avoid immune responses. 

 

Exogenous REGγ overexpression decreases MHC class I antigens presentation 

To investigate the specific effect of the regulator REG on the PTP-dependent MHC 

class I antigen presentation, the MRC5 cells that have been shown to have a very low 

expression of REG and the lung cancer cells A549 that have been shown to mildly express 

the REG regulator (see Figures 1A and 1B) have been respectively co-transfected with the 

mouse MHC class I K
b
 molecule, the Globin-intron-SL8 and an exogenous Flag- REG 

construct. Using either, western-blot (Figure 2A), immunofluorescence (Figure  2B) or qRT-

PCR (Supplementary Figure 2A), we monitored the expression of the exogenous REG 

construct comparing with the endogenous one. The exogenous REG has the same expression 

pattern and localization when it is overexpressed compare to the endogenous one. Then we 

looked at the antigenic presentation of the SL8 epitope in these cell lines. The introduction of 

increasing amounts of REG in both A549 and MRC5 cell lines, which express a fixed 

amount of the Glob-intron-SL8 and MHC class I K
b
 molecules, results in a dose-dependent 

decrease of the activation of B3Z hybridoma (Figure 2C). This observation supports the 

hypothesis that overexpression of REG has a net negative effect on PTP-dependent antigen 

presentation.  

As mentioned earlier, REG is not the sole regulator in the proteasomal pathway, as 

the 20S proteasome can also bind to the REG regulator, which has been shown to be 

implicated in the right processing of the MHC class I antigenic epitopes. To investigate at 

which level in the proteasomal pathway the regulator REG contributes to the PTP-dependent 

antigen presentation regulation, we determined to which extent an overexpression of the 



regulator REG can influence the expression of the regulator REG. Figure 2D shows that 

increasing the amounts of exogenous REG do not affect the expression of the regulator 

REG. This result demonstrates that a decrease in the PTP-dependent antigen presentation in 

the different cancer cell lines is not due to a decrease of expression of the regulator REG. 

This result supports the idea of a direct effect of the regulator REG on the 20S proteasome. 

The presentation of antigenic peptides depends on proteolytic processing by the 20S 

proteasome complex. To ensure that the difference of production of the SL8 peptides by the 

proteasome could be due to the overexpression of REG we treated the MRC5 cell that 

express increasing amounts of REG with a fixed amount of the Glob-intron-SL8 and MHC 

class I K
b
 molecules, with the 20S proteasome specific inhibitor epoxomicin and looked at the 

SL8 presentation. While non-treated cells show a decrease in antigen presentation with REG 

overexpression, a partial increase in the MHC class I antigen presentation was observed when 

cells were treated with epoxomicin (Figure 2E). This observation support the idea that the 

effect of REG on MHC class I antigen presentation is not due to an unspecific processing 

effect on cell lines that overexpressed it but to a real and specific effect on the 20S core 

proteasome. Moreover, as control of efficacy of the proteasomal inhibitor in the cell lines 

treated, we looked at the level of p21 protein. The p21 protein has been reported to be 

regulated by the REG-20S proteasome complex. The REG has been shown to be involved 

in an ubiquitin and ATP-independent degradation of p21 by the proteasomal pathway(17). We 

observed that the p21 protein level increases following 18h of epoxomicin treatment despite 

the fact that the treated cells overexpressed the exogenous REGregulator (Figure 2F).  

Hence, all these results confirmed that overexpression of REG is not linked to (i) a 

decrease of MHC class I expression or export, (ii) a decrease of the expression of the other 

member of the REG family, but is directly due to an effect of REG on the proteasomal 

activities.  



Knockdown and knock-out of the regulator REG promotes antigen presentation. 

In view of our findings that endogenous overexpression of REG regulator affects the 

cancer cells MHC class I antigen presentation negatively, we wondered whether a knockdown 

of REG could restore the PTPs-dependent antigen presentation. To test this hypothesis, we 

silenced REG with transient siRNA treatment in human melanoma and colon cancer cell 

lines. Knockdown of REG (Figure 3A) enhanced the level of the p21 protein as expected in 

all cancer cell lines as compared to the scramble siRNA (Figure 3B). In term of PTP-

dependent antigen presentation we also observed a close correlation between the knockdown 

of REG and the increase of the SL8 epitope at the cells surface (Figure 3C). 

The expression of REG has been shown to be controlled by several mechanisms 

inside the cell. The miRNA-7, which has been reported to be a tumor suppressor (33, 34) and 

to be downregulated (35, 36)  in several human cancers, has also been found to control the 

expression of the regulator REG in lung cancer negatively (37). The A375 melanoma cancer 

cell line that, in our hand is the cell line that express the most REG, has been transfected with 

increasing amounts of miRNA-7. We observed that miRNA-7 inhibits the REG expression 

(Supplementary Figure 3A) and leads to an increase in PTP-SL8-dependent antigen 

presentation (Supplementary Figure 3B). (33, 34) 

In addition, treatment of cancer cells with the chemotherapeutic molecule cisplatin has 

been shown to induce a decrease in the amount of the mRNA and protein levels of the REG 

regulator (38). By treating A375 cells with cisplatin we were able to restore the expression of 

the PTPs-dependent antigens at the cell surface (Supplementary Figure 3C). These results 

support the idea that REG downregulation restores PTPs-derived antigen presentation and 

provide way to do so by chemotherapeutic treatment. Furthermore  



To clarify the functional importance of REG on the cancer immune escape, we utilized the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system to create a melanoma A375 REG-knock-out cell line (A375REG.  

Heterozigous knock-out A375REG was confirmed by Sanger sequencing, qRT-PCR and 

western-blot analysis. We confirmed that A375REG cell line does not express anymore the 

REG mRNA (Figure 3D) and the corresponding protein (Figure 3E). As a control of loss of 

expression of REG the p21 protein has been found to be accumulated in this cell line 

compare to the A375 WT cell line or cell line that were knockdown using specific REG 

siRNAs (Figure 3E). In term of antigen presentation and processing we were able to show that 

contrary to the A375 WT, the A375REG cells were now able to activate the PTP-dependent 

immune response. Moreover, this antigen presentation was even better than the antigen 

presentation seen with the control MRC5 cell line that has been reported to express the 

regulator REG weakly (Figure 3F). As control, we showed that both cell lines tested 

expressed at their cell surface an equal amount of the mouse MHC class I molecule and an 

equal amount of exogenous Glob-intron-SL8 protein (Figure 3G, left and right panel).  

This rescue experiment corroborates the different results reported above and finally 

proves that there is an inverse correlation between the expression of REG and the PTPs-

dependent antigen presentation in cancer cell lines.  

 

REG regulates the nuclear proteasomal pathway. 

In our previous studies, we have demonstrated that PTPs are produced by a translation 

event distinct from the canonical one, and that they are generated before mRNAs splicing 

occur, supporting the idea that PTPs are generated by a nuclear translation event. 

Furthermore, we have also reported that proteasome inhibitor epoxomicin treatment increases 

the amount of PTPs inside the nuclear compartment, which supports the idea that the nuclear 

proteasome could be involved in the processing and or the degradation of the PTP-antigenic 



epitopes (7). In line with these studies and with all the results shown previously, the next 

evident question was to understand and clarify in which cell compartment and how the REG 

contributes to specifically inhibit PTP-dependent cancer immune responses. Antigenic 

epitopes derived from PTPs processing can be generated either by a cytosolic or nuclear 

proteasomal complex, where the REG family plays an essential role. As a proteasomal 

regulator, REG is obliged to bind to the 20S proteasome to promote protein or polypeptide 

degradation. This interaction is supposed to happen in the nucleus.  REG gene sequence 

mutation that leads to the replacement of Asn 151 to Tyr (N151Y) has been reported to impair 

the ability of the regulator to activate the trypsin-like activity of the 20S proteasome (39). 

A375REG cells were transfected with increasing amounts of Flag-REG WT or the 

mutated Flag-REGN151Y. First we observed by western blot that the mutated regulator is 

not able anymore to activate the trypsin-like activity of the 20S proteasome to degrade the p21 

protein compare to the WT REG and that in all conditions the expression of the other 

member of the REG family is not impacted (Figure 4A). More importantly, we have shown 

that Flag-REGN151Y is less efficient of inhibiting the SL8 antigenic production and 

presentation at the cell surface compare to Flag-REG WT (Figure 4B). This inhibition of 

SL8 presentation is again not due to a decrease in expression of the other REG family 

members shown to be involved in the antigen presentation. Two explanations can explain this 

result. One could be due to the fact that the exogenous mutated Flag-REGN151Y might not 

be localized anymore in the nucleus. The other explanation could be due to the fact that the 

exogenous mutated Flag-REGN151Y might has lost its capacity to bind to the 20S 

proteasome, and by this, might not be able anymore to inhibit the proteasome activity as 

compare to Flag-REGWT. To discriminate these hypotheses, we first looked at the 

distribution of the mutated Flag-REGN151Y and then at this capacity to bind to the 20S 

proteasome in cellulo. Figure 4C shows that the mutated and the WT exogenous 



REGregulators are together localized in the nucleus. Since we could not see any difference 

of localisation that can explain the difference of production of MHC class I epitopes between 

the cell lines that expressed the mutated and the WT regulators, we determined whether the 

mutated Flag-REGN151Y still has the capacity to bind to the nuclear 20S proteasome in 

cellulo. For that purpose we used the proximal ligation assay (PLA)-labelled secondary 

antibodies, which allow the detection of two primary antibodies in close proximity. The 

combination of PLA-labelled anti-Flag and anti-proteasomal 4 antibodies, we observed a 

specific signal in the nuclear compartment of cells expressing respectively the mutated and 

the WT REG constructs revealing for both their co-localisation with the 20S proteasome 

(Figure 4D). Furthermore as control, the anti-Flag alone under these conditions produced no 

PLA reaction, and no positive signals were detected in non-transfected cells (Figure 4D, top 

panel). We confirmed the interaction between respectively the WT Flag-REG and the 

mutated Flag-REGN151Ywith the 20S core proteasome by coimmunoprecipitation, using an 

antibody directed against the REGregulator (Figure 4E). Both regulators bind to the 20S 

core proteasome independently or not of the mutation at the amino acid 151. The fact that the 

localisation and the capacity to bind to the 20S core are equal between the exogenous Flag-

REG WT and the mutated Flag- REGN151Y demonstrates again that the REG-20S 

proteasome complex is involved in the processing/degradation process of the PTPs-derived 

antigenic peptides.  

To go further about the idea of defining the compartment of the REG-dependent 

PTPs degradation, we generated an exogenous Flag-REG construct that does not contain 

anymore its nuclear localisation signal (NLS). Unlike Flag-REG WT, the Flag-REGNLS 

is expressed throughout the cell and not only in the nucleus (Figure 4C). The fact that our 

Flag-REGNLS is not only expressed in the cytoplasm suggests that REG might contain 

more than one nuclear localization signal. The combination of PLA-labelled anti-Flag and 



anti-proteasomal 4 antibodies produced a specific signal in the cytoplasmic compartment of 

cells expressing respectively the Flag-REGNLS and Flag-REG WT constructs. 

Nevertheless, we could also observe some staining corresponding to an interaction between 

the Flag-REGNLS and the 20S core in the nucleus. This result supports the idea that the 

Flag-REGNLS, that is found localized throughout the cell, has still the capacity to bind to 

the 20S proteasome in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus (Figure 4D). We also confirmed 

the interaction between respectively the Flag-REG WT and the Flag-REGNLS with the 

20S core proteasome by coimmunoprecipitation, using an antibody directed against the 

REGregulator (Figure 4E). Moreover, A375REG cells transfected with Flag-REGNLS 

slightly prevent the nuclear 20S proteasome to degrade de p21 protein in a REG dependent 

fashion when compare to cells transfected with the Flag- REG WT (Figure 4F). Hence, this 

result supports the fact that the weak amount of REGNLS, in the nucleus, still has the 

capacity to activate partially the nuclear 20S proteasome and furthermore demonstrate that the 

degradation of the p21 protein seems to be a nuclear and not a cytoplasmic event (Figure 4fF). 

In parallel, when we looked at the effect of the partial relocalization of Flag-REGNLS in 

the cytoplasm on the antigenic presentation pathway, we observed that SL8-PTP-dependent 

antigen presentation is increased compared to the loss of antigen presentation in cells 

expressing the exogenous nuclear Flag-REG WT (Figure 4G).  

All these results demonstrate that REG is involved in the processing of PTP-

dependent antigen presentation by binding with the 20S proteasome in the nucleus. 

  

REG promotes the degradation of MHC class I PTP-derived antigenic epitopes.  

The above results have raised at least two hypotheses on the role of REG on the PTP-

dependent proteasomal degradation pathway: i) REG could inhibit the 20S proteasomal 



activities, which  are responsible for producing antigenic peptides at the right length for the 

MHCI class I pathway with the consequence of decrease in the production of the right PTP-

dependent antigenic epitopes or ii) REG could stimulate a specific 20S proteasomal activity 

that will induce a complete degradation of the right MHC class I antigenic epitopes. Recently, 

we have shown that the inhibition of the proteasomal pathway with epoxomicin leads to an 

increased amount of unprocessed PTPs in the cells and promotes the cross presentation of 

longer polypeptides compare to untreated cells (8).  In order to test the first hypothesis, we 

have transfected respectively the different cancer cell lines, the normal fibroblast MRC5 and 

the A375REG cell line with the Globin-intron-SL8 construct and incubated them with 

mouse bone marrow dendritic cells (BMDCs) for 24h. We observed a reduction of B3Z 

activation when the tumor cell lines are incubated with BMDCs as compared to the 

A375REGand the normal fibroblast MRC5 cells (Figure 5A). Since we see a decrease of 

cross presentation in the different cell lines that overexpressed REG suggests that REG is 

not inhibiting the processing of PTPs leading to an accumulation of unprocessed polypeptides, 

source of material for the exogenous MHC class I pathway.  

To confirm that REG does not inhibit the 20S peptidase activities, we assessed the 

effect of the regulator on the 20S core particle by means of an in vitro degradation assay. For 

that purpose, a 45-mer (MP-45) and a 52-mer (KH-52) precursor peptide containing the 

SIINFEKL epitope in their sequences were synthesized (Figure 5B). The 45-mer precursor 

peptide corresponds to the amino acid sequence of the -Globin exon region where the SL8 

epitope has been introduced in the construct used above (Figure 1E) and the 52-mer precursor 

peptide is equal to the amino acid sequence of the -Globin intron region where the SL8 

epitope has been introduced in the construct used above (Figure 1D). Importantly, preliminary 

studies demonstrated that the commercial enzymes used for this assays were active and free of 

contaminant proteases, as shown by the ability of epoxomicin to completely inhibit the 



chymotrypsin- and trypsin-like activities of these preparations (Supplementary Table 1). KH-

52 was then incubated in vitro with h20Sc at 37° C for several hours and the rates of peptide 

bonds hydrolysis were assessed by measuring the generation of new amino groups with 

fluorescamine (40). Under these conditions KH-52 was clearly degraded by h20Sc at linear 

rates over the entire time course of incubation. Moreover, the rates of peptide bonds 

hydrolysis were not appreciably enhanced in presence of REG and they appear just slightly 

lower of the rates measured when proteasome associates with REG (Figure 5C, compare 

blue and red curves). Furthermore, indicative of absolutely proteasome-dependent 

degradation, peptide hydrolysis was totally prevented in presence of 20 µM epoxomicin 

(Figure 5C, green curve). Similar results were also obtained when MP-45 precursor peptide 

was incubated in the same experimental conditions (Figure 5d). 

We, then, assessed the second hypothesis, i.e. that REG could stimulate the 20S 

proteasome in a way that leads to a complete degradation of MHC class I epitopes. In fact, 

although binding of REG does not result in increased rates of substrate hydrolysis, however 

it might modify proteasome cleavage specificities so that a different pattern of peptide 

products is generated. Such a change in enzymatic properties potentially can strongly affect 

formation of specific antigenic peptides like SIINFEKL. To directly test this possibility, 

peptides released during hydrolysis of KH-52 by equimolar amounts of h20Sc with and 

without REG were analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). Importantly, in this 

mass spectrometry study shorter peptides (that represent the great majority of proteasomal 

products (41-43)) were excluded in order to minimize false positive identifications and signals 

originating from small chemical compounds, and therefore could not be identified neither 

quantified. On the contrary, peptides with the correct size to bind to MHC class I 

heterodimers (i.e. 8-10 mers) could be accurately analyzed. By this approach, 76 different 

peptides from KH-52 were identified; those ranged in length from 8 to 16 residues and were 



derived from the entire length of the substrate. Importantly, some of them were generated 

exclusively by one form of proteasome (i.e. h20Sc or h20Sc-REGγ) (supplementary Table 2), 

while several others were released by both proteasomal forms. Although MS/MS does not 

provide quantitative information about the absolute abundance of the peptides detected, 

however, their relative amounts can be assessed by comparing the corresponding ion 

intensities measured in sequential MS/MS analyses. Therefore, we used ion intensities to 

quantify the relative amount of single fragments generated from KH-52 in both degradation 

reactions. Remarkably, this analysis demonstrated that peptides products are released by 

h20Sc and h20Sc-REG in very different amounts (Figure 5E). Most importantly, we could 

demonstrate that the generation of SIINFEKL is strikingly suppressed in presence of REG, 

as inferred by a two log values reduction of its ion intensity (Figure 5F).  

All these results demonstrate that the regulator REG has the capacity to modify the 

cleavage properties of the 20S proteasome in the nucleus compartment in such a way that 

MHC class I antigenic peptides present in PTPs are destroyed rather than correctly processed.  

 

Discussion. 

This study describes a distinctive and unexpected role of REG-proteasome complex 

that is responsible for the MHC class I antigen degradation in cancer. In this study we 

demonstrate an inverse correlation between REG expression and MHC class I antigen 

presentation in cancers, thus giving rise to a new role of REG in the MHC class I antigen 

processing pathway. 

Surprisingly, around twenty years ago, REG-/- mice have been reported to have any 

positive or negative effects on antigen presentation. Barton et al, have demonstrated that 

REGg-/- mice did not shown an important impairment in antigen presentation after viral 

infection (27). The only observed phenotypes reported of REG-/- mice are to date a small 



reduction in the numbers of specific CD8+ T lymphocytes and growth retardation (27, 28).  In 

this study, we demonstrate clearly for the first time a specific role of REG in MHC class I 

antigen processing and presentation. We show that REG is a negative regulator of the MHC 

class I antigen presentation in cancer. We prove that REG degrades in vitro and in cellulo 

MHC class I peptides derived from the production of pioneer translation products. The fact 

that Barton, et al have not seen any effect on antigen presentation in mice lacking REG is not 

surprising in view of our results. We were only able to see a defect in MHC class I antigen 

presentation in cancer cell lines when REG was naturally overexpressed. Indeed, when 

REG was knocked down in the different cancer cell lines using either siRNA, overexpression 

of miRNA-7, cisplatin treatment, or the CRISPR technology, we observed an important 

benefit in CD8+ T cells activation in cellulo. In contrast, in the normal cell line where the 

REG was not overexpressed or in a rescue experiment in the melanoma CRISPR cell line, we 

managed to inhibit the MHC class I antigen presentation at the same level of what we saw in 

cancer cell lines overexpressing naturally the REG. It is generally believed that, only the 

REG/ associated with the immunoproteasome can have a positive effect on the production 

of MHC class I antigenic epitopes. Strikingly, these results clearly demonstrate a close 

correlation between the expression of REG and the tumor immune evasion. They support the 

idea that not only the heterodimer REG/ has a role in antigen presentation but also REG, 

in an opposite fashion than the former complex.   

As mentioned above, REG has been reported by several studies to be overexpressed 

in several cancers (29-31). This overexpression has been seen as a beneficial setting for the 

tumor to proliferate and become metastatic. In fact, recently, REG has been shown to be 

involved in the degradation of some regulatory proteins. For example, the cyclin-dependent 

kinase inhibitor p21 has been demonstrated to be specifically degraded in an ATP and 



ubiquitin independent manner via the REG-proteasomal pathway (17). Furthermore, two 

other cyclin-dependent kinases inhibitors, p16 and p14 have also been reported to be degraded 

by the same pathway (16). Even more importantly, REG has been shown to be involved in 

the MDM2-degradation process of p53 (19). These findings demonstrate the important role of 

REG on the regulation of cell proliferation and in apoptosis. With this study, we demonstrate 

a new role for the proteasome REG regulator that is beneficial for cancers. Indeed, REG 

overexpression is not only beneficial for cancer progression but, as it is proven by our data, it 

is also involved in the reduction of the numbers of polypeptides containing MHC class I 

epitope thus giving rise to an inefficient immune response against tumor cell lines leading to 

an invisibility of the cancer cells to the host immune system.  

If the REG/ complex is mostly reported to be located in the cytoplasm, the REG is 

mostly a nuclear proteasomal regulator (14). Furthermore, REG has been shown to be 

associated with the 20S proteasome in a subnuclear part of the nucleus, in nuclear speckles 

(20). Moreover, many reports demonstrate that 20S proteasome and immunoproteasome are 

present in the nucleus and more specifically in clastosome structures (44). Taking into 

account the fact that PTPs are produced by a nuclear translation event, it will be more 

beneficial for the cells to process the different PTPs in the same compartment where they are 

produced. In terms of cancer invisibility by the host’s immune system, it would be more 

advantageous also if the cancer cells degrade as soon as possible the tumor-associated PTPs 

(TA-PTPs) at the place where they are produced than to let them to have the chance to be 

properly processed in the cytoplasm and induce specific cancer immune responses. By 

overexpressing REG in the nucleus where PTPs are located, the cancer cell lines are adding 

another step of regulation in the immune response. In fact, we show that by manipulating the 

localization of REG, with an overexpression of the NLS form of the regulator, we have 

been able to restore a proper immune response against TA-PTPs. This finding of a specific 



site of degradation of TA-PTPs reinforced our recent idea that, in normal conditions, the 

MHC class I antigen epitopes are produced and processed in the nucleus and that in abnormal 

conditions, such as during cancer, the TA-PTPs are still produced in the nucleus, but instead, 

to be properly processed by different types of proteasomes such as the standard 20S 

proteasome, the immunoproteasome or a REG/-proteasomal complex (45-48), they are 

destroyed by the REG-proteasomal complex.  

The eukaryotic proteasome exhibits at least three different activities. The 1 subunits 

show a peptidyl-glutamyl peptide hydrolysing (PGPH) activity, while the 2 subunit exhibits 

a trypsin-like activity and the 5 subunit shows a chymotrypsin-like activity (49). When cells 

are treated with interferon gamma, the expression of three additional -type subunits is 

stimulated. All the three active -subunits are replaced by a further set of three active -

subunits: LMP2 (1i), LMP7 (5i)  and LMP10 (2i) (Mecl1), named the immuno-subunits, 

producing the so called immunoproteasome (26). Although the heptamer REG/ has been 

reported to stimulate all three proteasomal activities (12), REGγ has been shown to stimulate 

only the trypsin-like activity (18). The 20S proteasome and immunoproteasome have been 

reported to bind to the heptamer REG/ regulator to process correctly some but not all MHC 

class I epitopes. Two different raisons can explain the fact that REG decreases the PTP-

dependent antigen presentation, either REG could inhibit the processing of the PTPs by the 

proteasome complex or it could enhance the destruction of MHC class I epitopes embedded in 

PTPs by the proteasomal complex. Here we speculate that the REG would bind to the 

nuclear 20S proteasome to stimulate the degradation and not the proper processing of MHC 

class I antigenic peptides, produced by the tumor cells, by changing the activity of the 20S 

core. Accordingly, when the precursor peptide KH-52 was degraded by 20S constitutive 

proteasome activated by REGγ, generation of the immunodominant epitope SIINFEKL was 

completely abolished. Although the mass spectrometry analysis employed herein precludes 



recognition of the small peptides generated following fragmentation of SIINFEKL, 

stimulation of proteasomal peptidase activities, resulting in the destruction of the antigenic 

peptide, appears as the more likely explanation for the impossibility to detect the 

immunodominant epitope in presence of REGγ. This hypothesis is further supported by the 

fact that the mutated REG (N151Y), that is still capable to bind the 20S core, do not anymore 

stimulate the trypsin-like activity and so the degradation of MHC class I PTPs-derived 

peptides, leading to an increase of the antigen presentation.  

We have recently reported that the PTPs are one of the major sources of MHC class I 

antigenic peptides for the endogenous and exogenous pathways. We show that by inhibiting 

the degradation of PTPs by the proteasome in tumor cell lines, we were able to increase the 

amount of unprocessed PTPs to enter the exogenous pathway with the consequence of an 

increase in the activation of naïve CD8+ T cells (7, 8). The fact that we show that REG is 

responsible for the degradation of PTPs, and by doing so, inhibit the endogenous MHC class I 

antigen presentation from TA-PTPs in tumor makes us to hypothesize that this phenomenon 

might also affect the PTP-dependent exogenous MHC class I presentation. Indeed, by 

overexpressing REG in a CRISPR REG knockout cell line, we show that this cell line is not 

able to induce the proliferation of CD8+ T cells via the exogenous pathway anymore. 

Moreover, when we show that the mutated and the NLS-REG constructs are less active to 

degrade the PTPs, these prove that the sole role of REG is to stimulate the nuclear 

proteasomal complex, not only to inhibit the MHC class I endogenous antigen presentation 

but also the MHC class I exogenous pathway. Thereby, we speculate that the cancer cell lines 

are inducing the overexpression of REG in purpose, not only to inhibit the MHC class I 

endogenous pathway, but also to make sure that none of the TA-PTPs would have the chance 

to enter the MHC class I exogenous pathway inducing the proliferation of naive CD8+ T 

cells.  



In conclusion, all the results from this study and from the previous studies on REG 

support the idea that the tumor cell lines have established a system to positively regulate 

REG expression for specific purposes, in order to i) control cell cycle arrest, ii) control 

apoptosis, iii) control cell proliferation, and most importantly iv) to inhibit endogenous and 

exogenous MHC class I antigen presentation, by degrading specifically the TA-PTPs 

encoding MHC class I epitopes, leading the cancer cell lines to become invisible to the host’s 

immune pathway.  

Materials and methods  

More detailed descriptions of experimental procedures used are provided in Supplementary 

information. 

T-cell hybridoma, cell culture and transfection 

The SIINFEKL:K
b
-specific (B3Z) T-cell reporter hybridoma has been described previously 

(32). Human A375, WM3526 and WM3682 melanoma cell lines, HT29 and T84 colon tumor 

cell lines, A549 adenocarcinoma lung cells, MRC5 “normal” lung cells were cultivated in 

medium recommended by ATCC.  

Cells were transfected with different quantities of expression plasmids along with 2 μL of 

JetPrime according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Ozyme). Each plasmid vector contained a 

flag tag. 

CRISPR/Cas9 transfection and selection 

CRISPR/Cas9 system was performed on A375 cell line. After transfection of 1µg of CRISPR 

plasmid vector, cells were sorted 2 days later (1 cell / well). PCR and Western Blot were 

performed on clones; selected ones were sent to sequencing. A TOPO TA cloning (Life 

technologies) was carried out on selected clones. A375 clone number 11 was generated. It 

was called A375c.XI. 

In vitro peptides degradation 



Reconstitution of 20S-PA28 complexes and degradation of short fluorogenic substrates, of 

MP-45 polypeptide and of KH-52 polypeptide were performed according methods already 

described (40, 41, 50). Briefly, REG- and REG-20S proteasomes were reconstituted by 

preincubating human 20S constitutive particles (BostonBiochem, USA) with a 6-fold molar 

excess of REG (BostonBiochem, USA) or REG(41) at 37° C for 30 min in 20 mM 

HEPES, pH 7.6, and 2 mM NaCl and were used immediately for degradation experiments. 

For kinetics analysis and generation of peptide products for MS/MS studies, KH-52 (50 µM) 

was incubated with h20Sc, REG-h20Sc or REG-h20Sc (20 nM), for 8 hr at 37° C in 20 

mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 2 mM NaCl. To assay peptides generated during protein degradation, we 

measured the appearance of new amino groups using fluorescamine as described (40). At the 

end of the incubation, peptide products were separated from none degraded polypeptide by 

ultrafiltration through a membrane with a 3 kDa cutoff (Nanosep, Pall, USA), and these 

samples were used for MS/MS analysis. 

Liquid chromatography–tandem MS (LC–MS/MS) analysis 

5µl of samples from experiments h20Sc -/+ REG containing approximately 130 pmoles 

NH2/µl were loaded onto StageTipsµC18 [1,2]; peptides were eluted in 40 μl 80% acetonitrile 

in 0.1% formic acid. The acetonitrile was allowed to evaporate in a Speed-Vac and then the 

samples were resuspended in 6µl eluent A (see the composition below) for nLC-MS/MS 

analysis. 2µl of each sample were injected as technical replicate on a nLC–ESI–MS/MS 

quadrupole Orbitrap QExactive-HF mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides 

separation was achieved on a linear gradient from 95% solvent A (2% ACN, 0.1% formic 

acid) to 50% solvent B (80% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) over 23 min and from 60 to 

100% solvent B in 2 min at a constant flow rate of 0.25 µl/min on UHPLC Easy-nLC 1000 

(Thermo Scientific) connected to a 25-cm fused-silica emitter of 75 µm inner diameter (New 

Objective, Inc. Woburn, MA, USA), packed in-house with ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ 1.9 µm 



beads (Dr Maisch Gmbh, Ammerbuch, Germany) using a high-pressure bomb loader 

(Proxeon, Odense, Denmark). MS data were acquired using a data-dependent top 15 method 

for HCD fragmentation. Survey full scan MS spectra (300–1750 Th) were acquired in the 

Orbitrap with 60000 resolution, AGC target 1
e6

, IT 120 ms. For HCD spectra, resolution was 

set to 15000 at m/z 200, AGC target 1
e5

, IT 120 ms; NCE 28% and isolation width 3.0 m/z.  

Data processing and analysis 

For quantitative proteomic Raw data were processed with MaxQuant (ver. 1.5.2.8) searching 

against a database containing only the sequence of KH-52 Intron SIINFEKL, no enzyme 

specificity was selected and no difference between I and L. Mass deviation for MS-MS peaks 

was set at 20 ppm and peptides false discovery rates (FDR) at 0.01; the minimal length 

required for a peptide identification was eight amino acids. The list of identified peptides was 

filtered to eliminate reverse hits. Statistical analysis was done with Perseus (ver. 1.5.1.6) 

considering peptides intensity; normalization with Z-score and imputation were applied. 

Significant peptides were calculated with t-test, Benjamini Hochberg correction and 

FDR<0.05 (more stringent assignments) and t-test with p-value 0.05 (less stringent 

assignments). Only significant peptides were used for supervised Hierarchical Clustering 

analysis. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1 – Inverse correlation between expression of REG and antigen presentation in 

multiple cancer cell lines. A) REG mRNA level was analyzed by qPCR in different cell 

lines and was normalized to -actin mRNA level. The MRC5 cell line was used as reference. 

Experiments were performed in triplicate. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM from three 

technical replicates. B) Western blot analysis and quantification (relative to the housekeeping 

protein β-actin) of REGg expression. The protein level is expressed below each gel. C) REG 

protein localization was determined by immunofluorescence in the several tumor cell lines 

and in the MRC5 normal cell line. REG was stained with Alexa Fluor 488 and nuclei were 

counterstained with DAPI. Cells were analysed by confocal microscopy. As expected the 

regulator REG is localized in the nucleus in all cell lines tested. D,E) All cell types were in 

vitro transfected with respectively -glob-intron-SL8 (D), -glob-exon-SL8 (E, left panel) 

and OVA cDNA (E, right panel) expressing constructs. The cells were incubated with the 



SL8-specific CD8+ T-cell hybridoma (B3Z) for 16h. The data show the average of at least 

three independent experiments ± SD minus the values from mock-transfected cells. Free SL8 

peptides were added to the cells to ensure that T-cell assays were carried out at non-saturated 

conditions and that the expression of MHC class I molecules was not affected.  

 

Figure 2 – Exogenous REGγ overexpression decreases antigens presentation. A) The 

MRC5 and A549 were transfected with a construct expressing REG WT from 0.0625 to 

0.5µg or a corresponding empty construct for 48h. REG protein level was examined by 

western blot using β-actin as a loading control. The protein level is expressed below each gel. 

B) The MRC5 and A549 were transfected with a construct expressing Flag-REG WT (0.25 

µg). The flag tag was stained with Alexa Fluor 488 and nuclei with DAPI. Cells were 

analysed by confocal microscopy. As expected the exogenous transfected REG WT is 

localized in nuclei. C) The MRC5 cells (left panel) and A549 cells (right panel) were 

transfected with glob-intron-SL8 construct (0.5μg). The cells were incubated with the SL8-

specific CD8+ T-cell hybridoma (B3Z) for 16h. The data show the average of at least three 

independent experiments ± SD minus the values from mock-transfected cells. D) MRC5 cells 

were transfected with a REG WT construct for 48h. The increase of REG protein expression 

has no effect on the expression of REGα protein. E) MRC5 cells were transfected with a 

Glob-intron-SL8 construct (0.5μg) for 48h. At 36h post-transfection, MRC5 cells were 

overnight treated with epoxomicin (300 nM). Then the cells were incubated with B3Z T-cell 

hybridoma for 16h. The data show the average of at least three independent experiments ± 

SD. *** p < 0.001, * p< 0.05 (unpaired t test). F) Western blot analysis and quantification 

(relative to the housekeeping protein β-actin) of p21 expression in MRC5 cells treated 

overnight with 300nM of epoxomicin. The protein level is expressed below each gel. As 



expected, the p21 protein level increases following 12h of epoxomicin treatment, despite the 

fact that the treated cells overexpressed the exogenous regulator REG. 

 

Figure 3 – Knockdown and knock-out expression of the regulator REG promotes 

antigen presentation. The A375, WM3526, WM3682, HT29 and T84 cell lines were 

transfected with siRNA specific for REG (50 and 100 nM) or siRNA negative control for 

48h and then were analyzed by RT-qPCR analysis (A), by western-blot (B) and by T cell 

assay (C). A) Experiments were performed in triplicate. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM 

from three technical replicates. B) Western blot was performed to analyze and quantify REG 

and p21 expressions, β-actin was used as reference protein. The protein level is expressed 

below each gel. C) Cell lines were transfected with glob-intron-SL8 construct at different 

concentration (0.5μg). Then 48h later the different cell lines were incubated with B3Z T-cell 

hybridoma for 16h. The data show the average of at least three independent experiments ± SD 

minus the values from mock-transfected cells. D) qPCR analysis of A375 cells transfected 

with siRNA specific for REG (50 and 100 nM) was assessed. Inhibition of the REG mRNA 

level was quantified and was normalized to β-actin mRNA level. Experiments were 

performed in triplicate. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM from three technical replicates. E) 

Western-blot analysis and quantification (relative to the housekeeping protein β-actin) of 

REG and p21expression. The protein level is expressed below each gel. F) A375cXI and 

A375 cell lines were both transfected with glob-intron-SL8 construct (0.5 μg) for 48h and 

REG-siRNA (50 or 100 nM) was only added on A375 cells.  The cells were incubated with 

B3Z T-cell hybridoma for 16h. The data show the average of at least three independent 

experiments ± SD minus the values from mock-transfected cells. *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * 

p< 0.05 (unpaired t test). G) A375 and A375cXI cells were transfected with Glob-intron-SL8 

construct vector for 48h. The transfection efficacy was analyzed by FACS (Top panel). 



Human tumor cell lines were transfected with a construct expressing the H-2K
b
 gene and 

stimulated with extracellular SIINFEKL synthetic peptide for 15 min. The transfection 

efficacy of the MHC class I kb molecules was analysis by FACS (bottom panels). Controls 

were stained with mouse IgG1 K isotype control APC. Data are given as percentage.  

 

Figure 4 – REG regulates the nuclear proteasomal pathway. A) Western-blot was 

performed to analyze and quantify REG, REG and p21 proteins expression in A375c.XI 

cells (relative to the housekeeping protein β-actin). They were transfected with a construct 

expressing REG WT or the mutated REG N151Y at different concentrations or with a 

corresponding empty construct for 48h. The protein level is expressed below each gel. B) 

Cells were transfected with glob-intron-SL8 construct (0.5μg). The cells were then incubated 

with B3Z T-cell hybridoma for 16h. The data show the average of at least three independent 

experiments ± SD minus the values from mock-transfected cells. C) A375c.XI cells were 

transfected with a construct expressing a flag tag REGγ WT or a flag tag REGγ N151Y. The 

flag tag was stained with Alexa Fluor 488 and nuclei with DAPI. Cells were analyzed by 

confocal microscopy. As expected the exogenous REGγ WT and REG N151Y proteins are 

localized in nuclei. D) The interaction of 20S proteasome and exogenous REG WT and 

REGN151Y constructs were analyzed by duolink. The PLA was performed using an 

antibody against the flag tag and the alpha subunit 4 of 20S proteasome. The staining was 

analyzed by confocal microscopy. E) The immunoprecipitation was assessed using the REGγ 

antibody and the western blot was carried out using an antibody against 20Sα6 subunit. This 

experiment confirms the interaction of the 20S proteasome and the exogenous REGγ WT or 

REGN151Y. F) Western-blot analysis and quantification (relative to the housekeeping 

protein β-actin) of REG, REG and p21 proteins level in A375c.XI cells transfected with a 

construct expressing REG WT or REG ΔNLS at different concentrations or with a 



corresponding empty construct for 48h. The protein level is expressed below each gel. G) 

Cells were transfected with glob-intron-SL8 construct (0.5μg). The cells were incubated with 

B3Z T-cell hybridoma for 16h. The data show the average of at least three independent 

experiments ± SD minus the values from mock-transfected cells.  

 

Figure 5 – REG promotes the degradation of MHC class I PTP-derived antigenic 

epitopes. A) A375, WM3526, WM3682, HT29, T84, A549, MRC5 and the A375REG cell 

lines expressing the glob-intron-SL8 construct (0.5μg) were cultured with BMDCs for 24h. 

The BMDCs were then co-culture with the SL8-specific CD8+ T-cell hybridoma (B3Z) for 

16h and T-cell activation was estimated by measuring -galactosidase. The data show the 

average of at least three independent experiments ± SD minus the values from mock-

transfected cells. *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p< 0.05 (unpaired t test). B) Amino acids 

sequences of both polypeptides used for the in vitro degradation, with the SIINFEKL in red in 

middle of each precursor peptides. Hydrolysis rates of KH-52 (C) and MP-45 (D) peptides. 

Precursor substrates were incubated with human 20S constitutive proteasomes alone or 

activated by REG and REG, and the amino groups released were measured with 

fluorescamine at the indicated time points. Data are representative of three independent 

experiments. E) Box plot of SIINFKEL peptide intensity calculated by MaxQuant, in samples 

h20Sc- (in green) and +REG (in blue). F) HeatMap comparison of abundance levels for 

significant peptides in samples h20Sc- (biological and technical replicate of samples named A 

and C respectively) and +REG(biological and technical replicate of samples named B and D 

respectively). Difference and similarities between intensity of peptides (normalized by Z-

score) are shown; green indicates decreased levels, and red increased levels. Data obtained 

from supervised Hierarchical Clustering analysis applying t-test and p-value 0.05.
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Titre : Rôle des Pioneer Translation Products (PTPs) dans la réponse immunitaire anti-tumorale. 

Mots clés : PTPs, CMH de classe I, antigènes tumoraux, inhibiteurs de l’épissage, LT cytotoxiques 

Les vaccins thérapeutiques anti-tumoraux 

reposent sur l’activation du système immunitaire 

adaptatif et sont basés sur la reconnaissance des 

antigènes tumoraux (AT) par les lymphocytes T 

auxiliaires et cytotoxiques spécifiques. Leur 

efficacité nécessite une sélection méticuleuse des 

antigènes cibles ainsi qu’une présentation 

antigénique par le CMH de classe I (CMH-I) 

dans les tumeurs non modifiées. Alors que 

l’attention s’est d’abord portée uniquement sur 

les AT dérivés de séquences exoniques, ceux 

dérivés d’évènements de traduction alternatifs ont 

été montrés comme ayant un fort potentiel en tant 

que cibles. Ces derniers peuvent dériver d’une 

traduction de séquences dîtes « non traduites », 

initiée par des codons alternatifs ou dans un cadre 

de lecture non canonique. Une telle traduction 

alternative des ARN épissés dans le noyau et 

donnant naissance aux Pioneer Translation 

Products (PTPs) a été décrite. Ces derniers ont 

été montrés comme source de peptides pour la 

voie de présentation des antigènes par le CMH-I. 

  

Récemment, nous avons montré que les 

antigènes dérivés des PTPs et présentés par les 

tumeurs sont capables d’entrainer une réponse 

lymphocytaire T cytotoxique in vivo et de 

contrôler la croissance tumorale. De plus, nous 

avons identifié la molécule inhibitrice de 

l’épissage isoginkgetin comme modulateur 

positif de cette présentation dans les cellules 

cancéreuses. Nous avons observé qu’un de ses 

dérivées, l’IP2, qui est soluble dans l’eau et 

moins toxique que l’isoginkgetin, est de même 

capable d’augmenter la présentation des 

antigènes dérivés des PTPs dans les tumeurs in 

vitro, ainsi que de réduire la croissance tumorale 

in vivo de manière dépendante de la réponse 

immunitaire. Ainsi, le composé IP2 se révèle être 

un immunomodulateur de la réponse anti-

tumorale efficace et prometteur pour le 

développement de nouvelles stratégies 

thérapeutiques.  
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Anti-tumoral therapeutic vaccines rely on the 

activation of the adaptative immune system and 

are based on the recognition of tumor antigens 

(TA) by specific helper and cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes (CTL). Their efficacy requires a 

careful selection of the targeted antigens as well 

as an unaltered MHC class I (MHC-I) antigenic 

presentation in tumors. While the focus was first 

put on exome-derived TA, evidences highlighted 

the ones derived from alternative translations as 

having a high potential as T-cell targets. These 

can be derived from translation of allegedly non 

coding sequences, initiated at alternative codons 

or performed in non-canonical open reading 

frames. Such an alternative translation occurring 

from pre-spliced mRNAs in the nucleus has been 

described as giving rise to the Pioneer Translation 

Products (PTPs), which constitute a source of 
polypeptides for the MHC-I pathway. 

 

Recently, we showed that PTPs-derived antigens 

presented by tumors are able to elicit a CTL 

response in vivo that controls tumor growth. Here, 

we identified one positive modulator of PTPs-

derived antigen presentation in cancer cells: the 

splicing inhibitor isoginkgetin. Then, we provided 

one of its derivatives, the IP2, which is water 

soluble and less toxic than the isoginkgetin, and 

showed that IP2 treatment increases PTPs-derived 

antigenic presentation of cancer cells in vitro and 

reduces tumor growth in vivo in an immune-

dependent manner. Hence we describe here the 

IP2 as a new efficient immunomodulator of the 

antitumor response, promising for the 

development of innovative therapeutic strategies.  
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